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The following is aconversation between two of the foremost trumpet players in the
world. Marvin Stamm, one
of the most respected studio
players around today, and
Woody Shaw, whose accomplishments in jazz are
legendary.

used to it! The high G's were
like silk. And on the slow
things where I'd always used
afluegel, Iend up staying
with the trumpet 'cause it
can give me the kind of full,
dark sound Iwant. My trombone player said, "Woody, I
never heard you sound like
that before." I said, "Me
neither." Ireally love this
horn.

MS: Woody, about thirty years
ago, my dad gave me some
good advice that I'll pass on
to my own kids. He told me
whatever Ipicked to do for a
living, make sure Ireally like
it. Because I'll probably be
doing it for along, long time.
For me, the answer was
music. And I've never regretted it.
WS: There's nothing like it.
We're actually making aliving doing what we really love.
MS: For sure. You can't beat it.
WS: And so many good things happen to you. Like last Saturday in
Newark. They gave a concert for
me and gave me an honorary degree from Arts High. There were
three great high school orchestras.
Isaw my old trumpet teacher. Man,
Icried for half an hour.
MS: That's what music's all about.
You don't explain it. Not really.
You feel it. It comes from deep inside. The trick is getting it out. And
if Idon't have the right horn, I
can't do it. That's why I'm so excited
about these new Yamahas. And it's
fun to be excited about ahorn again.
WS: Right. You can play anything
on them. And everything comes so

MS: So do I. My reputation
as a studio player is based
on versatility, and this new
horn from Yamaha is the
epitome of versatility. It got
me to switch when Ithought
Inever would.

much easier. Idon't use as much
energy to play. It's like they took all
the best parts of the great trumpets
and rolled them into one. On the
European Tour Ijust finished, several classical players came up to
me and asked about the horn...
MS: They were hearing something.

WS: You're absolutely right.
You know what horn Iused
to play. Nothing was going
to make me change but one
thing. A better trumpet.
MS: You have to respect Yamaha
quality. Not just their instruments,
but the way they believe in giving
back to the community. They're sensitive to people and to music, and
they're dedicated to bringing out
the best in life throughout the world.

WS: Yeah. And Iknow what they
were hearing. Because sometimes
it feels like Ican just reach out and
touch the notes.

WS: Amen to that, Marvin.
Amen to that.

MS: Absolutely. Ican play a soft
ballad. It responds. Ican play loud
and fast. It responds. Brilliant, fat,
rich sounds. It comes from the way
these horns are made.

The new 6000 Series professional
trumpets from Yamaha. For information, visit your authozized Yamaha
dealer or write to Yamaha Musical
Products, 3050 Breton Rd. S.E., P.O.
Box 7271, Grand Rapids, M149510.

WS: You said it. From the very first
time Ipicked up my Yamaha horn,
it was so on. The intonation's so
perfect, it took me a week to get

YAMAHA
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IC IF VOUDONI HAYE
II THESE ALBUMS
YOU DON1 HAVE THESE
PERFORMANCES
Released in the U.S. for the first time ever, these albums
are surprising and delighting jazz collectors the world
over. They are vintage performances by contemporary
legends such as Miles Davis, Thelonius Monk, etc., etc.
The personnel and programs of these incredible albums
are so rich and varied, we suggest atrip to your favorite
record store for an afternoon of reading liner notes. That
is the only way to get the complete significance of these
newly- discovered records...the latest editions in the CBS
Contemporary Masters Series.
Miles Davis. Double album, immaculately recorded in Tokyo
and Berlin, 1964. With Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Ron
Carter, Tony Williams.
Thelonious Monk. Double album with great sound. Live in
Tokyo, 1963. With Charlie Rouse, Butch Warren, Frankie
Dunlop.
Al Grey. Agiant of the trombone in mid- 70's sessions produced
by John Hammond. Lots of Al Grey/Ernie Wilkins originals, plus
"Stardust" and "All Of Me:
Kenny Burrell. Hard to believe this was never released. 1961/
1962 sessions with Illinois Jacquet, Hank Jones, Jack McDuff,
George Duvivier. Produced by John Hammond.
Vocalists. Spectacular finds. Tony Bennett backed by Stan
Getz, Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, Elvin Jones. Carmen McRae
with Louis Armstrong, Dave Brubeck, Gene Wright. oe Morello.
Plus Mose Allison, Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, Jon Hendricks,
The Gordons.
Instrumentalists. Too many to list. These recordings, from 1955
to 1962 include avery early recording by The Montgomery
Brothers Quintet (featuring Wes Montgomery) plus various
groups manned by such immortals as J.J. Johnson, Nat
Adderley, Eric Dolphy, Jimmy Heath, Randy Weston, Yusef
Lateef, Clark Terry, Coleman Hawkins.

RTIPAOST FORGOTTEN

CONTEMPORARY MASTERS SERIES FROM COLUMBIA RECORDS
MEMO 40UND
VettO

STUFSIN AROUND

"CBS,

COLUMBIA, - se ARE TRADEMARKS OF CBS.INC ® 19E3 ŒS INC.
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Baja to Bangor, "deebees" '84 is
F
ready to soar, and all U.S. and Canarom

dian music students better fly down to
their local music retailers if they want to
hop aboard.
What's a "deebee"? Well none other
than the annual down beat Student Music Awards that we've been handing out
for the last half-dozen years. Again this
year the awards will be made with the
cooperation and endorsement of the National Association of School Music Dealers. Thanks to NASMD's initial involvement last year, the '83 "deebees" were the
biggest and best yet, attracting entries
from over 2,500 student musicians. The
judges are primed and ready for another
record batch of entries. Don't disappoint
them.
Once again participating NASMD
members and other music industry
sources will be contributing to a cash
scholarship award fund. And the
Berklee College of Music in Boston will
continue to award scholarship prizes to
winners of the high school divisions.
Additional prizes include " deebee"
plaques, pins, and certificates. Any 10- to
20-minute recorded (cassette tape or

Applications now accepted for the seventh

annual down beat Student Music Awards
competition.
Eligibility: Any 10- to 20- minute performance
by U.S. or Canadian high school or college
students recorded after January 1, 1983.
Awards & Prizes: Berklee College of Music
scholarships, additional cash scholarships to
be announced, plus "deebee" plaques, pins.
and certificates.
Deadline: All entries must be in down beats
Chicago office by March 1, 1984. Results will
be published in the June 84 down beat.

down beat"deebee"
Send me

A Division of Renio. Inc.
10706 Craighead Dr.
Houston, TX 77025 ( 713) 666-2525
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The 1984 "deebee" awards are offered in
two divisions— high school and college— in
each of 17 categoriesi
BEST JAll INSTRUMENTALISTS
1 Soloists 2. Groups ( 2-9 pieces)
3. Big Bands ( 10 + ) 4. Studio Orchestras
BEST JAll VOCALISTS
5 Soloists 6. Groups ( 2-9 members)
7 Choirs ( 10
BEST CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTALISTS
8. Soloists 9 Chamber Music Groups
10. Symphonic Bands 11. Orchestras
BEST BLUES:POP.'ROCK INSTRUMENTALISTS
12. Soloists 13. Groups
14. BEST ORIGINAL COMPOSITION
15. BEST JAll ARRANGEMENT
16. BEST ENGINEERED LIVE RECORDING
17. BEST ENGINEERED STUDIO RECORDING

222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606

copies of the 1984 "dee bee" awards brochure and Official Application.

1

ppo•cnapk
Our new catalogue is free.
Write for yours today.

disc) performance made after January 1,
1983 by U.S. or Canadian high school or
college/university students enrolled at an
accredited institution at the time of the
recording is eligible—but you must get it
to us by March 1, 1984. Your local school
music dealer should already have official
application forms, rules, and recording
tip brochures. ( If they don't, fill out the
coupon below, and we'll see that they get
them.)
You can enter your selections in one or
more of the 17 categories, including jazz
(soloists, groups, big bands, and studio
orchestras), classical (soloists, chamber
groups, symphonic bands, and orchestras), and blues/pop/rock (soloists
and groups); top jazz vocalists (soloists,
groups, and choirs) will also be recognized. Additional awards will go to the
best original composer, the best jazz arranger, and the top recording engineers.
Times a `wastin'. Remember we've got
to have your entry in our Chicago office
(down beatPdeebee," 222 West Adams
Street, Chicago, IL 60606) by March 1,
1984. So wing it on down to your local
school music dealer and get that application today!
db

Enter now! down beat's 1984 " deebee" awards

How To Enter: Pick up "deebee" brochure
and Official Application at your local music &
sound retailer or use coupon below.

"I stick with the
best!
Only Pro-Mark!"
—Sax Hooper

BY CHARLES DOHERTY

Name

Your School

Address

City

City

Your Music Dealer

State Zip

Address

8402

H 1
Step out from behind that pile of keyboards .and take on
the world. There are no strings attached when you're
playing the SHIM.
Battery powered sleek lines, compact design
lightweight ( less than most guitars). Strap it on and it
becomes apart of you.
Available in Silver. Red or Blue it looks great on stage,
and so do you when you're playing it. Plug in aset
of phones and let the SH-101 take you where you
want to go.
The SH-101 is more than just another pretty face.
Its a serious synthesizer — 33 keys. 11- octave
range, you can go from deepset rumbling bass
to screaming highs in a flash. Modulation
Grip in combination with Bender lets you
bend anote up, down or sideways.
With the Source Mixer to blend Sawtooth
and Square waves ,
(
with PWM), full Filtering, Envelope and Interface capabilities,
built-in Sequencer. Arpeggiator, you've
got more power strapped onto your body
than you've ever had sitting in front
of you.
Get an SH-101—and Get Moving!
Available at better music stores
everywhere. Only $495.00 retail.
RolandCorp US.
7200 Dominion Circe,
Los Angeles, CA 90040
(213) 685-5141.

TAKES YOU WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.

C
HORDS & D
ISCORDS
Toots sweet

A okay for db

Chords chord

Iwant to thank you and your staff for
seeing that I got my db Poll-winner's
plaques delivered to me at the NARAS
(National Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences) Tribute Evening to me in
New York—as well as the warm telegram. Needless to say, Iam very proud
and touched.
Toots Thielemans
Montauk, NY

Re: Old Wine, New Bottles, db, Oct. '83.
It's funny to see an article approving
and applauding early country music and
Western Swing, mentioning names that a
great many of us were raised with like
Roy Newman, Bill Boyd, Milton Brown,
and others. For years down beat occasionally gave some "blurb" of notice to
Bob Wills, Spade Cooley, Tex Williams,
and a few other of the then-described
"cowboy" outfits. Having back issues of
db from '44-53, Igot the impression the
(then) writers looked down on what was
called " Hillbilly Music," but in our part of
the country, we called it "Western Swing:'
So it's refreshing here in 1983 to see a
different attitude around the writers references to our type of music.
A great many of us Southwesterners
loved Tommy Dorsey, Glenn Miller,
et al., and we read down beat faithfully.
We didn't really like the occasional digs
about Okie bands folding and going back
to Okie land, but we've lived long enough
to see its acceptance in your magazine, so
it was well worth the wait.
Glenn P. White
Bob Wills Roundup
Secretary/Treasurer
Oklahoma City

Iam a composer who was really only
interested in classical, dixieland, big
band, and acouple of other types of jazz
before this summer when Iwent to a
music camp. My teacher there was agreat
believer in contemporary music, and told
me to write some. Although it was very
different to me, Iliked it. Iwrote apiece
using all kinds of different chords.
But, afterwards, Icould think of no
more harmonies. Then I picked up a
down beat. Dr. William L. Fowler's " How
To . . ." Pro Session showed me new
chords which Icould use. db also keeps
me up-to-date on new jazz performers.
It's showed me what things in jazz are
going on and where, the newest musical
products, and good books and records to
get.
Thank you for producing such agood
magazine.
David Cutler
Walnut Creek, CA

Swiss cheers
Enclosed herewith please find my application for subscription to your marvelous
magazine down beat. Ijust wanted to
include with it my heartiest congratulations for some of the best articles I've
ever read over the subject jazz.
Although Iam not amusician myself,
I'm deeply into jazz, and Itend to rely
most of the time on you for news of my
favorite jazz musicians and on your record reviews. One last thing, just keep up
the good work, and I'll be looking forward to receiving your next issue of
down beat real soon. Thanks for everything you've done for the world of contemporary music right up till now.
Mark Chin
Valais, Switzerland

Flugel flub
1have just finished reading the Wynton
Marsalis Blindfold Test by Fred
CONTINUED ON PAGE 61

The Voice©
The name La Voz literally means voice. How
appropriate considering the fact that La Voz reeds
serve literally as the vocal cord of so many of the
world's finest instruments. These reeds then, are not
simply a voice, they are the voice selected for their
expressive qualities by the finest musicians in the
world. After all, it is the intimate relationship of areed
and amouthpiece and embouchure that give the
woodwind its life, its breadth, its depth, its character— in the hands of amusician its very soul. To us,
consistent quality is essential, and why so many artists
select La Voz as the voice of their finest instruments.
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"Shure's Headset Mie keeps us great drummers
from annoying us great singers:'
Keith Knudsen—Doobie Brothers

The SM10A/SM12A
If you're like Keith Knudsen, your vocal sound is just as
important as your drum and percussion sound. That's
why Shure has created aspecial microphone just for
you.
The Shure Headset Mic. Now, no matter where you
twist or turn, the adjustable head-worn unidirectional
dynamic microphone remains in perfect position. At
precisely the distance and angle you set.
And even though the microphone is tiny in size, it's
packed with everything that makes Shure vocal microphones legendary. The microphone is ideal for
close-up vocal applications due to its ability to discriminate against distant sounds and reject both overload and distortion. There's even a highly effective
windscreen to further reduce pop and wind noise.
Plus, the Headset Mic gives you
high output for punch in live vocal
situations; a crisp, clean and balanced midrange to separate your

voice from the instruments; and scintillating highs that
add sparkle to your performance.
The Headset Mic is available in two versions. The
standard SM10A ( microphone only) and the SM12A
which features areceiver for use as amonitor.
But whichever you choose, be sure of one thing.
Now you're free to play your instruments any way you
want ... without stretching for the vocals.
For more information on the
complete line of Shure microphones, call or write Shure
Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey
Ave., Evanston, IL 60204,
(312) 866-2553.
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BILL BRU FORD
AND SIMMONS DRUMS:PROOF
THAT THE FUTURE WORKS.
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Bill Bruford doesn't play the new Simmons electronic kit
because it's the most amazing looking set ever made. Or
because it comes in arange of 7dazzling colours. Or because it
can fit comfortably in the trunk of even the smallest auto.
Bill's not bothered about things like that.
But, as atruly creative musician, what he is bothered about is
finding the kit that can help him extend the frontiers of his craft.
Bill uses Simmons live and in the studio because ( unlike most
electronic drums) our kits are for playing.
Not for playing with.
"I believe that, just as the electric guitar
revolutionized guitar- playing, the

introduction of Simmons drums is just the beginning of
anew era that will make the drummer's art more challenging,
more exciting than ever before':
But you don't have to take Bill's word for it. Send $ 2to us at
Simmons Group Centre Inc., PO Box 1444, Reseda, CA 91335 and
we'll send you aspecial recording of Simmons drums in action.
Then, like Bill Bruford, you'll be convinced that the sound of
Simmons really is the sound of things to come.
And if you'd like to see Bill play Simmons
on video, write, enclosing $ 53.95, for
'Bruford and the Beat' to Axis Video Inc.,
PO Box 21322, Baltimore, Maryland 21208.

SIMMONS

THE•DRUMS•OFTHE•FUTURE
SIMMONS GROUP CENTRE INCORPORATED, PO BOX 1444, RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 91335. TELEPHONE 213 884 2653.

N
EWS
PASIC's World Of Percussion
KNOXVILLE, TN— One year after
the World's Fair left here, the World
Of Percussion arrived with abang
in the form of the eighth annual
Percussive Arts Society International Convention. Nearly 1,500
percussionists from around the
world jammed the Knoxville Convention Center for four days of
concerts, clinics, exhibits, and
fun.
Though attendance was down
slightly from the ' 82 PASIC in more
accessible Dallas, the Exhibition
Hall featured the world's largest
(ever) display of percussion
equipment. Gretsch drums, Sabian cymbals, and Simmons electronic drums were major new additions to an exhibitor lineup that
included longtime PAS supporters
Ludwig/Musser, Slingerland/
Deagan, Yamaha, Tama, Pearl,
Sonor, Premier, Rogers, Zildjian,
Paiste, Remo/Pro-Mark, Calato/
Regal Tip, and dozens of others.
Thursday the acoustically reverberant hall echoed with the indescribable din of over 50 kits
being played nonstop— a continual cannon shot or an erupting
volcano come to mind. Consequently, a 45- minute playing moratorium was called for each hour
the rest of the convention.
Thus, during the lulls,
PASICeers could explore the new
equipment on display. Attracting
crowds were drums like Tama's
Artstars, Yamaha's Recording Se-

res, Ludwig's Modular and Atlas II
Set- Ups, and Slingerland's Black
Golds. Sabian's new cymbal
sounds ( from Canada via Turkey)
competed for attention with established giants Zildjian and Paiste.
Remo's pre-tuned gear and new
muffling systems were intriguing.
Show stick specials included Pro Mark's Louie Bellson signature
model, Regal Tip's Carmine Appice, and Vic Firth's Steve Gadd.
And a revolutionary new wood
snare shell from SOTA Percussion
raised many an eyebrow— including Tony Williams' and Peter
Erskine's.
The video/electronic age also
arrived at PASIC ' 83 with Simmons
perhaps the biggest hit. But the
Siena Trading Corp. demonstrated
an interactive electronic drum/
video setup, and more vid was
shown by Drummers Collective
Inc.
Clinic-wise, the drum set instructor lineup was most impressive. Ed Thigpen ( sponsored by
Paiste and Slingerland) brushed
up a storm; Peter Erskine
(Yamaha) offered practical tips;
Tony Williams ( Gretsch), Louie
Bellson ( Remo), Ed Soph
(Yamaha/Zildjian/Firth), Carmine
Appice ( Slingerland/Calato), and
Danny Gottlieb ( Ludwig) gave performance pointers in a variety of
disciplines; Larrie Londin
(Yamaha) shared his studio techniques; and Bill Bruford ( Sim -

mons) went the electronic way.
But other areas got their due too,
with numerous mallet, marching,
and orchestral c'inics abounding.
A successful new idea introduced
this year was the " hands-on" demonstrations/classes, with Larry
Snider ( steel drums) and Fathi
Belaljia ( Middle Eastern hand
drums) conducting several intimate sessions daily.
The concerts were many and
varied. Standouts were Water
Mays' War Games for extended
percussion (including gun and
jackhammer) and professional
wrestlers (two with ref and ring),
performed by the Wichita St. U.
Percussion Ensemble ( J. C.
Combs, conductor) with guests
Ed Soph and Danny Gottlieb; and
the world premfere of Louie Bell son's Concerto For Percussion
And Orchestra. The orchestra was
from the U. of Tennessee ( W.
Sande MacMorran, conductor);
the soloists included Louie ( pic -

turea) and Peter Erskine on trap
sets, Ed Saindon on vibes, Vic
Firth on timpani, and the piece was
a gem.
Prior to his concert, Bellson was
the guest speaker at the gala banauet where George Harn;Iton
Green, the late xylophone master,
was inducted into the PAS
of
Fame. Additionally, over half-ahunared valuable door prizes donated by the exhibitors were
awarded.
The Percussive Arts Society is a
nonprofit worldwide educatidnal
organization that promotes the
communication among student,
teaching, and performing percussionists. If drumming is your business or your pleasure find out
what all the noise is about—join
PASIC ' 84 in Ann Arbor, MI ( or '85
in Los Angeles, or '86 in Washington, DC). Membership detals from
PAS, 214 W. Main St., Box 697,
Urbana, IL 61801.
—chartes doherty

Oute's up
DURHAM, NC — Vibist Lionel
Hampton and tenor saxophonist/
arranger Paul Jeffrey recently conDRUMS D
LTD.
spired to bring a striong jazz education program back to Duke University here. .1effiey, a former
Hampton big band sideman ( he
also served ents with Charles
Mingus and Thelanious Monk),
heads Duke's jazz department,
and Hampton donated $ 10,000 to
establish the Lionel Hampton
o Scholarship : here.
"Duke University has had avery
TRIPLE-HEADER: Bill Crowden's Drum Ltd. (Chicago) celebrated its
illustrious career ir jazz before,"
20th anniversary with an all-star clinic, Drum Fever '84, at the west
Jeffrey said, cding Duke alumni
suburban Hillside Holiday Inn, attracting an SRO crowd of nearly 1,200
Les Brown and Pat Williams and
Windy City sticksters to learn from Simon Phillips (pictured above, and
former artist- in- residence Mary
sponsored by Tama drums and Zildjian cymbals), Danny Gottlieb
Lou Williams. " Ihope we can rekin(Ludwig/Paiste), and Chad Wackerman (Slingerland/Paiste). Tama co- dle that in people's awareness."
clinician Dominic Famularo worked with Phillips, who was on the
The first spark was struck at a
seventh and last stop of his Midwest clinic tour. The next five nights Dom
concert in- late ' 83 when Hampton
joined up with Billy Cobham for his Tama-sponsored clinics at Gand
performec with the Duke Jazz EnMusic And Sound in north suburban Northfield, followed by a northsemble. The nearly four-hour prowestern one at Roselle Music, and aChicago-proper stop at the Guitar
gram also included a string
Center, before heading north to Wisconsin for two more clinics.
quintet, Hampton's big band
BILL
CROVIDENs

mythm section, and Fayettevilie
trumpeter Ray Codrington, who
played with the JFK Quintet ic the
early 1960s and recorded with
tenor saxophonist Eddie Harris.
Hampton's " we- gotta- get to-' em" approach had the sellout
crowd at Page Auditorium yelling
for encores after a workout that
yielded these highlights.Hamp's
percussive, octave- voiced sod on
Just You, Just Me, Codrington's
magical presence of lone and
Jeffrey's Trane/Dex/Rollins continuum on James Williams Minor
Thesis, Oliver Jackson's unflagging beat and cymba. intensity,
and the student ensemble's technique and enthusiasm. The concert was recorded for aistribution
on Hampton's record label
The annual Mary Lou Willams
jazzfest, the Hampton schoarship,
and Paul Jeffrey— all firmly established at Duke— are bringing jazz
back to Durham. —owen cordie
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BILL
BRUFORD
ADruminer:r
Discipline

BY ART LANGE AND
CHARLES DOHERTY
n this day of plug-in drum machines. preset rhythms. phone- it-

ment modifications.

in overdubbed sessions, and play- it- safe musical sound-

Bruford is acutely aware of the limitations listeners and mu-

alikes. open-minded, articulate, thoughtful, creative percus-

sicians alike attempt to put on drummers, and has sought to

sionists are at a premium. So. as he has proven in over a

subvert these preconceptions by enlarging the percussionist's

decade of drumming. Bill Bruford continues to be a rare.

role,

valuable commodity.

traditional timekeeping, by exploring exotic rhythms and neters

by

punctuating

and

playing melodically as opposed to

A founding member of the British progressive- rock band Yes

from other musical cultures, by adding fresh colors and textures

beginning in 1970. Bruford's career and instrumental sen-

through incorporating percussive instruments from other coun-

sibility have followed parallel paths of experimentation and

tries, by finding new sound solutions in traditional drums, and by

conscious determination. With such groups as UK. National

experimenting with the unlimited potential of electronic drums.

Health. Genesis, his own band Bruford, and two separate

Such an inventive stance has found him accompanying such

incarnations of King Crimson. the 34- year- old native of Kent.

diverse musicians as Al Di Meola and Annette Peacock. in settings

England has expanded his percussive vision in a wide variety of

that range from acoustic piano drum duets to the electronic

challenging. contrasting musical contexts. Simultaneously. he

gamelan thunder of King Crimson.

has continually rethought his musical philosophy and altered his
approach to drumming through differing techniques and equip16
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Given such acreative. unfettered aesthetic, perhaps his earliest
musical influences aren't so surprising

.

BB: Iwas at the school; Iplayed quite alot of jazz; Iwas very
Art Lange: What are your first musical memories?
Bill Bruford: My older sister playing rock & roll records, in

the '50s; we had quite alot of that American stuff—Lipstick On
Your Collar by Connie Francis.
it's getting real foggy now .. .
Elvis: Hound Dog, definitely was abig hit in our house [in Seven
Oaks], and England had atrad jazz boom—skiffle and New
Orleans mini-booms. Ican't quite remember which came first.
There were all those people like Kenny Ball's Jazzmen and
Acker Bilk, and Ithought they were great. They were like rock
groups at the time, Ithought they were terrific. And watching
big band drummers on British telly . . .
Charles Doherty: British drummers, or American ones . . .
Buddy Rich?
BB: No, Idon't remember coming across him. We're up to
when Iwas 12 now, and there were drummers like Ronnie
Burrell, Ronnie Stevenson, another English big band drummer who was very good. Then at this time my sister gave me a
pair of brushes for my 12th birthday, and said, "Play these on
the back of an LP sleeve, and they sound great," and you know,
it's agood way to practice. Iplayed with them for abit, then I
graduated to sticks, then sticks and a drum . . . you know,
everybody built up akit very slowly, as it was alot of money.
AL: What kind of music did you start playing?
BB: Iplayed along with my trad records—Midnight In Moscow,
Stranger On The Shore, all that traditional jazz stuff that we had
in England at that time and was pretty popular. Then Iwent
off to aprivate boarding school when Iwas 13 and came under
the influence of abunch of 17-year-olds who were all big jazz
freaks, but now we moved into bebop and Monk and the
Riverside label and of course Blue Note—ahuge stack of jazz
albums which were great—and they had ajazz quartet which
was not bad, fairly accomplished. One of them, who was 17 or
18, was leaving school and looking for akid to show the drums
to and take over the jobs—there was only one drummer in a
school of only 500 or something, and the drummer plays in the
orchestra and in the jazz group . . .
AL: Any particular Riverside drummer? Blakey or . . .
BB: Oh, all those guys, all wonderful. I wouldn't even
discriminate; I thought they were all great—Elvin Jones,
Charli Persip Iremember very much, with Johnny Griffin's Big
Soul band, alot of soul-jazz, Wade In The Water and stuff like
that. So this was very exciting, and some rarer stuff, Jackie
McLean and other Blue Note stuff was all Igrew up with. It
was terrific, and then the Beatles came out in '64 or whenever,
but didn't make much of an impression on that. Imean the
jazz stuff seemed to burn that stuff to the ground, so nobody
noticed that. Iwas learning drums from another guy who had
akit permanently set up, and he was showing me riding jazz
time, and independence, we went through some of the early
drums books together.
Iwas ajazz freak, there's no doubt about it, and at the same
time Iwas crossing over into that burning British r&b with
Graham Bond, which was almost jazz anyway, because the
Bond band played Wade In The Water— that was John
McLaughlin and Bond and Ginger Baker and Jack Bruce. For
a15-year-old up in an English night club in town, in London,
that was impressive stuff. Imean, that was heady, you know? I
can remember being physically transfixed by this music—
which is presumably how 15-year-olds feel today when they
hear the Rolling Stones Iguess, because Inever felt like that,
but Ido know what it feels like to be physically changed by
music. Idon't think they were playing that loud either. There
were no microphones, just kit drums, upright bass, tenor
horn, and Bond had these two huge Leslie cabinets—Imean,
Hammond organs were new, aHammond organ with aLeslie
cabinet was new, having two was . . . this was in little bars in
England. They played, you know, Genius + Soul =Jazz, Ray
Charles, that was the standard bible for that band, but they
played it so rough and so crudely. .. nobody could believe that
stuff; they all thought it was great.
AL: What happened between there and your joining Yes?

influenced by the Graham Bond thing, so r&b was amiddle
ground between the Beatles at the very pop end of things and
jazz. Strong r&b things were happening in London—John
Mayall and those people were all playing the college circuits,
and if you wanted to go out and hear aband, you'd go out and
listen to them, and it was great. You couldn't go and hear
McCoy Tyner and Elvin Jones—they weren't around. Then I
got aplace at the University in Leeds, and Imet up with Jon
Anderson and Chris Squire, and we formed apop group, but I
thought we were going to form ajazz group [laughs] . . . I
didn't distinguish that much.
AL: Did the band do alot ofjamming? Or was it asong band?
BB: It was asong band. No, Idon't think we ever played an
informal note together, which is of course shameful, but the
musicians in those days weren't very good, and unless you're
going to play on one chord endlessly or play some tedious kind
of 12-bar, Idon't think it would have done us much good. It
was an ideas band—you know, " If you do this on the bass and I
do this on the kick drum and maybe it'll sound funny, and we
could put this funny organ part on top and one way or another
we'll sound different. And if we sound different, then we'll be
famous:' See that was unlike now, when you say, " If we sound
the same, we'll be famous:' Then it was " If we sound different,
we'll be famous:'
AL: Most of the bands that you've been involved with from Yes
and Genesis and UK up to King Crimson, had been labeled by
the media "art rock:' Does that mean anything to you?
BB: Well, Iknow roughly what's going on, yeah. The pop
scene in England was working class—it's a working class
phenomenon. Then all these rich kids from universities,
people like me, thought that it would be rather fun to join this
kind of thing and add some new ideas to it, and these were kids
who could play alittle better, and who had maybe heard of
Stravinsky and who maybe got fancy ideas about art school.
There's awhole art school tradition. Ithink the term "art rock"
is actually an import from England in the sense that those
middle class art school kids had fancy ideas about dressing up
and putting on stage shows and turning the whole thing out of
the jeans-and-sweatshirts kind of aworking class thing. Black
Sabbath and Ozzy Osbourne are still the logical continuation
of all that working class thing; art rock came in when those
people sort of dived in on it in England and started making
fancy chord changes, arrangements, things like that, all of
which was non-rock & roll as viewed from Ozzy Osbourne's
position.
Idon't feel any part of any of this, incidentally. I'm simply
putting on the critic's hat; Imean this is of no interest to me. I
thought Iwas in ajazz group at the time anyway, so it shows
how far off the rails Iwas.
AL: So eventually you went from Yes to Genesis to King
Crimson.
BB: Well, King Crimson and Yes, although they're known as
being the same thing over here, Ithink, were entirely different,
and Ithink they still are. Yes was avocal entertainment group
modeled on the Fifth Dimension.
AL: In the down beat review at the time of the first King
Crimson record, In The Court Of The Crimson King, which you
weren't involved with, the reviewer said that on the record it
sounded like a rock band trying to incorporate some jazz
elements, but when the band played live, it sounded like ajazz
band that would use some rock & roll elements. Now, when you
went to King Crimson, did it feel more like ajazz band to you —
was there stretching out or jamming in the band at the time?
BB: None of the people were remotely jazz musicians in any of
these bands. They were just better musicians, Ithink, and
while King Crimson was adarker sounding group, much more
prone to the minor key, Yes was all sunny and diatonic and a
sort of vocal group. Its leader, Jon Anderson, was from a
northern club atmosphere where it was entertainment—
people had paid their two pounds and wanted nice entertainment; things were done for show—whereas King Crimson
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McCOY TYNER SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
as a eider
LOOKING OUT— Columbia 38053
LA LEYENDA DE LA HORA— Columbia
37375
HORIZON—Milestone 9094
4x4— Milestone 55007
13TH HOUSE—Milestone 9102
SUPERTRIOS—Milestone 55003
ATLANTIS—Mllestone 55002
ECHOES OF AFRIEND— Milestone 9055
ENLIGHTENMENT— Milestone Ii5001
FLY WITH THE WIND— Milestone 9087
FOCAL POINT— Milestone 9072
GREETING—Milestone 9085
PASSION DANCE—Milestone 9091
SAHARA—Milestone 9039
SAMA LAYUCA—Milestone 9055
SONG FOR MY LADY—Milestone 9044
SONG OF THE NEW WORLD—Milestone
9049
TOGETHER— Milestone 9087
INNER VOICES—Milestone 9079
TRIDENT—Milestone 9063
EARLY TRIOS— MCA 4157
GREAT MOMENTS WITil .—MCA 4126
REEVALUATION: THE IMPULSE YEARS—
MCA 4156
COSMOS—Blue Note LA460-H2
EXPANSIONS— Blue Note 84338
EXTENSIONS— Blue Note LA006.-çi
THE REAL McCOY—Blue Note 84264
TENDER MOMENTS— Blue Note 84275
ASANTE—Blue Note LA223-G
/WE FOR TYNER—Blue Note 84307
TODAY & TOMORROW —Impulse 63
LIVE AT NEWPORT— Impulse 43
NIGHTS OF BALLADS' AND BLUES— Impulse 39
PLAYS ELLINGTON—Impulse 79
REACHING 4TH—ImpLIse 33
WCEPTION—Impulse 18

with Jbhn Coltrane
MY FAVORITE THINGS—Atlantic 1361
COLTI1ANE'S SOUND—AtlantIc 1419
OLE— Atlantic 1373
COLTRANE LEGACY— Atlantic 1553
PLAYS THE BLUES—Atlantic 1382
AFRICA/BRASS—MCA 29007
AFRICA/BRASS SESSION VOL. 2— MCA
29008
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD— MCA
29009
IMPRESSIONS—MCA 29014
THE OTHER VILLAGE VANGUARD
TAPES—MCA 4137
COLTRANE—MCA 29011
BALLADS—MCA 29012
COLTRANE & JOHNNY HARTMAN—MCA
290'3
LIVE AT BIRDLAND—MCA 29015
AFRO-LilLUE IMPRESSIONS— Pablo 2620
101
CRESCENT—MCA 29016
A LOVE SUPREME— MCA 29017
COLTRANE QUARTET PLAYS— MCA
29018
TRANSOTION—MCA 29027
ASCENSION— MCA 29020
SUN SHIP— MCA 29028
MEDITATIONS— MCA 29022
FIRST MEDITATIONS (FOR QUARTET)—
MCA 29030
LIVE IN SEATTLE— MCA 4134
THE PARIS CONCERT— Pablo 2308 217
SELFLESSNESS— MCA 29026
0M—MCA 29024
KULU SU MAMA— MCA 29021
LIVE IN PARIS— Affinity 16
COLTPMNOLOGY VOL. 1—Affinity 7
COLTRANOLOGY VOL. 2—Affinity 17
BYE BYE BLACKBIRD—Pablo 2308 227
THE EUROPEAN TOUR—Pablo 2308 222
with Milestone Jazz-Stars
IN CONCERT—Milesto
55006

11.11cCOY TYNER'S EQUIPMENT
McCoy Tyner is aSteinway recorCing artist, a.-Icithat's the piano he has inhis
home. " Iprefer aSteinway, but 11 play whatever's in the best shape when 1
play. The name of the instrument isn't important as long as it in good
shape, though Ihave my preferences."
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another side of my musical personality. People have atendency
to lock you in and say you can't do this or that. Ithink that's
unfair. If you have atrack record of putting quality music out
and you choose to do something in adifferent area of music
with quality, you should be allowed to do that without criticism.
You're still the same artist and you still have the same integrity,
but you're doing something different:'
Looking Out was acommercial disappointment for Tyner,
and his self-designated swan song on Columbia Records. " I
don't think that CBS had any serious intent of doing anything
with the album," Tyner concedes. "Iexpected them to promote it like they would promote any album of that nature, but
they weren't honest with mer
Tyner's commercial experiment had little effect on his
concert performances. Shortly after the record came out, he
did experiment with alive synthesist, including Paul Schaeffer
from the Late Night With David Letterman tvshow band. But
McCoy is not about to become electrified himself. "I've messed
around with synthesizers," says Tyner, "but Iprefer to use a
synthesizer player for effect. I'm not into electronics in terms
of playing them myself. I love acoustic piano. That's my
instrument. That's my voice, and whatever Isurround myself
with is determined by what the idea will be. Idon't think that
electronic instruments will ever dominate my music. But I
think it can add to it. And I've always said that. I've never had
totally negative feelings about electronic instruments:'
Tyner's current touring ensemble does include veteran funk
and fusion electric bassist John Lee, but his role model here is
clearly the acoustic bass. Also in the band is drummer Wilby
Fletcher, saxophonist Gary Bartz, and longtime Tyner associate, violinist, and music director John Blake. In concert they
hold up to some of Tyner's best units with swirling rhythms
and expansive melodic improvisations. This group recently
recorded their first album for Elektra Musician (untitled at
this writing).
Discovering the processes and motivations of McCoy Tyner's
music is a difficult task. He speaks in generalities about
"hearing adifferent sound," as if he tunes in the radio of his
mind and has only to find out how to get it out of the piano.
Ask him about using the koto and dulcimer, as he has done on
Sahara and elsewhere, and he says, "Yes, I was hearing a
different sound then:' The new directions of Looking Out
occurred because " I'm hearing things differently now:' So the
origins of Tyner's style are also veiled.
"When I was in Philadelphia I was hearing something
different," he recalls. "Being with Coltrane really gave me an
opportunity to develop that. Iwas hearing more open voicings
that would allow more freedom for the soloist. Ijust heard
chords differently from a lot of people. I think that
Thelonious Monk was an inspiration. He didn't lock aperson
in. He would leave alot of space. Even though Ifill up alot
more space than he did, Istill like that open voicing because it
allows the music to have more flexibility:'
Perhaps Tyner's greatest flexibility and range come when he
plays solo, something he hasn't done on record in 10 years,
since Echoes Of A Friend. "A solo album is on the agenda," says
Tyner. "Ilove to play solo. Ithink you're so free. You have the
ability to change times, to resolve whenever you want. It's really
an intimate sort of thing to play solo. It's truly areflection of
you because there's no one else there:'
Perhaps that last line indicates Tyner's greatest strength: his
own conviction in himself. While Tyner surveys the state ofjazz
at its lowest point, we must realize that its power would be even
further diminished had it not been for the music of McCoy
Tyner. When all else fails, McCoy Tyner is still there. Some
people have accused Tyner of redundancy, especially during
his Milestone period when he was putting out an album every
six months. But scanning back across the two-dozen-or-so
albums since Sahara, one can only be amazed at the fidelity of
his own vision that he has maintained. McCoy Tyner is more
than just a pianist or composer. He is an entire concept of
music whose force remains undiminished.
db
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Condenser for condenser, moving-coil for moving-coil, cardioid pick-up pattern for cardioid
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The Elemental
VuÈ
Danny GottIleb
And Mark Egan
BY BILL

MILKOWSKI

and bass players who work
Diummers
together for any length of time tend

to become very close. There's a shared
affinity for rhythm and pulse that naturally binds them together. The rapport
between drummer Danny Gottlieb and
bassist Mark Egan is aclassic example.
Over the past 13 years—playing together
off and on in various contexts—they
have become more than just friends.
They're soulmates.
"We've lived and breathed together for
so long, it's easy for us to play," says
Gottlieb. "There's acertain understanding. Sometimes we can just go into the
studio and turn the tape on and play
without having to think about the music.
You just know!'
That special tightness has now manifested itself in the form of Elements, a
multifaceted group that Gottlieb and
Egan started in January of 1982 along
with fellow University of Miami alumnus
Clifford Carter on keyboards and Miles
Davis- sideman Bill Evans on saxophones. Their debut album, originally
released by the small Vermont label,
Philo Records, was picked up and reissued last November by Antilles Records. Their second LP, Forward Motion,
is due out this month, and a third is
already in the can. And with each subsequent album there has been steady
growth. The members of Elements have
coalesced as aunit and are now anxious
to begin touring.
Recently, Gottlieb and Egan discussed
their new joint venture with Elements
and reminisced about the past, recalling
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.E-EMEIVT MEN: Drummer Danny Gottlieb and bassist Mark Egan.

their formative years together at the University of Miami, their early professional
gigs with the likes of Bobby Rydell and
George Gobel, and their stint together
with the Pat Metheny Group. Egan was
with Metheny for three years before
moving on to other things. Gottlieb
stayed on for six years.
Gottlieb recalls his fateful meeting
with the young guitar star from Kansas
City: " Iwas in my second year at Miami
when Pat came on the scene. This was
1972. Iwas introduced to him by Dan
Hearle, afaculty member who had met
Pat at aband camp and convinced him to
come to Miami. He told me, 'There's this
amazing guitar player . . . you're gonna
freak out.' And as soon as we played
together, Iwas just enthralled with his
playing!'
Hearle later put together a faculty/
student jazz ensemble called Kaleidoscope. "Pat and Iwere sort of the main
part of the rhythm section," says Gottlieb. "And that, as Isee it, was really the
beginning of the Pat Metheny Group."
Metheny eventually left the University of
Miami and transferred to the Berklee
College of Music in Boston, where he
hooked up with Gary Burton's band.
Gottlieb later joined thegroup, replacing
drummer Bob Moses, and when Metheny decided to form his own band in
1977, he called on both Gottlieb and
Egan.
Egan was thoroughly immersed in the
lucrative New York studio scene when he
got the call from Metheny. He had come
to town as part of a support group for

singer Phyllis Hyman (along with guitarist Hiram Bullock, keyboard player
Clifford Carter, and drummer Bill
Baulker), then hooked up with David
Sanborn after that Hyman group broke
up. He recalls that it was adifficult decision to leave the New York scene behind
to join up with the then-unknown guitarist.
"At the time, Pat was kind of an underground figure. Ihad been enjoying some
success in the New York funk scene, but
it just seemed to me that New York was
getting fuzaked-out. Fusion was adeadend street, to me, after the Mahavishnu
Orchestra. That was the epitome of it for
me. But Ireally liked the ideas that Pat
had. It was fresh and different from that
whole funk-fusion thing Ihad been in.
So for me it was basically adecision of
whether Iwanted to go out and do a
really creative venture or stay within the
security of the New York studio thing.
Finally, after some soul-searching, Idecided Imight as well take achance and go
out with Pat."
Egan recalls the rough times they had
early on. "We drove around for ayear in
avan, loaded our own equipment, played
one-nighters in small jazz clubs and
health food restaurants all over the
states. And we'd make these ridiculous
drives, like from Oklahoma City to Quebec in one night. But it was all for the love
of the music. Ireally felt strongly about it
at the timer
As Metheny's popularity grew following the release of the Pat Metheny Group
and American Garage LPs, things began

progressing to a point where they had
Evans' big band, and Dave Matthews' big
better accommodations, aroad crew, air band.
flights to the gigs—the works. "But at the
The idea for Elements had actually
same time that things developed in terms been formulating while Gottlieb was still
of logistics on the road," says Egan, "it in Metheny's band. As Egan recalls, "We
became apparent that the band was just wanted to go into the studio and put
really a vehicle for Pat and that Iwas down some music, document some ideas.
There was no record deal at the time. We
basically asideman:'
This proved to be afrustrating situa- just wanted to experiment in the studio!'
tion for the bassist, who was eager to
He adds, "Originally it was going to be
begin playing his own material. " In the a duo, just Danny and myself. But as
past I've always enjoyed playing alot of things progressed, we started to think,
different styles of music," he says, "but 'Well, it would be great if Clifford could
with Pat I found myself getting very
play some synthesizer and piano: So we
limited in that particular role of being a called him, he added his stuff to it, and it
sideman. And if you can imagine, we
was great. At about the same time, Ihad
toured like 300 days a year for three
been working with Bill Evans on his
years, on the road all the time, playing demo, so Istarted to think how great it
the same tunes every night. No matter would sound if Bill came in and played
what type of music you're playing, it just on acouple of tunes. And he did. It was
has to change. Music is such that it has to exactly what it needed too. His playing
have breath in it or it just becomes ashow
totally made it happen:'
after awhile. So it just got to apoint for
That demo was eventually released by
me where Iwanted to play more, play
Philo, and Gottlieb began promoting the
with different people, and write my own
record while out on the road with the
music:'
Metheny band, contacting radio stations
and media people in all the cities they
gan left the Metheny band in 1980,
passed through. "Our intention wasn't to
and Gottlieb stayed on for three more
make money with it," says Gottlieb. "We
years, but the two close friends stayed in just wanted people to know that we had a
touch in the interim through occasional
record. We wanted them to know that
recording sessions, abrief stint together
this was the way we played music, if left to
with Airto, and by just hanging out and
our own devices:'
jamming during their free time. Finally,
Elements' music is ablend of airy texafter six years of touring on the road with
tures and lush romanticism inspired by a
Metheny, Gottlieb decided to call it quits
wide variety of influences—from Ravel
himself. The chemistry just wasn't there
to reggae, from Scriabin to Steve Reich.
anymore. The fun had gone out of playing.
"What was happening was Pat, for me,
DANNY GOTTLIEB/
was getting sick of trying to force me to
MARK EGAN
play acertain way, and Iwas getting sick
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
of being forced to play acertain way. And
with Elements
it wasn't amalicious thing. Pat is just the
ELEMENTS—Antilles 1017
kind of person who scrutinizes everywith Pat Metheny
thing you play so closely that it got to a
PAT METHENY GROUP—ECM 1-1114
AMERICAN GARAGE—ECM 1-1155
point where it was real hard to relax and
with Gil Goldstein
just play. Iwas so worried a lot of the
WRAPPED IN A CLOUD—Muse 5229
time. It was like, Is Pat gonna like what
with Mitch Farber
FARBERIUS—Muse 5276
play? What do I do?' It was a great
with Roes "(taut
pressure.
ROSS TRAUT—Headtirst 9709
"It's a hard way to play music," he
continues, "and Pat means well by scruMARK EGAN
with Steve Grossman
tinizing things like that. Imean, it's great
PERSPECTIVES—Atlantic 19230
sometimes to have someone really checkwith Sonny Fortune
ing out your stuff. Iremember doing gigs
WITH SOUND REASON—Atlantic 19239
INFINITY IS—Atlantic 19187
where I would get away with playing
with David Sanborn
some real lame stuff, and no one would
PROMISE ME THE MOON—Warner Bros. 3051
call me on it. But with Pat it just got to a
with Jim Hall
CONCERTO De ARANJUEZ—CTI 8012
point where we both needed to do somewith Michael Franke
thing else. Ineeded the input to grow
OBJECTS OF DESIRE— Warner Bros. 3648
and figure out things for myself, and Pat
with Walter Bishop Jr.
SOUL VILLAGE— Muse 5142
needed adifferent thing in the group to
go someplace else. Ithink he felt that he
DANNY GOTTLIEB
had taken it as far as it could go:'
with Gary Burton
Consequently, they parted company
PASSENGERS—ECM 1-1092
with Hubert Laws
last year. Gottlieb began picking up stuSAY IT WITH SILENCE—Columbia 35022
dio work around New York, doing
with Pat Metheny
jingles, movie scores, and the occasional
WATERCOLORS— ECM 1-1097
OFFRAMP—ECM 1-1216
record date. Meanwhile, Egan had kept
TRAVELS— ECM 1-23791
busy in the studios himself while going
out on brief tours with Carly Simon, Gil

E

Principal composer Egan listed such
other influences as Miles Davis,
Eberhard Weber, Steve Swallow, and
Samuel Barber.
Gottlieb expanded on the Elements
concept: "One of the things that we are
naturally going for is to create asense of
breath and openness in our records.
There's acertain nonslickness to it . . .
honest playing, is how we look at it,
rather than trying to doctor it up and just
clutter it up with alot of things:'
"What we're trying to do," Egan adds,
"is to strike abalance between composition and improvisation, so there's
enough structure to give it a mood yet
there's enough room within the mood to
let the improvisers play:'
Clifford Carter, who put in afour-year
stint with the 24th Street Band while
Egan and Gottlieb were out with Metheny, says part of the uniqueness of the
Elements sound comes from Egan's approach to the bass. " Mark plays so harmonically that our roles actually overlap.
So Ioften perform bass functions, and
he often performs keyboard functions,
and Ilove that kind of interplay:'
Bill Evans, whose own debut album
with Elektra Musician is due out later this
month, says he is attracted to the group's
open format. " Ifirst got involved with
Mark and Danny when they called me up
to do a demo. Ijust popped in and
played; Ididn't even know it was going to
be a record, but I liked their general
direction. It had alot of freedom to it, a
lot of colors and textures. And it definitely pointed to other records in the
future:'
He adds, "The cohesiveness of Danny,
Mark, and Cliff is unique. They play
together real well, they get a certain
sound, and they're really serious when
they go in to play. There's no ego trips
going on or any big leader scene happening. Everybody is just there for the muAccording to Gottlieb, "There's never
any pressure on each other. It's very
relaxed, and we're all in the same direction, so it's afun experience. When the
music feels right and the friendship feels
right, it's always areal good experience:'
gan, who Evans calls "super-sensitive,"
E
has acollection of some 15 different

basses to help him achieve various textures and moods. Part of his unique
sound is achieved by overdubbing chorusz3 of fretless and fretted basses. Gottlieb, who has an assortment of some 24
cymbals at his disposal, also does alot of
overdubbing, "which is something Ialways wanted to do with Metheny, but
time never allowed for it."
Gottlieb originally started out as acello
player in the fourth grade and stuck with
that instrument for eight years before
gravitating to the drums. "A real good
friend of mine was playing drums in high
school, and he seemed to he getting all
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the girls. That was the real attraction for
me. So Istarted practicing drums, and
eventually Ibecame obsessed with them.
I was banging on everything in the
house, driving my folks crazy, but they
o
were astonished at how quickly Itook to
them.
"Then in high school I heard that
there was a famous drummer giving
lessons at amusic store down the street
from our home in Union, New Jersey; it
turned out to be Joe Morello. So Ilatched
onto him, and I've been around him ever
since. Istill go to him for technical advice. He is simply the finest drum technician I've ever seen, and an incredible
teacher as well. Whenever Ihave aquestion about articulation or acertain physical movement on the drums, Igo to him."
Gottlieb has also recently been studying with Gary Chester, adrum guru who
was the top studio drummer in New York
during the '50s and '60s. The lessons in
accuracy and control that he's learning
from Chester are helping Gottlieb in the
various studio gigs he is now undertaking. 'What I'm trying to do is get as strong
as Ican in all the different bags," he says.
"Studio work is a whole new thing for
me. Inever had to go into aMcDonald's
commercial before and sound like Stewart Copeland for 30 seconds, but now I'm
learning how. I'd like to be able to develop that talent as well as play the way I
do with Elements!'
He also plans to get involved more
with electronics. " I already have an
Oberheim DMX, which was a present
from Metheny. Iused it on two tunes
playing live with Pat, which was a real
interesting experience. But Ihave yet to
experiment with the Simmons electronic
drums. Ilike the possibilities, although it
hasn't been apriority to work on that yet.
A lot of drummers complain that the
touch on those Simmons drums is so
responsive that they have a hard time
playing on them. But with me coming
from the Morello training, I'm home
free because Iuse the natural rebound of
the drum. So I think the articulation
would be a lot easier for me on the
Simmons. It just increases the palette of
colors to work with. I'm excited by it."
He added that his personal favorite
drummers today are Jack DeJohnette
and Bob Moses, and listed Tony Williams
and Mel Lewis as other important influences on his cymbal playing. He named
one other significant influence on his
career: " Morty Geist, the first music
teacher I ever had, sort of made me
realize that Iwasn't going to be acello
player. He really encouraged me to practice the drums. And he also used to run
the detention hall after school. He'd play
records by Monk and Miles at the detention hall, along with a lot of big band
stuff, so we used to go to there alot, even
if we didn't do anything bad."
Egan's musical background began with
trumpet, the instrument his father

E
ELEMENTS' EQUIPMENT
Dar ny Gottlieb ( pictured left) has two basic
drum setups— small and large. He uses Ludwig
drums (which he endorses), some with shells
custom handmade by Joe MacSweeney's Eames
Company. His small set includes a14 x20 bass
drum, 8x12 and 9x13 rack tom-toms, a14 x14
floor tom, and either an Eames snare drum or a
Ludwig hand-hammered bronze snare. His hardware is all Ludwig-201 Speed King bass drum
pedals and Modular stands. His larger kit usually
includes a14 x22 or 14 x24 bass drum with amix
of six to eight toms, depending on the situation.
With the Pat Metheny Group he was using 10-, 12-,
14-, 16-, ana 18-inch toms, with various different
snare drums. He also has some Yamaha arums
which he occasionally uses for certain stuaio recording situations. ("The Yamaha drums tend to
be very thin, the Ludwigs are right in the middle,
and the Eames are very thick.") His heads are
Ludwig Silver Dot, except on the snare, where
depending on the situation, he uses a Ludwig
heavy coated, or acoated Remo Ambassador or
Diplomat.
He also has a variety of cymbal setups, al
Paiste (which he endorses). With Metheny he was
using 24 cymbals on-stage. His hi-hats are 14- ,
inch Sound Creation (heavy or medium) or Formula 602 heavy. He prefers flat ride cymbals and
uses four 22-inch Paiste Formula 602's—aheavy,
a medium with rivets, a medium without r'vets,
and a thin with one rivet in it. For crashes he's
been using an array of 505's, 2002's, Sound
Creations, arad Rudes- 14- and 18-inch Rude
crash-rides; 15- and 16- inch crash, 18- inch medium, and 1a-inch heavy crash 2002's; 15-inch
crash, 18- inch crash, and 18-inch heavy crash
505's; plus a20-inch 2002 Novo China, an 18-incn
Sound Creation China type, 16- and 20-inch 602
China types, 2002 16-inch flat ride and 20- and
22-inch dark rides with rivets; and, of course, a
potpourri of splashes, including an 8-inch 505, an
11-inch 2002. a12- inch 602, and a13- inch 505.
And let's not forget his set of cup chimes and
Sound Creation gong array. Or the prototype 24inch fiat ride cymbal on special order.
Stick-ly speaking, it's Ludwig 16A, Vic Firth 3A,
and Pro- Mark 808 Billy Cobham models, ail
wood tipped.
Mark Egan (
right) has awide assortment of
electric basses, most of them made by M.V.
Pedulia, aguitarmaker from Egan5 hometown of
Brockton, MA. He has an eight-string fretless, a
five-string fretless, a four- string fretless, and a
doubt- neck with four-string fretless and eightstring fretted necks. He also endorses Ibanez
basses, playing an Ibanez MC 924 fretted and
fretless as well as their RB 924. He uses Bartolini
pickups and D'Addario XL-170 soft gauge strings
on all his instruments. He plays through Walter
Woods amps, and has an Ibanez digital delay, an
Ibanez HD MOO harmonizer, and an ADA stereo
'ap delay signal processor. The sound comes out
of ElectroVoice speakers housed in Tiel cabinets.
Clifford Carter (
second from right) plays a
Rhodes electric piano and uses three synthe-;izers—a Four-Voice modular from Oberheim, a
vlinimoog, and a Voyetra analog from a small
•7; ompany in New York called Octave Plateau.
Bill Evans (
second from left) plays Selmer
balanced-action (28,000 series) and Mark VI
(60,000 serie;) tenor saxophones with a Dave
Gardala mouthpiece, and a Selmer Mark VI
mprano with aBobby Dukoff # 7mouthpiece. He
•rses various reeds, often Rico # 3's
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played. He enrolled at the University of
Miami as an applied trumpet major,
deciding against acareer in oceanography, before eventually switching over to
bass. " Ihad started fooling around with
bass when Iwas 17, copying things that
Jack Cassady with doing with the Jefferson Airplane or what Noel Redding was
doing at the time with Jimi Hendrix—
nothing really serious though. And what
happened was there turned out to be a
shortage of bass players in Miami, so 1
started getting called for bass gigs. Ihad
been studying with Jerry Coker and was
really into Miles by this time—Bitches
Brew had just come out—but Ibegan
playing more and more bass because
there was more opportunity to play.
Then it got to apoint where Ineeded to
decide which way to go. It was a big
decision for me, but Imade it. So from
there on I went totally gung-ho into
bass."
He began studying the rudiments of
the classical bass with Lucas Drew, and
picked up knowledge on the electric bass
from Don Coffman. But it was Jaco Pastonus who really inspired him to experiment on the instrument. " Iwas playing
in a band with Ira Sullivan down in
Miami called Baker's Dozen," Egan recalls, "and one night Jaco came by to play.
He played me atape he had made when
he was with Wayne Cochran, and I
couldn't believe it. Imean, Ihad been
listening to Stanley Clarke playing real
fast and doing his thing, and Idug him a
lot. But when Iheard Jaco play his thing,
it completely turned me around to what
you could do on the electric bass, as far as
harmonics. So Ibegan studying with Jaco
for awhile."
Another important influence he mentioned was Dave Holland, whom Egan
studied with one summer in New York
after his gig with Phyllis Hyman ended.
Other influences and bassists he respects
today include Will Lee, Anthony Jackson, Marcus Miller, and Steve Swallow.
He adds, "Now my focus is zeroing on a
sound that's really more like asitar or a
vina. I'm listening to alot of Indian music
these days, especially to a vina player
named S. Balachander. That's kind of
what I'm going for, that idea that there's a
whole world of sound within each note!'
Two non-bass inspirations he cites are
Jascha Heifetz (" pure perfection") and
John McLaughlin: "To me, he has the
mastery of the instrument along with the
spiritual intensity, essence, and purity
that is where Iwant to go. If there are any
other bands that I'd actually like to get
involved with, it would be a band with
John."
But for now, there is Elements, which
remains his top priority. "We want to
create positive music with Elements because Ifeel like it's needed desperately
today," Egan says. " Iwant to lift people's
spirits with eloquence as well as with
intensity, rhythm, and subtlety!'
db
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Trumpetman
MARVIN STAMM
iness Before Pleasure

BY

"In jazz, the
smaller the
group, the
freer ihe
music."

T HIS OPINION,
hardly a radical
one, is shared by
many musicians
and music lovers.
What's curious,
however, is that this
axiom is being put forward by Marvin
Stamm, a trumpeter whose reputation
rests largely on his work in big bands led
by Stan Kenton, Woody Herman, Thad
Jones/Mel Lewis, and Duke Pearson, and
whose own two albums as aleader could
hardly be called small combo outings.
(Machinations, issued by Verve in 1968,
found Stamm leading alarge unit playing
tunes composed for the occasion by John
Carisi; Stammpede, released last summer by
Palo Alto, is an electronic quartet date
augmented by ahorn section.)
Then again, maybe Stamm's statement
isn't quite so anomalous. Those with the
least freedom, musical or otherwise,
often understand—and cherish— it
most. That is not to say that Stamm
found his experience in road bands stifling. His recorded output with the above-mentioned bands, covering the period, off and on. between 1961 and 1972,
shows him to be a dependable section
player and, on featured numbers, adis28 DOWN BEAT FEBRUARY 1984

GENE

tinctive soloist. But, by and large, the
44-year-old trumpeter, who earns the
bulk of his income as astudio musician
these days, relishes every worthwhile opportunity to step out in asmall group.
"You try to be as free as possible in
whatever context you're in," says Stamm
as he closes a window in the West Side
apartment he has "borrowed" from a
friend for the afternoon (the trumpeter
lives in Purdys, NY, 50 miles outside
Manhattan, with his wife and two young
children). "There's less inhibition [in
small bands]," Stamm continues as he
returns to his chair, having drowned out
the rumble of trucks passing below.
"In smaller bands there's more chance
for invention, both harmonically and
linearly. I think you can take more
chances. There's less to clash against.
There can be much more alteration of
the music, more changes in the rhythms.
Whereas when you're backed by an orchestra, the rhythm section can't all of a
sudden just go out. Of course, when
you're working with a band like Thad
and Mel's down at aclub and you start to
do your solo, all of a sudden it was
completely open and free. Wherever it
went, it went. But, you only played one
solo a night; everybody usually got one

KALSACHER

solo. And, generally, you'd play the same
[featured] tune all the time.
"With Woody and Stan, the solos were
for so many bars. Very seldom did you
have asolo where you really got to just
play. If you blew for five minutes, you
blew for five minutes. It was always in the
structure of the orchestration. Very seldom were the charts opened up far you
to improvise for long periods of time.
Every night you knew that after three or
four choruses., this was going to happen
and that was going to happen, and you
had to tailor your playing to that.
Whereas in aquintet or quartet, you can
just play and play, and every night it's
different. Even if you play the same tune
every night, only the chord structure is
the same. The fewer the people," he
reemphasizes, "the more freedom you
haver
reedom, within precise but musically
F
uninhibiting borders, was the goal on

the pop-influenced Stammpede. says the
trumpeter. Jack Conner, a noted commercial arranger, composer, and
longtime friend of Stamm's, hooked up
with Chris Palmaro, keyboardist/synthesist for the Saturday Night Live tv show, to
write eight tunes tailor-made to Stamm's

MITCHELL SEIDEL

extensive range and glowing tone.
"Originally," Stamm recalls, "the idea
was to use ajazz quartet [ Marcus Miller,
electric bass; Ronnie Zito, drums; Kenny
Ascher, keyboards: and Stamm] plus
percussionist [ Sue Evans] with Chris
doing some work on synthesizer. We
wanted to use the synthesizer not as a
gimmick but as part of the orchestral
whole of the music." A horn section, not
part of the original concept, was later
added to fill out the orchestration. "The
horn section," Stamm explains, "brought
out the context the quartet is centered its,
and, at the same time, doesn't get in its
way like in abig band."
Stamm, who neither composes nor
arranges, wanted "to walk in and have
something completely new hit me in the
facer And, he adds, " Ilike to have to
struggle with it." Struggle he did. "These
tunes don't fall into the A-A-B-A form."
he points out. -Once you get the A
section down, all you have to do is learn
the bridge and you've got the tune.
These tunes are different. You have to
feel everything in different places. A lot of
the things sound very, very simple, but I
think they're alot more complex when
you try to get inside and play them:'
Stammpede, featuring Stamm on both

trumpet and flugelhorn, on solos and in
the horn section, is as varied in mood and
tempo as it is in idiomatic and ethnic
outreach. Oriental Spice, the first track,
strikes asamba feel while Carnevale, the
final number, hints at reggae before the
horn section funks things up. In between, Powerplay accelerates in apop-jazz
direction, only to shift gear with Stamm's
sinuous trumpet solo. Playing with abold
yet luminous elegance, Stamm, nicknamed the Torch, sometimes crawls into,
rather than plays atop, the rhythm section. "There was a lot of pain," Stamm
says of the project in retrospect, "but it
was worth it:'
When it is suggested that parts of the
album are redolent of the hot/cold dynamism of certain Miles Davis orchestral
collaborations with Gil Evans, Stamm
recalls that one of the most difficult and
painful passages on the album occurred
during the recording of Masque Afrique, a
tricky 12/8 tune. Relates Stamm: " Iread
something Miles once said. There was
one tune he was having trouble with until
he realized that the louder he played it,
the less intensity it had; the softer he
played it and the more he got into it from
the inside, the more powerful an attitude
it took on
Behind a powerful rhythm section
thrust on Masque Afrique that, he remembers, "lifted me up and led me to play
louder and faster and more in the upper
register," he came across sounding, in his
own words, "like atechnical soloist." During the break, Stamm put on the Harmon mute and, letting the length of the
notes guide him, achieved a personal

MARVIN STAMM
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
as aleader
STAA4MPEDE—Palo Alto 8022-M
MACHINATIONS—Verve 68759
with Stan Kenton
ADVENTURES IN JAZZ— Capitol 1796
ADVENTURES IN BLUES—Capitol 1985
ADVENTURES IN TIME—Capitol 1844
with Woody Herman
THE JAZZ SWINGER—Columbia 9352
with Thad JorbeeMel Lewis Orchestra
MONDAY NIGHT LIVE—Solid State 18048
CONSUMMATION—Blue Note 84346
with Duke %MOM
INTRODUCING THE DUKE PEARSON BIG BAND—Blue
Note 84276
with Quincy Jones
WALKING IN SPACE—A&M SP-3023

MARVIN STAMM'S
EQUIPMENT
Marvin Stamm plays Yamaha trumpets exclusively. " It's an easy horn to play," he says, "and it
doesn't sacrifice the sound I
want. As aplayer, the
thing you have to satisfy more than anything else
is what you want to hear out of your instrument—
the sound that the instrument allows you to play.
The Yamaha allows me a lot of openness and
flexibility."
He found his flugelhorn, a Couesnon, on the
wall of amusic store in Reno, Nevada, in 1963. His
trumpet mouthpiece is " a shaggy dog— it's in
parte The rim and cup were made by WarburtonGiardinelli and the stem by Schilke.

sound on the next take by recognizing
that loudness must not be confused with
intensity.

M

emphis-born Marvin Stamm knew by
the age of 14 that he wanted to
become a professional musician. And
one particular tune, a 45 rpm record
brought home by his older brother, sold
him on the trumpet: Clyde McCoy's The
Sugar Blues.
"It's agimmicky kind of record," quips
Stamm, aslight twang betraying his Tennessee upbringing, "but it caught my ear.
At that time, going into the seventh
grade, every student had to take acourse
in art, join the chorus, or play in the
band:' Having lost his youthful soprano
singing voice, and having no aptitude for
art, he chose the band.
After he graduated from high school,
Stamm decided to attend North Texas
State University, whose laboratory jazz
band and trumpet teacher, John Haynie,
had been heartily recommended by musician friends. "The environment was
right—it was like putting some germs in
aculture and letting them grow," he says
of his college days, during which he
played trumpet eight hours a day, six
days a week. Besides working in the
concert band, brass choir, and orchestra,
Stamm spent his weekends playing in
"ricky-tick" bands in country clubs and
gigging in Dallas with musicians from
Ray Charles' band. In the spring of 1960
at the Notre Dame Jazz Festival, where he
won Outstanding Instrumentalist honors, Stamm caught the ear of Stan Kenton, whose band he would join upon
graduation.
"Stan was very warm, very giving, very
much for you," Stamm says of his twoyear stint with Kenton, during which he
appeared on five albums with the band.
"When you left [ Kenton's band]," he remembers, "it was like the son who left
home. For several years he was very
angry at me, but it was only because he
didn't want me to leave; the band became
his family?'
Stamm didn't enjoy the same intimate
relationship with Herman, whom he
joined in 1965, but he was impressed by
the bandleader's "innate sense about the
music and how to touch people.
"When you go back and listen to many
of the records Woody's done," Stamm
says of his former employer, "you can see
how he has taken great players and used
them in the best contexts both for them
as individuals and for the band. All the
people from the old days— Pete Candoli,
Shorty Rogers, the Four Brothers, Stan
Getz, Zoot Sims, Bill Harris—he made
them household names in jazz. And,
also, he made his band very famous by
using them. Woody has aheckuva sense
of what to do with his band. That's why
he's been around so long:'
After one year with Herman, Stamm
CONTINUED ON PAGE 43
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STEPHANE GRAPPELLI
HAPPY REUNION—Owl 021: SHINE; VALSITUDE ; SING FOR YOUR SUPPER; GOD BLESS T
HE
CHILD ;NUAGES; P
ARISIAN T
HOROUGHFARE; GRANDEUR ETCADENCE ; STUMBUNG; ETSi L'ON I
MPROVISAIT?
Personnel: Grappelli, violin; Martial Solal,
piano.

HERITAGE

* * * * *
LIVE AT CARNEGIE HALL— Doctor Jazz
38727: ICAN'T GIVE You ANYTHING BUT L
OVE;
As T
IME GOES By; CRAZY RHYTHM; GOLDEN
GREEN; CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO; BLUES I
NG
FOR B.T.; NUAGES.
Personnel: Grappelli, violin; Diz Disley, John
Ethridge, acoustic guitar; Brian Torff, bass.
* * * * *
STEPHANOVA—Concord 225: T
UNE UP; T
HOU
SWELL ; NORWEGIAN DANCE ; FULTON STREET
SAMBA ;MYFOOLISH HEART;L
OVER ;T
HE WAY You
L
OOK T
ONIGHT; STEPHANOVA; SMOKE RINGS AND
WINE; T
ANGERINE; WALTZ Fo RQUEENIE; SONNY
Bov.
Personnel: Grappelli, violin; Marc Fosset,
acoustic guitar.
* * * *
A TWO-FERI—Muse 5287: T
HOU SWELL; T
HESE
FOOLISH T
HINGS; SEPTEMBER I
NT
HE RAIN ; You
BETTER Go Now; HALLELUJAH; YESTERDAYS;
MELLOW GRAPES; I
'LL NEVER BET
HE SAME.
Personnel: Grappelli, violin; Hank Jones, piano;
Jimmy Woode, boss; Alan Dawson, drums.
* * *
There are classical moments in the musicmaking of Stephane Grappelli, as in the marvelously inventive a capella treatment of the
verse to ICan't Give You Anything But Love and
the sustained quasi- fugal solo— a brilliant
cross between an unaccompanied Bach sonata and aTchaikovsky concerto cadenza—
of Nuages, two cuts from Live At Carnegie Hall.
But the violinist's virtuosity partakes more of a
touchingly anachronistic salon tradition, the
tradition of Fritz Kreisler. The amazing thing is
that this wistful and delicately urbane style is
put into the service of such vigorous jazz.
The style, we shall see, can be creatively
liberating. But it also imposes some limitations.
A Twofer!, recorded in 1979, demonstrates
that the Grappelli touch is not at its happiest in
conventional jazz ensembles. Everyone plays
very efficiently on this album, and the slow
numbers— These Foolish Things, You Better
Go Now, I'll Never Be The Same best among
them— are unexceptionably pretty. However,
there is little sense of the musicians collaborating. Grappelli and Hank Jones, while equal
partners here, do not so much play together as
take turns playing solo.
Grappelli's collaboration with Marc Fosset
on Stephanoya is significantly more satisfying.
Fosset's guitar calls to mind Charlie Byrd's, a
skilled melding of classical technique, samba
and bossa nova rhythms, and a touch of
flamenco. But the classical feeling predominates. It certainly works well with Grappelli.
Together, violinist and guitarist make even
such trivialities as The Way You Look Tonight
and Tangerine joyous and revealing. In at least
two moments the " classicism" becomes pecu30 DOWN BEAT FEBRUARY 1984

liarly contemporary: My Foolish Heart opens
with an angularity akin to some Third Stream
music, and the Rodgers and Hart standard,
Lover, begins with aglissando- like moto perpetuo that summons up, albeit distantly, Philip
Glass. The Grappelli devotee will welcome
such fresh breezes, all the more because they
do not blow away the essential Grappelli.
Nevertheless, classicism, in traditional or in
contemporary guise, is not the best foil for
Grappelli. If Fosset recalls Charlie Byrd, the
combinea guitars of Diz Disley and John Ethridge echo Django Reinhardt, who remains the
violinist's most consistently congenial partner.
Disley and Ethridge echo Reinhardt; they do
not imitate him. It is aquestion more of capturing the spirit than the letter of the Grappelli/
Reinhardt duo. Indeed, the guitarists of Live At
Carnegie Hall play with more obvious technical brilliance than Reinhardt commanded, and
the rich texture of two guitars driven with great
energy is often spectacular. But always the
melody, the lyricism—even if hard-driven at
times— is primary, as it was with Django.
My remarks on Live At Carnegie Hall are not
meant to imply that Grappelli is terrific only
when he can recreate his own past glory. Far
from it. The Live sides are in fact hotter and
more adventurous ( but less intimate and ingratiating) than anything that issued from the
collaboration with Reinhardt in the 1930s.
Grappelli walks down some new paths here,
but they are paths that cross and recross the
same old and always youthful springs that
nurtured this violinist's earlier art.
These creative springs are apparent as well
in Happy Reunion, but the paths that cross
them are far more radically new than what we
find in Live At Carnegie Hall. More accurately,
they represent anew and remarkable synthesis of the salon style with adazzling amalgam
of stride, Thelonious Monk, Lennie Tristano,
and a rendering of Fauré and Debussy in the
accents of Bela Bartok, thanks to the farreaching pianism of Martial Solal.
I've rated Happy Reunion as Ihave fated
Live At Carnegie Hall—with five stars. But

Happy Reunion actually represents avery different order of accomplishment. It triumphantly
manages what so much post-modern art attempts and achieves only to alimited degree at
best: afertile union of tradition and innovation.
Shine, for instance, is a breathless burst of
stride- influenced piano (one recalls Solal's
'50s sides with Sidney Bechet) and something
that must be called stride violin. Valsitude, a
Solal composition, fuses French impressionism with an ultra-elegant and tonally sophisticated evocation, once again, of the salon. Sing
For Your Supper is a demandingly angular
treatment of the Rodgers and Hart standard in
the manner of Monk and Tristano. God Bless
The Child explores harmonic and rhythmic
variations that are remote from the tune Billie
Holiday made so familiar. And Grandeur Et
Cadence, another Solal work, seems to incarnate Bartok as aFrenchman.
But this partial resumé does little to suggest
the sense of originality these allusions to the
past paradoxically evoke. Solal commands
several apparently disparate traditions, while
Grappelli is consummate master chiefly of
one—and an anachronistic one at that. Yet this
aging artist almost always succeeds in making
anachronism contemporary, imbuing nostalgia with life and youth. Together, Grappelli and
Solal have produced an album of fascinating,
exciting, convincing new music founded on
many traditons.
-alan axelrod

ADAM MAKOWICZ
THE NAME IS MAKOWICZ—Sheffield Lab 21:
AFLAT ELEGY (FOR EARL HINES); You Do SOMETHING To ME; DIRTY BLUE; MOONDUST; T
OUGH
CHIC ;PEARL GREY; Bop DOCOMBO; P
AST T
ENSE.
Personnel: Makowicz, piano; Phil Woods, alto
saxophone; Marc Johnson, bass; Bill Goodwin,
drums; Gene Estes, percussion.
* * * *
This album gives one the feeling of a smoky
winter afternoon in the late 1950s. Maybe that's

when Makowicz' jazz sensibilities were
formed. He was born in Czechoslovakia in
1940 and moved to Poland at an early age,
where he studied at the Chopin Secondary
School of Music.
He shows the technique of aclassical pianist—a European harmonic sensitivity and the
ability to play long, even- noted lines at high
speed. On previous albums he was mostly an
Art Tatum disciple, but here aBill Evans influence and his own originality—a certain Old
World quality (most prevalent on his Past Tense
and A-Flat Elegy)—come through, too.
Makowicz' writing—which includes everything here except Cole Porter's You Do Something To Me, evokes familiar moods— and the
recording— direct-to- disc via a single- point
stereo microphone—enhances the '50s perspective. Pearl Grey, which sounds like a
ballad version of John Coltrane's Giant Steps,
and the piano/bass/drums reading of Elegy
and Past Tense are as wonderfully melancholy
as aHemingway Parisian scene. Moondust is
an abstract Gary Burton-ish melody featuring
Estee vibes. Dirty is the blues in slow motion,
and Bop and Tough are bebop in orbit.
Altoist Woods breathes passion into every
note, sweeping one up in his thrust: excellent,
as always. Makowicz can match Woods'
speed, but his rhythmic emphasis is less
bouncy. Estes has a fine Walt Dickerson- like
romp on You Do. Johnson and Goodwin bring
good taste and quick reflexes to their duties.
The eclecticism in Makowicz' writing, his
own broadening piano powers, and the output
of his sidemen come together memorably in
this session
— owen cordle

RED HOLLOWAY
HITTIN' THE ROAD AGAIN— JAM 014: No
T
EARS (OVER You); SYLVIA is HER NAME; RUSSELL
SQUARE; SWIFTY; MUSIC FOR MAKING L
OVE; HITTIN' T
HE ROAD AGAIN.
Personnel: Holloway, tenor, alto saxophone,
vocal; Richard Reid, acoustic, electric bass;
Dwight L. Dickerson, piano, Rhodes electric
piano ; Johnny "Shuggie" Otis, guitar; Jimmy
Smith (cut 1), Gerryck King, drums.
* * * *

CORNELIUS BUMPUS
BEACON—Broadreach 5: KNOW WHAT I
MEAN; EYE To EYE; I
NSIDE You; MAYBE LATER;
WALTZ FOR L
ITTLE BUDDY; WHO'S ONFIRST.
Personnel: Bumpus, tenor saxophone, flute,
vocals; Paul Nagel, acoustic piano, Rhodes
electric piano, Prophet 5synthesizer; Marc van
Wageningen, bass ;Ray Obiedo, guitar(I, 3,4);
Bobby Rosenstein ( I, 3, 4), Paul van
Wageningen, drums.
* * *
Though both these sax men share the experiences of the rock music world ( Holloway with
John MayaII, and Bumpus with the Doobie
Brothers), neither brings those influences into
their personal efforts here. In fact, these two
albums are so different in style and approach
they seem to underscore the vast scope of
what jazz has come to be— Holloway blowing
fairly traditional blues and bop, Bumpus play-

ing pop-jazz and sometimes stepping slightly
outside.
Hittin' The Road Again is Red Holloway's first
album as leader since 1968, and with all
compositions ( except Swifty) penned by him, it
is a delight for its pureness. Considering his
first road trip was with Roosevelt Sykes in 1948,
it's not surprising Holloway's blues roots can be
felt on every cut.
The LP opens with Holloway's full-toned
tenor playing the soulful No Tears, and it's
Holloway's sound ( reminiscent of Gene Ammons) which really makes the album. Music
For Making Love would not be that if not for the
strong, yet whispering quality of the tenor.
Holloway's roots are complemented by guitar
solos by Shuggie Otis on Sylvia Is Her Name (
a
pure 12- bar shuffle) and Hittin' The Road Again
(a slightly altered blues), solos which sound
like they're direct from South Side Chicago.
Sylvia Is Her Name also features Holloway
singing (and obviously having fun at it) the
"down-home" lyric. Swifty spotlights the agility
of bassist Richard Reid, who plays the up bop
head in unison with Holloway. Russell Square is
another swinging bopish tune with afiery solo
from pianist Dwight Dickerson, and features
Holloway on alto blowing with areal affinity for
the instrument, approaching it in a different
manner than he would his tenor ( not surprising
after his years touring with Sonny Stitt).
Cornelius Bumpus has come a long way
from Taking It To The Streets with the Doobies,
and proves himself awell-versed, fluent tenor
man. But he doesn't outshine the other musicians in his quartet; the beauty of this album
is in the fine ensemble musicianship throughout. Unhappily, most of the compositions seem
to be "formula fusion."
Two shining points, however, are Waltz For
Little Buddy with a sensitive piano/flJte lead,
and Who's On First, which redeems the entire
LP. An ear-catching melody, Who's On First
features solos by each member of the quartet,
with Bumpus pushing his tenor to the limit,
moving outside and investigating the potential
of his horn with overtones, false fingerings, and
overblowing. Bassist Marc van Wageningen
offers an outstanding performance throughout, marked by amazing technique, beautiful
sound (Jaco-esque but different), and true
musical sensitivity. On each cut the bass
creates the groove, especially on those with
brother drummer Paul, and Marc's solos on Eye
To Eye and Who's On First are most noteworthy.
—albert de genova

CRAIG HARRIS
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS— India Navigation
1060: DREAMTIME (
DAWN) ;DINGO ;DOWN (
As I
N
UNDER); DREAMTIME (DUSK) ;AWAKENING ANCESTORS; DUIRIBLUDU.
Personnel: Harris, trombone, didjehdu; Ken
McIntyre, flute, bass clarinet, alto saxophone;
Anthony Cox, acoustic bass; Donald Smith,
piano, vocals; Alonzo Gardner, guitar, electric
bass; Andre Strobert, drums.
* * *

own. So it was inevitable that someone would
find their way to Australia and its native Aboriginal culture. Craig Harris, ajourneyman trombonist, has chosen this haunting and stillmystical musical culture as afilter for his own
experiences. It's not that far afield for someone
who spent two years in the intergalactic sound
laboratories of Sun Ra.
Just as Sun Rab furthest explorations are
suffused with his deep understanding of the
history and culture of jazz, Harris ethnological
forays are also rooted in American jazz culture.
Sometimes awonderful merger occurs, but at
others they hover in indecision. Unlike the
Aborigines, who see dreamtime as aseparate
but equally real existence, Harris' Dreamtime
(Dawn) seems only half-asleep. It hovers in a
drug- like blur of reality with slow, bluesy moods
stumbling over broken meters, stretched-out in
dislocated time.
But Harris subsumes himself to Aboriginal
urges on Awakening Ancestors. He plays a
didjeridu, an Australian wind instrument that's
a long tube which rests on the ground and
seems to bring its sound straight from the
bowels of the earth. Shifting into a Ralike
somnambulist's rhythm, Ken McIntyre takes his
flute in a slow-motion dance across the top,
truly in dreamtime.
Harris isn't pretending to fabricate an Aboriginal artifact here, however, and some of his
best playing comes in the swingtime. Donald
Smith opens Dingo with some blistering Cecil
Taylor-ish piano over Strobert's churning percussives and timely cymbal punctuations. Everyone gets in abrief statement before engaging in afree-for-all that reveals Ken McIntyre's
roots in the pyromania of the '60s jazz avant
garde. His alto exhorts Smith and Harris into a
frantic dialog. Only Gardner's choppy, choked
guitar seems out of place, speaking adifferent
language entirely.
Harris is afine player, but he hasn't acquired
the distinctive tone and phrasing of immediate
predecessors like Grachan Moncur Ill or Roswell Rudd (where are they now?), or rollicking
contemporaries like Gary Valente. But he does
show akeen ear for small group orchestrations
on the gospel- blues of Down (As In Under),
featuring agritty plunger solo, as well as the
free-funk of Dreamtime (Dusk), with his arcing
trombone smears playing off of the swirling
lines of what sounds like a shenai played by
McIntyre. Aboriginal Affairs is an impressive
debut from an emerging artist who is looking in
some surprising but ultimately right places for
his source points.
—john diliberto

DUKE ROBILLARD
AND THE PLEASURE KINGS— Rounder 3079:
L
ET MEL
OVE You; BABY PLEASE COME HOME; MY
PLEA; I
T'S MYOWN BUSINESS; T
ORE UP; I
FT
HIS I
S
L
OVE; OHBABE; WHAT T
HIS MEANS To ME
;J
UST
Kiss ME; ONE MORE T
IME.
Personnel: Robillard, lead vocals, guitar;
Thomas Enright, bass, vocals, guitar (cuts 6, 7);
Tom DeQuattro, drums.

Y2

Jazz often seeks out other cultures, finding
inspiration in Asia, India, Africa, and Latin
America and making those inspirations its

Duke Robillard used to be apretty exciting guy.
When he was the leader of Roomful Of Blues,
his fervent vocals and intricate, T- Bone WalkerFEBRUARY 1984 DOWN BEAT 31
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style guitar parts really made the band go.
When Duke left the band in 1980, a lot of
people wondered how they would get along
without him.
Actually, they've done pretty well, working
consistently and making several respectable
albums. Duke has been working alot too, but
this is his first post- Roomful album. Unfortunately, it's about as exciting as the baggy
brown pants that Duke is wearing in the back
cover photo.
What happened? Idon't know, but this record has no spark. Duke's band is astrippeddown, three-piece unit ( nothing wrong with
that, as Stevie Ray Vaughan recently demonstrated), but his rhythm section sounds flat and
listless, like acouple of guys who've been up
for three days straight. To make it worse,
Duke's singing and playing is routine—everything is worked out just right, but most of it is
pretty ho-hum and uninspired. Maybe he tried
too hard to be perfect and recorded too many
takes.
Which is not to say that this record is all bad.
There are a few tunes— notably a nasty little
number called Oh Babe—that show Duke's
potential for really cooking in this format. A live
record might be agood idea, because good
r&b just can't sound as lethargic as this album
does.
—jim roberts

blending discordant organ tones and orchestral polyphony. Collective free improvisation, too, plays less of a part. Whether these
omissions are pluses or minuses finally will
depend on individual taste.
Carla Bley's tender, celebratory, martial, and
mournful arrangements cover as wide an emotional range as before. Breakless segues between one theme and another link the recent
title song from El Salvador with folk- rooted
melodies from mid-' 30s Spain, combine
Haden and Bley originals with " New Song
Movement" Quilapayun's anthem of Chilean
resistance. On Els Segadors ("The Reapers"),
the Catalan farmers' hymn of revolt, the purity of
melodic line is perfectly balanced by inner
voicings of tuba and aglockenspiel's delicate
tracery. Yet the music is never smothered by
form. Bley inserts into the program background rifting, duet ( piano/bass on Too Late)
and acappella sections (Goodrick's flamenco
guitar). Within her structures soloists deliver
moving statements of Ellingtonian individuality
in just the right places.
These sounds otherwise echo the past: think
of Ysabel's Table Dance by Mingus or
Ellington's Latin-American Suite. But with an
important difference. It's not must music. The
sound of surprise is ringing from behind barricades at the global soiree Ché never invited
us to. Viva Charlie and Carla who did!
—peter kostakis

CHARLIE HADEN
THE BALLAD OF THE FALLEN— ECM 1-23794:
ELS SEGADORS; T
HE BALLAD OFT
HE F
ALLEN; I
FYou
WANT To WRITE ME; GRANDOLA VIIA MORENA;
I
NTRODUCTION To PEOPLE; T
HE PEOPLE UNITED WILL
NEVER BEDEFEATED; SILENCE; Too L
ATE; I
AP
ASIONARIA; L
ASANTA ESPINA
Personnel: Haden, boss; Carla Bley, piano,
glockenspiel; Don Cherry, pocket trumpet;
Sharon Freeman, french horn; Mick Goodrick,
guitar; Jack Jeffers, tuba; Michael Montler,
trumpet; Jim Pepper, tenor, soprano saxophone,
flute; Dewey Redman, tenor saxophone; Steve
Slagle, alto, soprano saxophone, clarinet, flute ;
Gary Valente, trombone; Paul Motion, drums,
percussion.
* * * * *
Istill remember my excitement on first hearing
Music Liberation Orchestra (
originally recorded for Impulse, now reissued as Jasmine
55 and forerunner to the present Haden/Bley
collaboration) several years after its 1969 release. That masterpiece of universality, inspired by songs from the Spanish Civil War,
stood head- and-shoulders above the business-as- usual jazz (
Drinking Music) that it
parodied. In The Ballad Of The Fallen six
participants from the original orchestra are
reunited, joined by new players, and once
more the creation aims straight for the moist,
beautiful heart, where humanity's battle scars
surround the cadence of life.
Fallen has greater formal directness and
maturity than its predecessor. Gone is the
patchwork fervor contained in "found" tapes of
revolutionary songs. Absent is the plain old
Ivesian brazenness of the collage piece Circus
'68 '
69, in which Haden recreated the 1968
Democratic National Convention musically by
32 DOWN BEAT FEBRUARY 1984

BILL EVANS
THE PARIS CONCERT, EDITION ONE—Elektra
Musician 9: IDo I
TFOR YOUR L
OVE; QUIET Now;
NOELLE'S T
HEME; MY ROMANCE; IL
OVE You
PORGY; UPWITH T
HE L
ARK; ALL MINE (MIN);
BEAUTIFUL L
OVE.
Personnel: Evans, piano; Marc Johnson, bass;
Joe LaBarbera, drums.
* * * * *
WITH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA—Verve 2304
525: GRANADAS (GRANADOS); VALSE (BACH);
PRELUDE (SCRIABIN); T
IME REMEMBERED; P
AVANE
(
F
AURÉ
); ELEGIA (OGERMAN); MY BELLS; BLUE
I
NTERLUDE (
CHOPIN).
Personnel: Evans, piano; Chuck Israels, boss;
Larry Bunker, drums; with symphony orchestra
arranged and conducted by Claus Ogerman.
* * * *
TIME REMEMBERED—Milestone 47068: WHO
CARES?; I
N A SENTIMENTAL MOOD; EVERYTHING
HAPPENS To ME; WHAT I
ST
HIS T
HING CALLED
L
OVE?; T
IME REMEMBERED; MYHEART STOOD STILL;
L
OVER MAN; BLUES I
NF
/
FIVE; L
OVE I
SHERE To
STAY; 'ROUND MIDNIGHT; STELIA BYSTARLIGHT;
I
SN'T I
TROMANTIC; T
HE BOY NEXT DOOR; WONDER
WHY; SWEDISH P
ASTRY.
Personnel: Evans, piano; Chuck lsraels, bass;
Larry Bunker, drums.
* * *
"I think what [ people who have developed long
and hard] arrive at is usually a much deeper
and more beautiful thing than the person who
seems to have that ability and fluidity from the
beginning." That is Bill Evans quoted on the
back of the Elektra Musician album, and the
modesty is striking: he has always struck me as

an artist who emerged fullgrown and beautifully proportioned, like Venus springing from
the brow of Zeus, and his career one of ceaseless probing of his gifts, refinement of this craft.
Orrin Keepnews said he had a hard time
convincing Evans to record, but the then-27year-old pianist clearly had plenty to say in a
fresh way when he made his '56 trio debut
album New Jazz Conceptions (
Fantasy OJC025). The long, lithe lines were there, the bright
sax- like phrasing. By '58's Everybody Digs Bill
Evans (
Fantasy OJC-068) the harmony was
loosening, deepening, the penchant for threes
(6/8, 3/4, those trademark triplets) was coming
on stronger, those wonderful legato lines grew
wings and soared. For that matter, his quicksilver and quizzical single- note line and singular delicate touch were virtually unmistakable
even on George Russell's tidy and timeless '56
Jazz Workshop sides ( RCA).
Among the wide array of Evans trio sides
available, Time Remembered is agood, solid
one. These are eight reissued sides and eight
new issues, including a revelatory Midnight
excursion, adelightfully piquant Romantic and
the rarely heard beauty Wonder Why. After the
traumatic hiatus in his career following the
death of original bassist Scott LaFaro, Bunker
and lsraels came aboard, stayed several
years, and here back him well. The whole set
came from two nights (5/63) at Shelly's Manne
Hole, and it's good to hear that extraordinary
veiled What Is This Thing again. Israels plugs
along manfully (
Stella is his), Bunker is crisp
and inventive with brushes, and Evans is his
ineffable, luminous presence at the keyboard.
Evans' encounter with Claus Ogerman is one
of the best that the wizard of sumptuous strings
has had with jazz folk (cf, db, Dec. '82). The
date is lucid and uncontrived, with splendidly
arranged classics from soft touches like Fauré,
Scriabin, Granados, and two each by Ogerman and Evans. Evans cuts a ray of sunlight
through Ogerman's shimmering cathedrals of
sound; Bunker and lsraels know his every
move and guide the beam. Given the beauty of
this meeting, it seems odd that apianist with
such markedly commercial viability and orchestral sensibilities made few recordings in
front of full orchestra. The potent confrontations with George Russell (
Jazz In The Space
Age, Living Time) seem to pit Evans against
the orchestral grain; these flow most amicably.
Agem too long out of print: get it while you can.
For that matter, Columbia should get Living
Time back in print.
The Paris Concert: incredibly fluid and romantic solo ruminations roll out of Evans' bottomless wellspring of feelings. Johnson and
LaBarbera, as beautifully as they play, seem an
afterthought at times, and come in only halfway
(if at all) through most tracks. They are featured
in extended solos only on lengthy sideclosers, and obtrude only as acolytes on
Evans fantasias. The pianist here is communing in extraordinary intimacy with his music
and the audience. His breathless performance, hallowed and hushed as church,
rarefied as alpine air with wondrous vistas,
clearly captivated the Parisians, and should
stand as one of the most touching and spiritual
performances of the latter Evans legacy.
—fred bouchard

/ WORD OF MCAATH
MARKETING
STEVE SMITH
VITAL INFORMATION— Columbia 38955:
L
OOKS BAD, FEELS GOOD; QUESTIONABLE ARRIVALS; VG .; VITAL I
NFORMATION; ALL T
HAT I
S;
STOUGHTON To STOCKHOLM SAMBA; 13TH MONTH.
Personnel: Smith, drums, piano (cut 7); Dave
Wilczewski, tenor saxophone; Mike Stern, Dean
Brown, guitar; Tim Landers, bass.
* * * /
2
1
When hugely successful rock musicians confess that deep down they actually would like to
play jazz, that they have always admired jazz,
and so on, it is time to watch out. So when Steve
Smith, member of Journey and one of rock's
top drummers, declared his jazz id (
db, Oct.
'83), Igot nervous. And when Vital Information,
his debut album as a leader away from Journey, came my way, Igrabbed my red pencil
and got ready to swoop down on any overly
ambitious, highbrow deviations that might be
in the grooves.
Well, shame on me and anybody who might
have shared my apprehensions. Vital Information is as solid, direct, and hard-hitting as
anything Smith has done with Journey, yet at
the same time it provides abroader canvas for
the drummer to expand his talent and allencompassing, but cohesive, drum style.
Starting out with an intricate little bass vamp
(Looks Bad, Feels Good) that gets milked and
stroked for all its minimal structure is worth,
Vital Information quickly dispels any other negative notions one might have had that these
guys are merely slumming. Take Questionable
Arrivals for example. It begins innocently
enough with anice groove and acatchy head
played by composer Wilczewski. Then unexpectedly the tune surges, the rhythm ferments,
and the saxist leads the group into akeening,
irresistible rock hook. There is material enough
here for at least two good songs, but by
grafting that extra hook onto the already sufficient theme material, the band has created a
stunningly effective rock tune that only gets
better with repeated—and loud— playing.
The album is pleasantly varied, too. All That
Is, laidback, moody, and played with great
atmosphere by Wilczewski, slides into aheftier
stride, giving way to another great moment:
Mike Stern's beautifully controlled and arched
guitar solo. Other strong solos are Dean
Brown's fortuitously timed and ignited guitar
soarings on Questionable Arrivals and, again,
Wilczewski's commanding rock tenor licks on
the same tune.
Throughout Smith and Tim Landers represent the pulse of the album. While the overall
stylistic frame for Vital Information would be
Billy Cobham's groups, Smith's leanings towards Tony Williams make the album less
bombastic, more elegant than its influence.
Smith plays flowingly and with asure sense of
dynamics, raising and lowering intensity levels
seamlessly and supportively. And Landers
confirms that he is aleading jazz-rock bassist:
his vamps are elastic, and he provides the
sophisticated pivotal axis in the tightly turned
structures that characterize much of the
band's writing. Only on VG. and the title track
does Smith seem to lose his sense of direction,
allowing the music to disintegrate into lumber-

ing "free improvisations that go nowhere. But
that is a minor point. Vital Information is vital
music
— lars gabel

ETHNIC HERITAGE
ENSEMBLE
WELCOME— Leo 014: ONE L
OVE, ONE PEOPLE
(
SLOWLY, BUT SURELY); MOMENT'S OPENING;
SEARCH I
NSIDE; FLY; WELCOME DIFDA; WELCOME
To OUR L
OVE.
Personnel: Kalaparush Maurice McIntyre, tenor
saxophone, percussion; Edward Wilkerson,
alto, tenor saxophone, clarinet, flute, piano,
percussion; Kahil El'Zabar, drums, earth drum,
percussion, voice.
* * *

JONE TAKAMAKI TRIO
UNIVERSAL MIND— Johanna 2074, RUPAVATI; L
AUT; Jos . . . ; BHUPALA I
;BHUPALA II ;
ASAVERI; Kuu.
Personnel: Takamaki, soprano, alto, tenor saxophone, bass clarinet, flutes, ocarina, percussion ;Samppa Salmi, drums, tabla, vibraphone,
cimbalon, accordion, percussion; Antti Hytti,
boss, Indian organ, synthesizer, Indian sitra,
African finger-piano.
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* *
While dance floors are being scoured like
archaeological sites for " root" rhythms and
sensibilities, the work of Jone Takamaki's trio, a
Finnish unit involved with Indian music, and the
Ethnic Heritage Ensemble, an aptly named
AACM trio, suggest that looking outside one's
immediate, commercially motivated culture for
inspiration remains arewarding practice. The
mixed success met by Welcome and Universal
Mind stems not from the obvious affinities the
respective ensembles have for their source
materials, but from their translation into contemporary vernaculars.
Like many Western musicians who attempt
to interpolate traditional Indian music within a
partially improvised context, the Takamaki Trio
overemphasizes the meditative processes associated with the alapa, the raga's slow, out-oftempo introduction, and does not bask in the
sensual earthiness of the gat, the raga's
culminating rhythmic dialog. Especially on
such sparse, ruminative pieces as Rupavati
and Bhupala I, Takamaki's reeds have an attack similar to Jan Garbarek's, and Hytti provides a plump Hadenesque bottom, but the
lack of vivacious rhythms occasionally grinds
the pace of the program to ahalt. Salmi is not at
fault, as Indian rhythms are too detailed for trap
drums and the mystical properties of the music
are too delicate for gongs. Universal Mind is
not apretentious conceit of what Indian music
can be about, but neither is it acogent one.
With the versatile El'Zabar as its backbone,
the Ethnic Heritage Ensemble suffers none of
the rhythmic shortcomings of the Takamaki
Trio. Whether fanning the smoldering tenors of
McIntyre and Wilkerson with well-shaped hand
drum cadences on the buoyant One Love or
spattering traps colors on Welcome To Our
Love, which recalls the hushed processional
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swagger of Roscoe Mitchell's Odwalla,
El'Zabar is energetic, yet concise. Except for
Search Inside, where the reedists unleash
some biting screams and raspy shouts, Welcome has a somewhat subdued gloss. Particularly with a firebreather like McIntyre on
board, Welcome would have benefited from at
least one more ecstatic foray like Search Inside. But, as it stands, Welcome has many
moments that warm and enliven.
—bill shoemaker

DAVID SAN BORN
BACKSTREET— Warner Bros. 23906-1: ITow
U SO; WHEN YOU SMILE AT ME; BELIEVER;
BACKSTREET; A TEAR FOR CRYSTAL; Bums CATHEDRAL; BLUE BEACH; NEITHER ONE OFUs.
Personnel: Sanborn, alto saxophone, soprano,
alto saxophone sections overdubbed; Marcus
Miller, electric bass, Moog bass, piano, synthesizers, guitar, steel drums, timpani, percussion,
vocoder; Michael Colino, synthesizers, piano,
vocoder; Hiram Bullock, guitars, Rhodes electric
piano, Moog bass; Steve Gadd, drums (cuts 1,
4) ; Ralph MacDonald, congas, percussion (2,
8).
* * * *

SADAO WATANABE
FILL UP THE NIGHT—Elektra Musician
60297-1: SAY WHEN; ROSEBUD; FILL UP THE
NIGHT WITH MUSIC; DREAMS COME TRUE; SOON
COME; MORNING CALAI; WESTSIDE DRIVE; SIDE
STREET.
Personnel: Watanabe, alto saxophone, sopranino; Marcus Miller, boss; Jorge Dolto (4),
Richard Tee, keyboards; Ralph MacDonald, percussion; Eric Gale, guitar; Paul Griffin, synthesizers; Steve Gadd, drums; Grady Tate, vocal
(3).
* *
These albums received their respective ratings
(subjective as the system may be) not in
comparison to each other but for individual
merit within their genre. Not even pretending to
avoid the critic's trap of pigeonholing, both LPs
fall into the category of jazz- funk or instrumental- pop— not acategory to be ignored. To
the jazz purist this music may be mundane and
uninspired, but jazz- pop is avalid style, lucrative, and played here by accomplished musicians.
Backstreet and Fill Up The Night feature their
alto sax- playing leaders exclusively, with no
solos ( except for short, isolated sections) from
other instruments. Being that the bands on
both albums are pretty much the studio " regulars" with their predictable grooves ( it wouldn't
be surprising if electronic bass and drum
machines soon incorporated presets titled
"Miller Pops," " Gadd Funk I," or " MacDonald
Triangle with Shakers"), the success of each
LP is dependent on the leader's playing, the
compositions, and arrangements.
Backstreet is Sanborn. His unique sound
(even the best imitators can't get it right)
screams and whispers throughout in one of the
most expressive alto sax voices to be heard
anywhere today. The human quality of his
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sound and phrasing, plus his uncanny sense
of melody, is especially evident on Neither One
Of Us (
yes, the Gladys Knight hit). On this cut a
chorus of human voices ( singing the Pips'
parts) lets Sanborn's alto take the lead singer's
role in a moving interpretation of the melody
augmented by his soulful improvisation.
The extensive use of electronic instruments
(synthesizers, drum machines, vocoders,
etc.)— to the point of sounding like contemporary rock, especially Believer and Blue
Beach— adds new textures and renders a
totally different effect than on past Sanborn
albums ( the most recent of which were becoming rather predictable). And what makes the
potentially cold, emotionless electronics effective is the striking contrast they create to the
warm, acoustic alto filled with Sanborn's
unflinching soul. Bums Cathedral is a further
contrast of textures with steel drums adding
another color to the electronic background
and Sanborn playing against either an electronically synthesized or electronically modified sax chorus— very intense.
Sadly, Watanabe's Fill Up The Night is unremarkable both compositionally and improvisetionally ( this from a saxophonist who has
proved himself a fine player on previous efforts), and falls into what much of jazz- pop has
become— background music. All the right ingredients ( musicians) were assembled to turn
out another formula album which might have
been good ( the heads are catchy and
Watanabe is no instrumental slouch) if it wasn't
made to sound so much like everything else
(i.e. Grover Washington Jr., Bob James, Earl
Klugh, old Sanborn, etc.). Two highpoints: Say
When has an outstanding solo on the difficult
sopranino, an instrument on which Watanabe
has developed an ear- opening sound; and
Dreams Come True alternates between aslow
funk and adouble-time shuffle, and includes a
nice change-of- pace acoustic piano solo by
Jorge Dalto.
— albert de genova

OREGON
OREGON— ECM 23796-1: THE RAPIDS;
BEACON; T
AOS; BESIDE A BROOK; ARIANNA; THERE
WAS No MOON T
HAT NIGHT; SKYLINE; I
MPENDING
Bloom.
Personnel: Ralph Towner, synthesizer, piano,
guitar; Paul McCandless, soprano saxophone,
oboe, tin flute, english horn, bass clarinet,
musette; Collin Walcott, percussion, tongue
drum, sitar, voice; Glen Moore, bass, viola,
piano.
* * * /
2
1
Oregon has carved out a special acoustic
space over the last 13 years. Its boundaries are
defined by pristine atmospheres, an aura of
mysticism and mystery and, contrarily
enough, resonances that know no boundaries.
Using Eastern sonorities and Western melodic
sensibilities, Oregon sculpts one of the most
surreal global syntheses around. As the title of
aprevious Oregon record suggests, they have
taken the roots of world music and transported
them into the sky.
This is the first Oregon LP since their hiatus
three years ago, and while little has changed
on the surface, there have been many altera-

tions in the attitudes of the players. The band
has never hit you over the head with the ethnic
origins of their music, but on the self- titled
Oregon, those origins are completely subsumed. A primary reason for this is the extensive use of Ralph Towner's Prophet 5 synthesizer. Towner debuted his synthesizer on his
last solo record (
Blue Sun, ECM 23788-1), but I
didn't suspect that it would become such an
integral part of Oregon. Yet, Towner uses it on
every piece and plays his renowned guitar on
only three.
The synthesizer seems to have changed the
ensemble's inner consciousness. It's a music
of illusion, rather than pan- ethnic references.
With the synthesizer's chameleon character
and Towner's subtle shadings, origins and
roots don't seem as important. On The Rapids
Towner reflects McCandless' soprano in adistant, echoing mirror. Elsewhere, his drones
merge with Walcott's bowed cymbals or create
ghost- like percussion reinforcement to Walcott's acoustic drums and tablas.
The Renaissance feel that has informed
most of Oregon's music is no longer as dominant as their search for 20th century tonalities.
This record has four largely improvised group
pieces, that refer more to contemporary composers George Crumb or Toru Takemitsu than
Josquin or Machaut. It's often a music of
sonorities, reverberations, and subliminal
moods, rather than lyrical melodies.
But the soaring melodic airs of McCandless'
oboe are still heard on The Rapids and Moore's
gorgeous contemplation, Arianna. Moore in
particular keeps this music from drifting into
the ozone. His rich bass tones surge through
with a reassuring warmth in this strange, but
inviting land. With their new label, ECM (where
they always seemed to belong) and this eponymously entitled album, Oregon suggests
the rebirth of reincarnation, and the potential
for growth.
— john diliberto

PHIL WOODS
AT THE VANGUARD— Antilles 1013: SOUND
OFTHE VANGUARD; REET'S NEAT; REPETITION; Au
T
HROUGH T
HE NIGHT; NARDIS; I
T'S TIME To EMULATE T
HE J
APANESE; AIREGINITHEME AND F
ADE.
Personnel: Woods, alto saxophone, clarinet;
Hal Ga/per, piano; Steve Gilmore, bass; Bill
Goodwin, drums.
WOODLORE—Original Jazz Classics OJC052 ( Prestige 7018): WOODLORE; F
ALLING I
N
L
OVE ALL OVER AGAIN; BEMYL
OVE; ONA SLOW
BOAT To CHINA; GET HAPPY; STROLLIN' WITH PAM.
Personnel: Woods, alto saxophone; John
Williams, piano; Teddy Kotick, bass; Nick Stabulas, drums.
* * * *
"Bebop is the Bach of our time," Phil Woods
told me once in an interview. " It's about as far
as you can take aform— form with aresponsibility and using eighth notes and chords. You
can't go any further unless you go into atonal
music."
And Phil Woods is the ultimate bebop practitioner. Some fans even hold the heretical notion
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that he surpasses Charlie Parker. He's certainly
disciplined to the form yet free within its limits,
as these two albums, separated by 27 years,
show. Woods' freedom is the freedom to articulate any musical idea he envisions. He's got the
technique— and the passion, always the passion, whether warping clarinet tones in aminor
key (
Nardis) or blowing bluesily on a '50s
ballad ( Neal Hefti's Falling In Love)or barking a
blitz of notes at high speed (
Aire gin, or the
second half of All Through The Night).
The 1982 Vanguard session catches the
quartet in near- peak form. The interplay be-

tween Woods and drummer Goodwin is a
particularly strong axis (e.g., Reet's and Night,
where the drum breaks seem to tumble from
Woods' alto and osmose back again), and the
time feeling is looser, more laidback, and
sleeker than on the '55 Prestige date. Pianist
Galper has several thoughtful solos. He's not
one to jump in and try to overwhelm Woods,
preferring instead to begin sparsely and build
to complex runs and floating block chords.
Gilmore keeps good time and sets a mellow
'60s solo mood (especially on bassist Red
Mitchell's It's Time).

Critics' choice
Art Lange
NEW RELEASE: Ethnic Heritage Ensemble, Welcome (
Leo/Finland). Sensitivity and imagination highlight the reed/percussion interplay of this Chicago trio; exotic colors and lyrical flow
make for mesmerizing music.
OLD FAVORITE: Miles Davis, Filles De Kilimanjaro (
Columbia). At the time of release ('68), a
pace- setting plunge into electric waters; today, Miles heart-rendering lyricism over invigorating and pensive ensemble textures sounds positively neo-classical.
American Clave). His estimable writing
RARA Avis: Kip Hanrahan, Desire Develops An Edge (
and production talents aside, Hanrahan's conceptunl vision—combining Jack Bruce's
vocals, Steve Swallow's music, soloists like Ricky Ford, John Scofield, Arto Lindsay, and John
Stubblefield, and awealth of Latin percussionists— is enlightening.
SCENE: Dizzy's normally scorching Night In Tunisia smoothed-down and souled-out by
skanking guitar and lush horns, courtesy of the reggae-jazz band Third Eye, heard at the West
End in Chicago.

Featuring Don Cherry, Keith Jarrett, Carla
Bley, Leroy Jenkins, Julius Hemphill, Ed
Blackwell, Anthony Davis, Billy Bang, Dave
Holland and others. In 27 photos— mostly
at home— with an elaborate quote section.
$8.00
CALEN D'ART
RO. Box 6668
Dept. DB
FDR Station N.Y.C., NY 10150
Store inquiries welcomed

JAZZ DOUBLERS REJOICE!!

It's finally here ... The revolutionary new EKLUTE HEADJOINT FOR FLUTE. The EKLUTE — requires no
special lip embouchure and also creates agreat
professional flute sound.
The pros say:
"unanimously accepted by producers. I
love it:
Brad Silwood, Top Studs) Musean. Hollywood. CA
"1 am impressed with the EKLUTES- ease of play and
balanced intonation."
Bettlne Clemen-Ware, Intl Solo Flutst
$85.50 Intro offer plus $1.75 shipping ( Calif. add 6% sales
tax). Send fitting size of your headjoint (tr) thousandths of
an inch or mm.) to: EKLUTE SOUNDS, INC.
P.O. Boo 369
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
707 546-6773
FREE Brochure Available

Charles Doherty
NEW RELEASE: Charlie Haden, Ballad Of The Fallen (
ECM). This '83 " Liberation Music Orchestra" retains ahalf-dozen fiery players from the '69 group, and though the improvs aren't as wild,
the Carla Bley arrangements of the revolutionary ( literally) songs are just as compelling.
OLD FAVORITE: Charlie Haden, Liberation Music Orchestra (
Impulse). One listen to the above
and you're obliged to re- listen to this five-star masterpiece that easily bears the test of time.
RARA AVIS: Various Artists, The Best Of Louie, Louie (
Rhino). Ten versions of the three-chord
classic including Richard Berry's do-wop original, Rockin' Robin Roberts' r&b cover (that
inspired the original Kingsmen version, also included), plus marching band, hard rock, easy
listening, acid rock, hardcore punk, disco, and choral renditions.
SCENE: The world premiere of Louie Bel'son's Concerto For Percussion And Orchestra, with
echoes of Duke, Wagner, Sousa, and Fred (Flintstone), and soloists Vic Firth on timpani, Ed
Saindon on vibes, and Peter Erskine and Louie on traps; at PASIC '83 in Knoxville, TN.
Zan Stewart
NEW RELEASE: ZOOt Sims, Suddenly It's Spring (
Pablo). An endearing set of originals and
known/unknown standards from one of mainstream's truly individual artists—and one who,
amazingly, continues to grow.
OLD FAVORITE: Art Blakey, Free For All (
Blue Note). This '64 band represents the power and
glory of hard bop; intensity abounds, softened by Clare Fischer's gorgeous Pensativa, with
wonderfully lyrical Shorter and Hubbard.
RARA Avis: Randy Weston, Carnival (
Arista/Freedom). One side of this classic is given over to
the languorous,heartbeat-like rhythm of Mystery Of Love, with Weston's dark majestic piano
clusters and star- bright trills stunning in their passion.
SCENE: Tenor saxist Pete Christlieb playing Gigi Gryce's Minority at Hop Singh's in Marina Del
Rey, CA. After the uptempo performance of consummate creativity, club owner Rudy
Onderwyzer exclaimed, " He doesn't play sax— he sings it."
Frank-John Hadley
NEW RELEASE: Big Sky Mudflaps, Sensible Shoes (
Flying Fish). Blithe pop-jazz from Montana
revivalists doing up Duke, Dizzy, and others in playfully reverential style. Features hip, tossyour-cares-away vocals, some by near-great Judy Roderick.
OLD FAVORITE: Lambert, Hendricks and Ross, Sing ASong Of Basie (
Impulse). Still supreme
vocalized jazz. Timeless maxim: " Hurry Up, Dig A Little Pony IKnow/Say That So."
Buddah). In less discerning hands, the battery of
RARA AVIS: Airto, Seeds On The Ground (
Brazilian percussion instruments Airto favors would sound merely exotic. From 1971, with Flora
Purim and Hermeto Pascoal.
SCENE: Dick Johnson in the Press Room, a Portsmouth, NH bistro, sending forth waves of
heated bop from his alto sax, as if answering the wintry breezes outside.
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The 1950s have been called " cool," but
Woods wasn't buying that assessment at middecade when he made his first quartet recording. He swung flat-out, with technique to spare
even then. His articulation was leaner, the
vibrato less exaggerated, and the lines less
volatile, but he propelled each note grandly.
His flair for sequential patterns was already
fixed, too.
Kotick, a big-toned bassist, Stabulas, an
authoritative drummer a la PhiIly Joe Jones,
and Williams, apercussive pianist caught between Teddy Wilson and Bud Powell, never let
the music flag either. But the focus was the
altoist and aprogram that included ablistering
minor- key Get Happy, the clean romance of

Falling In Love, and several medium uptempo
items. Nat Hentoff's original four- star rating still
holds.
—owen cordle

SW I
NGRASS
SWINGRASS '
83— Anti I
I
es 1014; MAINSTEM;
SUBTLE SLEUTH; SOPHISTICATED LADY; SKIPPY; BLUE
Bum; L
ITTLE ROOTIE T
OOTIE; FRIDAY T
HE 13TH;
ALPHA CENTAURI.
Personnel: Buell Neidlinger, bass; Peter Erskine,
drums; Marty Krystall, tenor saxophone; Peter
Ivers, harmonica; Andy Statman, mandolin;
Richard Greene, violin; Fred Tackett, guitar.
* * * /
2
1
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When Buell Neidlinger, the respected jazz and
symphonic bassist ( previous employers: Cecil
Taylor, Boston Symphony Orchestra, Frank
Zappa, countless more), went about forming a
jazz- bluegrass group—Swingrass—he
turned to several interesting musicians.
Richard Greene and Andy Statman are worldclass string band players, the former uncannily
comfortable with improvisation; Marty Krystall
and Peter Erskine have varied, impressive jazz
credentials; the late Peter lvers, aproto-punk,
dabbled for years with acrid " blues" harmonica; and Fred Tackett has an enviable reputation for session adaptability and competence.
As agroup their music bursts forth— in concert
and on this vinyl debut— as a fascinating
hybrid instilled with sensible jollity, acollective
sound animated in aprudent sort of way.
Swingrass '83 is especially impressive for
overcoming the built-in stigma attached to
such recorded ventures of jazz- bluegrass,
classical- meets-jazz, and related novelties.
Neidlinger's choice of material is intelligent
and bold. Six of the eight selections come from
the hallowed songbooks of Ellington and
Monk. It's aformidable challenge, then, to stay
true to the spirit of the master& originals and
also produce new, individualized musical
effulgence. They do so, showing courteous
respect to be at the core of their exuberance,
showing the inanity of mimicry when confronting the inimitable.
Neidlinger's (and Krystall's?) eccentric arrangement of Duke's Mainstem makes for witty
homage, not travesty; lightning-quick fiddler
Greene thematically digresses as lvers' harp
and the rhythm section do adevilish simulation
of a jug band. The treatment of the regal
Sophisticated Lady has lace-textured mandolin cushioned by lush woodwind and
strings. Yet the Monk pieces are the selections
worth returning to again and again: saxophone
and fiddle do well following the tortuous
thematic/melodic trail in Skippy; Little Rootie
Tootie is both serious and light with Krystall
expressing some understanding of the iconoclastic composer's designs; and Friday The
13th features incisive solos by Krystall and
lvers over vaguely ominous rhythm backdrop.
Often enough the line of demarcation between jazz and bluegrass is shadowy, meaning this " Buellgrass"—what rocker Jerry Garcia calls the music— is aseamless merger of
the two idioms. Recommended.
—frank-john hadley

axing on
Recondite Records

JOHN ZORN :T
HE CLASSIC GUIDE To STRATEGY
(Lumina 004) * * * * *
JOHN ZORN/
DEREK BAILEY/
GEORGE LEWIS :
YANKEES (
Celluloid 5006)* * * 1
/
2
JOHN ZORN :ARCHERY (
Parachute 17/18)
* * * *
IISIM :R ( Zoar 11) * * * 1
/
2
BANDS OF LOISAIDA NEW YORK CITY :
Zoar 9) * * * Y
2
PERIPHERAL VISION (
MOFUNGO :Our OFL
INE (
Zoar 13) * * /
2
1
CHARLES K.NOYES :T
HE WoRi.o AND T
HE RAW
PEOPLE (
ZOar 12) * *
MASSACRE :KILLING T
IME (
Celluloid 5003)
* * * * /
2
1
FRED FRITH /
BOB OSTERTAG/
PHIL MINTON :
VOICE OFAMERICA (
Rift 4)* * *
TOM CORA/
DAVID MOSS :CARGO CULT REVIVAL
(Rift 5) * * * /
2
1
MICHAEL LYTLE/
GEORGE CARTWRIGHT/
DAVID
MOSS :MELTABLE SNAPS It (
Cornpride 004)
* * * /
2
1
JILL KROESEN :STOP Vicious CYCLES (
Lovely Music
1501) * * *
WALLY SHOUP/
ROSS RABIN :SCREE-RUN WALTZ
(Too Sound 00/) * *
DIANA DAVID/PAUL GAUDYNSKI/
THOMAS

((a)R(t) Noise Six)
* * *
CATALOGUE :PENETRATION (
hat Art 1997/98)
* * *
GAUDYNSKI :O BJECT LESSONS

Why oh why do musicians shun conventions of
melody, rhythm, and harmony to focus on
babbling and bashing, squeaks and squabbles, disconcerting distortions and totally fractured forms? The question assumes conventions are as they always have been, when, in
fact, both European classical and American
jazz traditions encourage composers and improvisers to refresh the language, frequently
turning just-created vocabulary into new conventions. As for the musicians: they shun conventions that aren't challenging; don't express
what they hear, feel, or know; or don't allow
sufficient room for original interpretation.
Rather than why, we should ask what we'd be
listening to without musicians who've been
bored with what's been done, and gone on
from there.
Fortunately, asignificant number of uncompromisingly unconventional musicians are active right now. Call them what you will— postmodernists, no wavers, noise-makers, new experimentalists—the current radical generation
is producing its own concerts in its own clubs,
pressing its own records, creating its own
theories, and determining the parameters of its
interests. Though seemingly concentrated on
the " loisaida" (Lower East Side of) New York,
the young and the restless are everywhere— in
Europe, in heartland USA, on the West Coast,
and in the South. Given the slight chance they

have to make back the money they put into
their independent projects, you'd better believe these musicians are serious, however
their stuff sounds at first.
Among the most dedicated musicians currently expanding the limits of what we regard
as music—controlled sound— is John Zorn,
reed-player, composer, and improviser. His
albums, which often bear titles of games, are
richly annotated and flawlessly engineered;
his methods of play seem impeccable. The
Classic Guide To Strategy comprises two of his
spontaneous solo improvisations, each just
under 20 minutes long, in which he chooses
quickly and confidently among a tableful of
mouthpieces, horn bodies, bubbling devices,
and game calls, each selected for contrast to
its precedent, and the movement it imparts to
an almost narrative flow. Though neither part
one, Senki (War Spirit) nor two, The Moon In
The Cold Stream Like A Mirror is traditionally
tuneful, Zorn is micro-conscious of pitched
events and rhythmic pulse. He's developed
intensely sensitive technique, and his array
of instruments become like the various
phonemes combining as aflowing tongue. In
his own way, Zorn's approach to woodwinds is
as spirited as was Coltrane's.
Zorn's interests are broad and deep— he's a
fine "conventional" alto saxophonist, for one
thing—and, admirably, he's involved himself in
collaborations which both set him amid more
familiar " dance" impulses (with the Golden
Palominos) and reinforce his high level of abstraction. Among the latter is Yankees, wherein
Zorn forms a keystone combination with
guitarist Derek Bailey and trombonist George
Lewis. Bailey actually wrote the book on free
sound correspondence (
Improvisation, 1980,
Moorland Publishing Co. Ltd., POB 2, 9-11
Station St., Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6 1DZ,
England), and has remarkable facility for surprise. Lewis, too, is witty and fluent; the trio is
adept at creating discrete yet linked moments,
intuiting the flux of sounds' tensions against
silence. Yankees' five tracks, 18 to three minutes in length, seem superficially alike if we
don't use our capacities for comparing one
cluster with the last and the next, for comprehending a sense of the whole. The players
seem less concerned with what they create
than with their process and relationship while
creating— probably rendering this album more
satisfying to have made than to hear, unless
one projects back to the instant of creation,
understands each player's options and responses, and uncovers some basis for empathy. Otherwise the action may appear pointless, like baseball infielders practicing double
plays during a pre-game warm-up. You observe the grace and variety of the exchanges,
but they exist in no meaningful context.
In Archery, Zorn's two-disc boxed-set, we
get every contextual clue: achart of the possible duo and trio permutations of the cast of 12
(the stars-of-the-style gang, including Lewis,
Polly Bradfield, Eugene Chadbourne, Anthony
Coleman, Tom Cora, Robert Dick, Bill and
Wayne Horvitz, Mark Kramer, Bill Laswell, and
David Moss, prompted by Mark Smith), a
graphic of the stereo field layout, an explanation of the elaborate rules within which the
players create in total freedom, and tran-

scribed minutes of the choices they made.
Lavish and ambitious, Archery challenges
one's concentration.
Is it possible to perceive these four uninterrupted sides, brimming with fast-paced complexity, from enough distance to get some hint
of their overall shape and the ensemble's
intent? Michael Lytle's impressive live-to-twotrack mix provides good separation, but can
anyone distinguish the contributions of any
one of three keyboardists, cellist, violinist, two
guitarists, flutist, trombonist, and reed player
for any duration without ignoring the others
over the same period? The shifting textures
and densities which Zorn's plan provokes
sound patternless, however carefully he's sequenced them; this must be his purpose. Little
can be deduced from the music itself, so your
impression of the work derives from patterns
you impose yourself. Though the production is
spectacular, the aim of Archery is obscured by
Zorn's very success: he orchestrates seemingly undirected, unpredictable, unrepeatable
programs like no one else.
Many, but not all, of the other New Yorkers
stretching the conventions maintain more elements of obvious structure and control. Elliott
Sharp, principal of Zoar Records, bandleader,
and multi-instrumentalist, opens I/S/M's second LP with atrack rooted in the simplest bass
figure, asure anchor for the electronic sounds
sweeping above it. Regular rhythmic gestures
from guitars or percussion (Sharp and Michael
Brown on the former, Al Diaz and David Linton
on the latter) suggest hard rock; Sharp riffs on
saxes and delivers phonetic lyrics in imitation
of rock vocalists' accents. That's all the song
form there is here, but it's enough to organize
the feedback and clangorous, uh, harmodies
into beginnings, middles, and ends.
Peripheral Vision anthologizes eight irregularly active Bands Of Lolsalda New York
City, and again steady (sort of) rockin' lends
form to outward- bound efforts. V- Effect, the
Scene Is Now, Crazy Hearts, Mofungo, the
State, the Ordinaires, and Hi-Sheriffs Of Blue
make loose music that harkens to the unpolished authenticity of early, out-of-tune San
Francisco, the exhortative excesses of the
Motor City, and New York's proudly unprofessional Fugs. Lyrics to Lecture On Eighth Avenue, They Can't Get It, and Finding Someone
are fine, but other cuts fall ( literally) flat D

Zoninsky, alto saxist, and whoever arranged
the Ordinaires' tentet of strings, saxes, and
guitars deserve recognition; otherwise, we
learn what can be done by people with energy
and ideas when chops and rehearsals aren't
priorities or prerequisites.
Mofungo, with awhole album, Out Of Line,
to itself, incorporates freeblowing, Beefheartian cross- rhythms and time changes behind 14 brief themes, carried by speech and
singing or horn lines ( Phillip Johnston and
Dave Sewelson off the Microscopic Septet are
among the guests of Mofungo—a quartet
consisting of A. C. Chubb, Willie Klein, Jeff
McGovern, and Robert Sietsema). Politically
righteous, rough and ready to be intense, the
band might be more fun live, but hasn't the
power or diversity to make its disc more than
fitfully endearing.
Charles K. Noyes, with intermittent help
from Zorn, trumpeter Lesli Dalaba, and guitarist Henry Kaiser, employs drums and percussion in spare, irregular ways that are deliberately disorienting and discontinuous. From
several debatable quotes from philosophers
on the back album cover, it's clear Noyes is
considering how much control it's possible, or
desirable, for an artist to exert in pursuit of
eternally communicative art. Connected to
nothing outside itself, his work should in theory
always be as potent as it was upon creation,
but given such a hermetic attitude, even his
most sensuous track ( Ilike Strait Of Hormuz,
with delicately bowed metal over gently fluctuating guitar) seems a trifle precious. Other
cuts are even more arbitrary.
From the first track of Killing Time, Massacre
proves its point is as aggressive as its group
rubric, more purposeful than its album title.
Guitarist Fred Frith (also vocalizing and playing Casiotone), four- and six-string bassist Bill
Laswell, and drummer/percussionist Fred
Maher have their craft under control, applying
vivid effects, breaking for solos, and sliding
through tight trio stop-times as though their
foreboding sound was as natural as bebop.
Their vocabulary is acrunching atonality, but
their format is that of a power trio. Maher is
solid, Laswell flexible and alert, Frith possessed by electric possibilities. They're convinced of what they're up to, and that certainty
leaps from the grooves.
Fred Frith, using tapes, radio, and home-
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made instruments as well as his guitar, joined
synthesist and musique concrete manipulator
Bob Ostertag at Public Access Synthesizer
Studio, NYC, in January'81 to create acollage
from tapes of U.S. and Central American
broadcasts; vocalist Phil Minton participated
in their August ' 81 concert in London with
similar intent. The metallic electronics speak
chillingly of torture and social tremors; the
tapes of Super Bowl coverage and Let's Make
ADeal baldly propose the irrelevance of North
American cultural values to revolutionary situations in Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Chile.
Programmatic, perhaps dogmatic, Voice Of
America would seem too obvious for critical
comment, were new music lovers more committed to political study than they seem to be.
Cargo Cult Revival, an absorbing duet by
cellist Tom Cora and percussionist David
Moss, also seems political ( in subtext), due to
its ominous tone and oblique references to
exotic Third World, mostly Asian, sounds.
Crudely resonant pluckings and gongs or
cymbals like those from Japan and Bali
abound. Moss, whose closely miked vocals
range from baby talk to statesman-like utterances, occasionally dominates the performance ( recorded live in real time, without overdubs), but he and Cora are mostly so close as
to be inseparable. Attention to dynamics lends
some details more weight than others, so over
the course of two sides, something seems to
happen.
What that something is remains evasive, as it
is in the trio Moss constitutes with George

Cartwright (
on soprano, alto, and tenor saxes,
flutes, guitar, and talk) and Michael Lytle (
on
clarinets, tapes, and voice). Although whether
Meltable Snaps It is composed or improvised
goes unstated, it seems likely the extreme
timbres, violent juxtapositions of gesture, and
overlapping acoustic properties emerge from
a plan less formal than those John Zorn proposes; this band operates by following its ears
rather than by following preconceived rules.
There are some jokes that seem cliquish, a
wavering pace, but, again, smart attention to
dynamic and textural variation. Ilike the
ghostly evocations of Cane Cutters, and know
it would unsettle the most peaceful mind.
Jill Kroesen's Stop Vicious Cycles is musically progressive— doesn't it open in 9/4? Coproducer Peter Gordon, bassists Bill Laswell
and Fred Smith, ' bonist Lewis, percussionists
Tony Machine, Fred Maher, and David Van
Tieghem, guitarist Jody Harris and Larry Saltzman, cellist Arthur Russell, and pianist " Blue"
Gene Tyranny provide some extraordinary settings for her dourly satirical lyrics. Politics and
power- relationships are Kroesen's themes; her
voice is dark and impassioned, if not always
steady. Patti Smith seems a likely influence,
and, like Smith, Kroesen is not necessarily her
own best editor— side two rambles on far too
long. There's apunkish update of the old New
Orleans hit Ride Your Pony (
by Naomi Neville,
a.k.a. Allen Toussaint) that is, ironically, an
album highlight.
Scree-Run Waltz, a live performance by
Wally Shoup and Ross Rabin recorded in
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Denver in 1981; Object Lessons by Diana
David and Paul and Thomas Gaudynskl,
recorded in Milwaukee in '
82; and Catalogue:
Penetration, recorded in Basel, Switzerland in
'82 by Jacques Berrocal, Jean- Francois
Pauvros, and Gilbert Adman, demonstrate that
interest in freely associating improvisation,
fast- switching among many instruments, extremes of timbre, and discontinuous time play is
not restricted to New York residents alone. The
Shoup/Rabin LP is not as well recorded as the
David/Gaudynskis production or the Swiss
concert documentation. Both Waltz and Lessons proceed on the freest of principles,
whereas Penetration lets rock riffs and standard song forms underpin absurdist vocals,
derivative instrumental licks, and roaring electronics. Aficionados of the genre will find this
last work most curious, apatchwork of compositional devices. The Milwaukee session features closer interplay and more sophisticated
handling of similar instruments— cheap electronics, violin, percussion, and electric guitar—than the guys from Denver display. But
we're on the edge of anew challenge here—
how to expand the vocabulary of improvisation, how to express what music hasn't yet
expressed, how to refresh the listener's ear and
the musician's sense of fun. So there's no
telling who may develop what in a language
not yet fully invented, and which at least a
couple dozen musicians are struggling to
speak. (These records are all available from
NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC 10012.)
—howard mandel
We're changing the way people practice!

Volume 28 includes
Volume 27 includes
Mr. P.0
Some Other Blues
Waffle
Like Sonny
Spiritual
Blues Minn ,
Crescent
The Promise
$10.95
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Up Against The Wall
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PERSONNEL
RON CARTER— Bass
HAROLD MABERN—Piano
ADAM NUSSBAUM—Drums

Play•A•Long Book and Record $10.9
Sets 5 per set
$8.95 per set (LP di look) unless indicated.
VOWME 1—"A NEW APPROACH" Beg.,Int. level. Chapters on
melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale use, ear training,
articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales
and chord tones written in each measure. Blues in F and Bb,
Dorian minor tracks, cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths. IIN7's, 24measure song .. . transposed parts too.
$8.95
D VOL. 1 "ANew Approach" & VOL 21 "
Gettin' It Together" will get
you started on the right track!
$18.90
VOWME 24 MAJOR & MINOR— for ALL Instrumentalists 8
Vocalists. Contains Book, 2 stereo LP's, and a special 7" EP
demonstration record featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set
covers ALL Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos- 30
extenderfracks to practice with. Transposed parts. This set is
designed to help you gain confidence regardless of your ability. Use
for warming up— pick adifferent key each day. Piano, bass, drums
rhy. section.
PRICE $11.95
VOLUME 21 "SETTIN' IT TOGETHER" For all musicians regardless
of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use for daily warm-ups,
scale/chord practice, etc. Don't overlook this disciplined comprehensive (but exciting) method of practicing or improvising in all
keys: Major, minor, Dom. 7th, Lydian, Sus. 4, Half-dim., Mel/Hat.
minor & Blues Bb and F. "get your chops together" 2-LP Set 89.95
0 VOLUME 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BLUES"—Beg./Int. level. 11 different
Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume is truly fun to play
with. Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales and chord tones are
written with transposed parts and melodies.
VOWME 3 "THERA/7/1 PROGRESSION"—Int. level. Probably the
most important musical sequence in modern jazz. A must for all
jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages of IIN7/1 exercises to
be applied with LP.8 tracks to improvise with and practice in all
keys.
VOWME 4 "MOVIN' ON"—Int./Adv. level. A challenging collection of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Book contains melodies and
needed scales/chords for all instruments.
VOWME 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"—Int. level. Similar to Vol. 4
except the songs are much easier. Modal Voyege, Killer Pete,
Groovitis, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3. Lots of variety.
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VOWME 6 ALL BIRD"—Adv. level. 10 songs written by Charlie
Parker. Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Ben Riley on
drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way to learn these
famous tunes.

D VOWME 17 "HORACE SILVER"— Eight songs. Song for My Father,
The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace, Nutville, Silver's
Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec. like Vol. 18.

D VOLUME 7 "MILES Mr—Int./Adv. level. Eight classics by
Miles Davis. Four, Dig, Solar, Tune Up, & Milestones, etc.

D VOLUME 18 "HORACE SILVER"—Int./Adv. level. Eight songs.
Strollin', Room 608, Nice's Dream, Mayreh, Ecaroh, Etc.
R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster.

0 VOLUME 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"—Int./Adv. level. Nine classic jazz
originals written by Sonny Rollins. Contains 9 of Rollins most
famous tunes, in their original keys ...

VOLUME 19 "MID LIEBMAN"—Int. level. Brite Piece, Lookout
Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard
Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster.

VOLUME 9 "WOODY SHAW"—Int./Adv. level. Eight jazz originals
written by Woody Shaw. Little RedS Fantasy, Blues for Wood,
Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc.

VOWME 20 "JIMMY RANEr—Int. Level
$9.95
Contains special EP recording of Jimmy playing solos Chord
progression to ten standards. Great bebop study.

D VOLUME 10 "MID BAKER"—Int./Adv. level. Eight beautiful
originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific composers in jazz
today. Tunes offer awide variety of styles and tempos.

El VOL 22—STANDARDS 13 songs, 2 LP's. Long awaited set of
standards for all instruments. Set includes these songs Easy
Living, IRemember You, If IShould Lose You, Lover (
2versions),
My Ideal, My Old Flame, Soon, The Nearness of You, Stella by
Starlight, Tangerine, Out of Nowhere, Wives & Lovers, & It Could
Happen To You. Rhythm section is Dan Raerle, Ed Soph & Todd
Coalman. Lyrics included ,
( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95
D VOLUME 23—ONE DOZEN STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies
transposed for all instruments. Angel Eyes, But Beautiful, Everything Happens To Me, Here's That Rainy Day, IShould Care,
Imagination, Like Someone In Love, Polka Dots and Moonbeams,
Violets For Your Furs, Will You Still Be Mine, You Say You Care, and
Personality. Rhythm section is Michael Weiss, piano; John
Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums
( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95

D VOLUME 11 "HERBUE HANCOCK"—Eleg./Int. level. Eight of Herbie's greatest songs. Maiden Voyage, Cantaloupe Island, Watermelon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc.
El VOLUME 12 "DUKE ELLINGTON"— Int. level. Nine all time favorites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to A Kiss, Sophisticated Lady, Mood Indigo, ILet A Song Go Out of My Heart, In A
Sentimental Mood, "A" Train.
0 VOLUME 13 "CANNONBALL AoomEr — Eight songs made famous by Cannonball: Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine,
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe.
VOWME 14 "BENNY GOLSON"—Int., Adv. level. Killer Joe, Along
Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, IRemember Clifford,
Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away Walk.
VOWME 15 "
IN' DUES"—Int./Adv. level. Nine familiar chord
progressions every dues- paying jazz great has played ... part and
parcel of the jazz repertoire. Based on standards!
I=1 VOLUME 16 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11/1/7's"—Int./Adv. level.
A 2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, but much more in depth.
Covers all keys, most playing situations and common harmonic
formulae. Includes Joy Spring.
$12.95

D VOLUME 25-17 ALL-TIME STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies
transposed for all instruments. Summertime, Speak Low, September Song, Old Devil Moon, The PartyS Over, My Funny Valentine,
My Favorite Things, Love Is Here To Stay, ILove You, ICould Write a
Book, ICan't Get Started, Foolish Heart, Come Rain or Come
Shine, and A Foggy Day, etc. Rhythm section is H. Galper, piano;
S. Gilmore, bass; B. Goodwin, drums.
( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95
D VOWME 26 "THE SCALE SYLLABUS" played by David Liebman &
J. Aebersold. 2 LP's & supp. Hear soloing on ALL scales jazz
players use. You too can play along.

1211-0 * EBERSOLE' DRIVE HOW TO USE: .. each volume includes aquality stereo record and acoordinated booklet with parts FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS. The volumes do not necessarily
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA get progressively difficult. Popularly termed The Most Widely Used Jazz Method On The Market! Suggested order of study. Vol. 24. 1, 21, 2. 3. 5 .
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BASS BOOKS

ID TECHNICAL STUDIES for the MODERN TRUMPET by Pat Harbison. First Book to incorporate all modern jazz scales into
practical studies
$9.95
0 JAZZ/FUSION FAKE BOOK. Songs by C. Corea, H. Hancock, M.
Tyner, W. Shorter, F. Hubbard, J. Pastorius, W. Shaw, E.
Dolphy et al 80 cornposers-484 pages
$32.00
0 RAY BROWN'S BASS METHOD. Spiral bound.
$12.95
D BILL WATROUS "TROMBONISMS" by Watrous/Raph
$8.95
O UP FLEXIBIUTIES by Dr. Colin. O Trpt, U TBone .• . $8.50
D ARRANGING CONCEPTS .
compLur by Dick Grove $31.95
O "K.D:' 30 KENNY DORHAM Songs for piano.
$8.95
O ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM Piano/Vocal book
$4.95
O THE JAZZ EXPERIENCE by Joseph Levey
$6.95
CI LENNIE NIEHAUS-JAZZ CONCEPTION for SAX: Basic Cl#1,
O#2 ea. $4.00. U Inter. $5.00. D Adv. $5.00. 5songs for
Sax Section and rhythm section D#1, D#2 . each $12.00
0 COMBO CHARTS by the "Jazz Messengers". Write for list ea. $10
McCOY TYNER-" Inception To Now". Piano book
$9.95
O RON CARTER BASS LINES transcribed off Volume 15 " YIN'
DUES" album
$4.95
O MIKE BRECKER SOLOS off records
$5.95
0 ADV. TECH. for MODERN DRUMMER by Jim Chapin
$7.00
D A GUIDE FOR THE MODERN RHYTHM SECTION S. Houghton
Book, record, parts
$25.00
ID BILL DOBBINS: "Cont. Jazz Pianist" O # 11=1 #2 @ $25.00
12 MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont . $20.00
O FAKE BOOKS, Contemporary. O S. Nestico, O V. Feldman,
D L. Niehaus, O B. Holman, U S. Rogers, U D. Grove,
O M. Lowe, CI L. Bellson. Melodies and chords Each $8.95

D CUFFORD BROWN SOWS . . . 16 solos transcribed by Ken
Slone, Complete discography. First of its kind!
$8.95
CI PHIL WOODS SAX SOWS. 11 transcribed solos.
$5.95
O STAN GETZ SOLOS off records
$5.95
0 MID LIEBMAN SOLOS with CASSETTE. Two tenor sax solos
with transcribed solos and actual music with rhythm section
on cassette. Excellent learning package. David on one
channel, rhythm section on other
$5.00
12 RED RODNEY TRUMPET SOLOS
$8.95
D C. PARKER- 14 solos
O C, D Eb
@ $8.95
0 CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos.
D Concert key; D Eb; D Bb
ea. $9.95
0 CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR Bb and Ckeys. 9solos transcribed
off records w/piano accompaniment
$3.95
O JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS in Bb key. Blue Train, M. Notice, Lazy
Bird & 5others by Don Sickler
$5.95
D WOODY SHAW SOLOS 16 solos for Bb instruments.
$8.95
D JOE HENDERSON SOLOS. 7original songs and transcribed solos
in Bb key by Don Sickler
$5.95
D MILES DAWIS-11 solos
D C, CI Bb
@ $6•95
D T. MONK-8tunes & solos (concert key)
$6.95
D BUD POWELL-6 transcribed solos
$8.95
O 28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOWS transcribed by Ken Slone
and edited by Jamey Aebersold. Solos are in Bb key with
chord symbols. Bk # 112; Bk # 2O
ea. $5.95
D DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Bb and Ckeys. 14 transcribed solos
off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.
$4.95
LI LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS inn key only. 20 beautiful solos by
Louie exactly as on records
$3.95
El SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS. O C; D Bb
Each WM
[I BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS. CI C; D Bb
@ $8.95
D MILES DAVIS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by
Miles with aLP record of Miles playing the solos. Book and
LP set. Hear & see Miles' solos together! Bk/LP .... $9.95
D JAZZ STYLES books by David Baker. CI MILES DAVIS,
CI J. COLTRANE, O S. ROLLINS, El C. ADDERLEY,
CI CLIFFORD BROWN, I:I F. NAVARRO
ea. $9.95
D BEBOP JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with
J. Aebersold's play-a- long records Vol. 10 & 13. Great way to
improve sight-reading and learn the langupg•e of jazz. Use
with or without LP's. D Concert, 0 Bb, D Eb, D Bass
Each book $4.95
O TROMBONE, STYLES & ANALYSIS by David Baker. History of the
trombone via trans. solos, 157 solos in bass clef off records
by known trombonists
$15.00
13 ALTO SAX, STYLES & ANALYSIS by Harry Miedma and David
Baker. 125 transcribed and annotated solos by 103 famous
alto saxophonists
$12.50

•PAUL CHAMBERS- 20 Bass Solos by J. Stinnett .... $10.95
•LEFT HAND GYMNASTICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Scott Reed.
Technique building book. D # 1, CI # 2
@ $6.95
• RON CARTER BASS UNES off Vol. 6 record of play-a- long
series, w/chord symbols. A must for bassists'
$3.95
IO MONK MONTGOMERY ELECTRIC BASS METHOD
$18.00
12 THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid
to developing a total musical concept for jazz and
symphonic bass players. Spiral bound
$14.50
D EVOLVING UPVLNRO-Bass Book 11 by Rufus Reid-Book on
thumb position for acoustic bass
$7.50
D RUFUS REID BASS UNES transcribed off records Vol. 1and 3
of play-a- long series. Exactly as recorded with chord
symbols. Modal tunes. Blues, Cycle, IIN/I and others $4.95
D HARMONICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Adam Novick
$7.95
D NO NONSENSE ELECTRIC BASS Beg. Method book
$5.95
BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton
$8.95
THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E.
Gomez, R. Reid, etc. 217 pg w/44 pg of transcribed lines &
solos by master bassists
$14.00
0 BEBOP BASS acollection of bass lines and solos
$
4.95
THE BASS LINE BOOK by Am Evans. Great book for
constructing and performing good walking bass lines $5.95
D "DOUBLE VISION" Electric bass duets. Bk & caso
$9.95

DAVID BAKER BOOKS
$19.95
O ARRANGING & COMPOSING for SMALL ENSEMBLE
CI JAZZ PEDAGOGY by DAVID BAKER. Acomprehensive method
of JAZZ EDUCATION for teacher & student
$19.95
O D. BAKER'S MODERN JAZZ DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin', Treble
Bass O; Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble U Bass O
@ $5.95
0 ME BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00
LJ. JOHNSON MONOGRAPH by David Baker. 1n-depth study of
J. J.'s style. Transcribed solos, too.
$5.95
C. PARKER MONOGRAPH by D. Baker. In depth study of " Bird"
includes 4transcriptions
$5.95
1:1 JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. A practical theory book
aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for
jazz players. Spiral bound. Revised edition.
$19.95
O THE MI SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol. 5 & 6play•
a- long records. Excellent sightreading. Can use with LP.
O Concert, I: Bb, U Eb, DI Bass
ea. $4.95
D EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2cassettes by D.
Baker. Designed to aid the jazz player in improving his
hearing & his recall. A MUST! Spiral bound
$22.00
CI CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for TROMBONE $30.00
THE BLUES-HOW TO PLAY by David Baker. Exhaustive study
of the blues
O Treble
El Bass
@ $9.95
O THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker.
D Treble or
O Bass
7, ; vol. I. $6.95; U Vol. 2, $4.95
D Vol. 3. 14.95
D CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS D Treble El Bass .... $9.95
1:1 ADVANCED IMPROVISATION 3vols, complete wicass $40.00
D EAR TRAINING TAPES FOR THE JAZZ MUSICIAN David Baker. 5
books with cassettes. U # 1intervals, . # 2 Triads, Three
Note Sets 4 & 5 Note Sets, I=1 # 3 Seventh Chords, Scales,
7: #4Major Melodies, lbmarounds, I-V17 Formulae, # 5IIV7 Patterns. With book & cassette
Each vol. $8.95

GUITAR BOOKS
. BARRY GALBRAITH " GUITAR IMPROV" Book and LP play-a-long
set. Volume 5
$11.90
BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COMPING". Transcribed
guitar camping 8, bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on bass
&Barry. Bk. & LP set
$11.90
ID BARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. 01 # 1Logical Fingering. U # 2 Daily exercises. O #4 BACH two-part inventions. ( bk & LP). Each book $4.95; LP is $8.95
0 THE EVOLUTION OF GUITAR TECHNIQUE by Jack Gressel. Helps
solve common tech. problems
$595
CI JIMMY RANEY. Play-a-long record, book, EP record
$9.95
13 C. CHRISTIAN-transcribed solos, concert key
$8.95
D DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)
$6.95
CI WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR BOOK by Steve Khan. Improvisations & interpretations of 17 of We solos
$5.95
0 WES MONTGOMERY JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS off record. 22 transcribed solos
$9.95
JAZZ IMPROVISING for the ROCK/BLUES GUITARIST by Paul
Lucas. Melodic jazz soloing book
$5.95
CI JAZZ GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum
$4.95
CI GUITAR THEORY & TECHNIQUE by J. Smith
$12.95
CI JAZZ GUITARISTS. Interviews from Guitar Player Mag $5.95
I: SCALES & CHORDS for JAZZ/ROCK GUITAR by Chris Wilson.
Spiral bound, 172 pages
$20.00
O JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS for GUITAR transcribed & annotated
by Jack Petersen. 74 solos from 64 guitarists
$9.95

DRUM BOOKS
.D JIM BUCKLEY'S SYNCOPATED ROLLS for the MODERN DRUMMER. Complete revised 2volume edition
$20.00
HI-HAT INTEGRATION by Jan Prins. Excellent book for hi-hat
independence.
$8.95
TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts of different
phases of jazz drumming. Complete notation
$3.95
O ED THIGPEN-RHYTHM ANALYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for
DRUMS. Good primer book
$4.95
0 ITS TIME FOR THE BIG BAND DRUMMER by Mel Lewis and Clem
DeRosa
$9.50
CI TED REED BASS DRUM TECHNIQUE
$2.50
CI SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00
O DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by B. Mintz w/record
go.on
CI BASIC BEATS for the working drummer
$3.95
ED THIGPEN-THE SOUND OF BRUSHES. A Great new book
with instructional cassette. This may be the next standard
text for learning to play BRUSHES. A must for every
drummer!
Book & cassette $12.95
D JACK DE JOHNETTE & CHARLIE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN
JAZZ DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $15.00
D BRUSHFIRE by Willis Kirk. An innovative method for developing brush technique
$13.50
O VIBES, FOUR MALLET TECHNIQUE by David Samuels $14.95

ARRANGING & COPYING
D MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont . $20.00
D "
INSIDE THE SCORE" by Ray Wright. Revealing the jazz
arranging secrets of T. Jones, B Brookmeyer & S Nestico
Book
$25, Bk & LP $32.00
0 THE JAll COMPOSER'S COMPANION By Gil Goldstein. Great
composing book wiinterviews
$12.50
0 COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo 8. Reid
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $113.95
D A MUSIC NOTATION PRIMER-MUSIC CALUGRAPHY by Glen
Rosecrans. Shows how to copy music
$4.00
D THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. Copyist Bible
for composer, arranger, student, teacher
$14.95
D STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer & C.
Brandt. Uniform system for musicians
$4.95
O THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia.
Standard text for big band writing, CI # 1, ICI #2 @ $14.95

JERRY COKER BOOKS
D IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker ( paperback). Excellent
introduction to jazz theory
$
4.95
D THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker ( paperback). A must for
teachers'
$2.95
1:1 PATTERNS for JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for
daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21
D Treble clef; D Bass Clef
@ $18.00
LISTENING TO JAll by Jerry Coker. Paperback
$8.95
O A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by J Coker.
New book by master teacher. W/play-a-long cassette $20.00

PIANO BOOKS
Cl TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1record! With hands,
chord symbols and other markings. Learn about chords and
voicing on piano
$4.95
D THE JAZZ STYLES OF CHICK COREA 10 songs
$7.95
O JAll IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. Creating
melodies- use of left hand-soloing and much more.
D Basic Concepts $4.95; O Inter. $3.95; El Adv. $4.95;
0 3Volumes complete
Spiral bound
$12.00.
ID CHICK COREA 16 tunes including Spain, 500 Miles High, La
Fiesta and You're Everything
$7.95
O BILL MANS #1, 6 transcribed songs- Interplay, Time Remembered, Very Early, etc
$3.95
D BILL URNS # 2, 5transcribed solos and 1song
$3.95
0 BILL EVANS #3, 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs off
records- Paris Scope, Elsa, Peace Piece, etc.
$3.95
D BILL EVANS # 4, 4transcribed solos for piano
$5.95
D HORACE SILVER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as recorded by
Horace
Sister Sadie, Nice's Dream, etc.
$8.95
D THE ERROLL GARNER SONGBOOK 21 songs based on recorded
versions. Just like Erroll plays-two hands
$8.95
D JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD
PLAYER by Dan Haerle. A must for any keyboard player who
needs new voicings!
$5.95
0 ASTUDY IN FOURTHS by Walter Bishop, Jr.
$4.50
0 TECHNIQUES & THEORY for POP KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Preston
Keys. Thorough book, Int/Adv.
$7.95
0 INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jeri
Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound
$12.00
O ART TATUM PIANO SOLOS- 23 solos by the master
$5.95
D GARY BURTON, The Music of. 22 songs for keyboard . $7.95
D CHICK COREA, THE ESSENTIAL. Chick's greatest songs $8.95
0 CARLA BLEY, The Music of. 26 songs for piano
$7.95
D HORACE SILVER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs
$9.95
D ART TATUM 6piano solos
$8.95
D BILLY TAYLOR "
Jazz Piano History" paperback
$9.95

TO ORDER: Send check or money order. Postage and handling charge 95C for Ito 3items. Free postage for 4items or more. Canada & Foreign add $3.25 for
ore BlVIP set: $1.10 each additional set Foreign book rate add $1.50 first 2bks, 30( @ additional hook. NO C.O.D.... USA FUNDS ONLY.
VISA & MASTER CHARGE welcome. MINIMUM $15. See information on ordering in right hand border. Dealer inquiries welcome. SEND TO:

FREE
CLINIC BOOK
WITH EACH
ORDER OF
$25
OR MORE.

MISCELLANEOUS
MAN'S ETERNAL QUEST by P. Yog,ananda. 57 lectures $5.50
O 12 KEYS 11) JAll CONCEPT'S by Chuck Marohnic
D THREE OCTAVE SCALES & CHORDS for sax by Joe Allard $4.95
D STUDIO RECORDING for MUSICIANS. Survival manual $11.95
0 TROMBONE METHOD (Tenor) by Buddy Baker
$8.95
12 The EDGAR CAYCE PRIMER by Herbert B. Puryear. The
wisdom of the sleeping prophet revealed. Discovering the
path to Self-Transformation
g2.95
0 THERE IS A RIVER. The story of Edgar Cayce by Thomas
Sugrue. The one book that has opened the door for millions
of people to an awareness of the spirit within. Ushers this
generation into aNEW AGE.
$2.50
D VOCAL IMPROV.-AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH by Patty
Coker & D. Baker. GREAT book W/cassette
$20.00
JAZZ STYLES by Mark Gridley, paperback
$18.95
D LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING WI CONCEPTS. 45 pieces,
treble clef. Great sightreading
$8.95
REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS Yusef Lateef.
Large spiral bound book, 270 pages with a wealth of
patterns, licks & ideas
$25.00
D 137 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle,
R. Matteson & J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by
instr. D C. Treble, D Bb, U Eb, D Bass Clef Ea. .$9.95
D CASSETTES-PLAY-ALONG. 7 cassettes aligned with above
book
$35.00
D HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton. Make
professional-quality recordings at home
$9.95
0 BIRD UVES by Ross Russell, Story of Charlie Parker $12.00
D JUMBO JAZZ FAKE BOOK
$29.95
D JAll: LISTENERS GUIDE by J. McCalla
$8.95
DAILY STUDIES for SAXOPHONE by T. Kynaston
$5.95
CHARUE PARKER 2 LP ALBUMS. Contains 30 songs, 22 of
which are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.
$9.95
D JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions
54.95
ORNETTE COLEMAN 9 compositions
$5.00
0 MR. GONE-Weather Report book. C & Bb parts
$6.95
O CHESKY CONTEMPORARY JAZZ/ROCK PATTERNS
Treble D # 1; 11 # 2
Ea. $4.95
NU-ART technique exercises D treble clef D bass clef $3.50
D PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson. Treble clef
book of 81 different patterns & songs
$8.00
12 ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PATTERNS.
Treble clef, 11 Bass clef
$15.00
U LOOKOUT FARM-Acase study of improvisation for small jazz
groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets and
transcribed solos. Excellent book!
$9.95
CI THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR'S MANUAL by Rick Lawn.
Very informative!
Book & record
$18.00
D PM THE LEAD by Stan Seckler. A basic manual for Lead
Altoist in jazz band
$5.00
0 NEW CONCEPTS IN UNEAR IMPROVISATION by Ray Riker.
Textbook study of scales/chords. Treble clef
$7.95
0 WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN UNEAR IMPROVISATION w/
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key .. $12.00
D AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a YOGI by Paramahansa Yoganada.
Paperback of life as it really is
$2.50
D SCALES for JAll IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in
all twelve keys in treble & bass clef
$8.95
O JAZZ TRUMPET TECHNIQUES by John McNeil. Special book
designed to help solve certain problem areas of jazz trumpet
playing. A much needed book
$3.95
D PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker.
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz with many
exercises and licks. Portions of solos by Corea, Hancock,
Farrell Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter
$7.95
TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.
$7.95
D "
MDR HUNT" LP featuring Jamey Aebersold, alto/tenor; Dan
Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums.
Chord progressions and two solos provided
$5.95
El COMBO CHARTS by J. Aebersold, David Baker, Horace Silver,
Dan Haerle & SUPERSAX.
Write for catalog.
HOW TO CREATE JAZZ CHORD PROS by C. Marohnic $5.95
Cl SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Makes sound bounce back to
ears. It really works
$17.130
ID THE JAZZ LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory
text for individual or group jazz study. For improvisation or
composition.
$8.95
MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Shirley Winston. Based on the Edgar
Cayce readings.
$2.95
HANDBOOK for EDUCATION in the NEW AGE by Walene James.
Guidebook for education based on the wisdom of the Edgar
Cayce readings. Much needed in this time.
O CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players
$3.95
O FLF.XIBIUTY & IMPROV. PATTERNS by Rich Matteson & Jack
Petersen.
Treble.
Bass
Each $
$7
2.
3
00
°
D THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE: GUIDE TO TECHNIQUE R. Henry $7.95
12 Rem SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC Bk & casa. $29.95
CI HORACE SILVER COMBO ARRANGEMENT Trpt. Ten. & Rhy.
Doodlin', The Preacher, Room 308 & Creepin' In
$5.00
D LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by George Russell ... $35.00
Prices subject to change without notice.

cm,

For list ot 1000 assorted DISCOUNT jazz records write to
"DOUBLE-TIME" JAll ..

JAMEY AEBERSOLD

a

a

c
"ViSA"
"MASTERCARD"
customers call
Toll- Free
1-800-662-2255
PAUSE for RING
and Steady Tone
then dial 258.
ONLY GOOD ON
TOUCH-TONE
PHONES
$15. Minimum

1211-0 AEBERSOLD DRIVE, NEW ALBANY, IN 41150 USA

new
releases
Mark Egan

From his innovative work with
the Pat Metheny Group, to his
exciting solo albums
"Elements" and "Forward
Motion*," Mark's choice is
Pedulla.

(Record Companies: For listing in the
monthly New Releases column, send two
copies of each new release to Art Lange,
db, 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606.)

ARHOOLIE
John Delafose, Cajun squeeze box master
and his N.O. band offer their brand of UNCLE
Burp ZYDECO.Various Artists, early 1928-53
recordings of Tex/Mex/Czech/polka music,
TEXAS CZECH BO HEM I
AN BAN DS .Rose Maddox, gospel songs from one of country music's legends, A BE AUTI
FUL BOUQU ET. Maddox
Brothers And Rose, 1940 & '45 radio broadcasts from the trend- setting c8iw group, ON
THEAI
R.Various Artists, Mexican-American
love songs from the soundtrack to DEL MERO
CORAZO N.

CONCORD JAZZ
Jack Sheldon, West Coast- cool- bop- big
band- studio- night club trumpeter/vocalist
fronts quartet, STAND BY FOR ,Johnny O'Neal,
Art Blakey's newest pianist in a trio setting
(w/ Ray Brown & Frank Severino), COM I
NG
OUT. Dave McKenna, two-fisted pianist solos
in A CELEBRATION OF HOAGY CARMI CHAEL.
Rosemary Clooney/Woody Herman, vocalist joins the clarinetist and Herd- leader in
program of standards, MY BUDDY

STORY VILLE

A cut above the rest.

Bobby Hackett, mellow trumpeter and
mid-' 605 cohorts form BOBBY HAC KETT'
S SEXTET. Earl Hines, and his ' 50s all-stars caught
live AT CLUB HAN GOVER, VOL . 5. Johnny
Hodges/Charlie Shavers, one side of each
in rarish live appearances, A MAN AND HI S
MUSI
C.Bjorn J:son Linch, Swedish fusiony
flutist/keyboarder in original settings, ATLANTI
S.

CONTEMPORARY
Vandoren's new Java
saxophone reed is
designed for todaYs jazz
crtist Its special cut
different from all others,
offers unrivaled
response. Unique in look
style and foci Crafted

with meticulous attention
to detail. Cut out for the
best in jazz.
SuPERIEURE

VANdOREN
M65

ALM
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For more information, write to
Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth Avenue.
Kenosha, WI 53141
G Leblanc Corporate', 1983 All nants rese,ea

Hampton Hawes, 64 trio date from the
archetypal West Coast neobop pianist, THE
GREEN LEAVES OF SUMME R. Barney Kessel,
guitarist's 55 septet digs in on originals and
standards contemplating TO SWI NG OR NOT TO
SWING.Kid Ory, various Creole Jazz Band
tracks recorded on the West Coast in '53-56,
THIS KI
D'
S THE GREATEST,

ANTILLES
Phil Woods, live ' 82 quartet date (w/ Hal
Galper, Bill Goodwin, Steve Gilmore), AT THE
VANG UARD .Ben Sidran, piano and vocals
with all-star aggregation, BOP din,.Buell
Neidlinger, multi-faceted bassist heads an
acoustic-flavored band in mostly Monk and
Ellington tunes, SWI
NGRASS '
83.
CONTI
NUED ON PAGE 59

B
LINDFOLD T
EST
ART PEPPER.

I
SN'T SHE L
OVELY (
from
GOIN' HOME, Contemporary). Pepper,
clarinet, alto saxophone; George Cables, piano.
Dick Johnson and Dave McKenna? No,
Art Pepper! Hmm, must be George Cables. Art's agreat clarinet player. 1came
from alegit background, while Art came
from that moldy, funky, kind of street
clarinet, which Ilove. He had the control, too, more than you hear here. I
remember going to hear him with Kenton as a kid at the State Theater in
Hartford [CT]; he had acouple of years
on me, but he was my idol. For this
performance, two-and-a-half stars. Cables is beautiful; Art has sounded
stronger.
Art's atragic figure in jazz, one of the
failed matadors. The legend that [equates] jazz and being f***ed up is one that I
wish would die. Most of the cats today are
pretty serious gentlemen. We need more
life force, less death force to keep the
music going.

B

PAQUITO D'RIVERA. MARIEL (
from
T
HE Y
OUNG L
IONS, Elektra). D'Rivera, composer, arranger, alto saxophone.
That's Paquito, my amigo. We recently
emerged together out of the cellar of
Tomorrowland at Disneyland; we came
up bashing. Paquito's mean; he's got that
passionate Cuban fire. "Once he settles
down, he'll smooth out a bit"—that's
what they used to say about me, so right
on, Paquito! Welcome to America! Fourand-one-half stars.
American music is still the strongest
force, good and bad. Jazz exerts more
influences than it absorbs. It's silly to play
ragas in New Orleans. You can make a
pygmy cry playing the pickups to September Song. The best thing to come out of
World War II is that the music spread. If
it weren't for the European and Japanese
jazz fans, jazz men couldn't survive today; in fact, if it weren't for Japanese
tourists in New York, the clubs couldn't
survive!

EI

JEMEEL MOONDOC. Juov's
BOUNCE (
from J
UDY'S BOUNCE, SOIANote).
Moondoc, alto saxophone.
Sounds like he's tongue-tied, or stutters.
There's a certain articulation problem
some of the younger saxophonists have; I
call it "over-tonguing." They can't get the
bop line to flow smooth. Everything
sounds military. There's no legato; it's all
percussive. It bothers me. Ican't rate
this; it's like ademo. He oughta—no, no
lessons! I'd rather hear Omette; he
should study Ornette's articulation. I've
nothing against copying; I've made a
career of it.

Phil Woods
BYFRED BOUCHARD
hardly recognize Phil Woods on the
You'd
street these days. (Shed his capl Cut his

hair! Shaved his beard!) And you might get
foxed if you walked in on him mid-set
(Dropped soprano! Back on the licorice
stick!)
Yet Woods is one of the steadiest of the
master reedmen: Delaware Water Gap (PA)
has been his haven between gigs for a
decade; his trusty High G's (Hal Galper, Bill
Goodwin, Steve Gilmore) have been twothirds intact (
Galper joined in '81) for nearly
that long; and that gritty, gutsy alto out
front has been gunning down awards—
nine consecutive db Readers Poll firsts,
eight out of the last nine db Critics Poll firsts,
and an '83 Grammy for Best Instrumental
Group thanks to his "More" Live LP (
Adelphi
5010).
The sharpshooter from Springfield, MA
said about soprano sax, "
I'll never play it
again. Two albums were enough. Ijust
wanted to prove you could play it in tune!'
About clarinet (
an old Buffet with a new
Selmer mouthpiece and La Voz medium

ARTIE SHAW.

T
HE MAN IL
OVE (
from
4 CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
FOR T
HE CLARINET,

Columbia). Shaw, clarinet; Herschel Kay, arranger. Recorded 1949.
The writing is beautiful, sounds like
Robert Farnum strings. The clarinet is
funny; those appoggiaturas are either a
half-step over or under. He plays around
the melody—bizarre. The wrong note in
the right place. He has a nice sound.
Jimmy Hamilton? Not Sol Yaged or Tony
Scott. Barney Bigard or Buddy De
Franco? It sounds '50s. Is it Artie Shaw?
It's like his sound or somebody trying to
do him.
[Later] Now those appoggiaturas
make sense; that was part of Shaw's approach to music. The best. Anybody who
gives the finger to the music business
when he's on top is my kind of hero. He
was the jazz clarinetist for me; he was the
first cat to use strings, too, that Aeolian
Hall concert. Pretty adventuresome for
the time. Four stars.

JIMMY MOSHER.

Otusimoco (from
A CHICK FROM CHELSEA, Discovery).
Mosher, alto saxophone.
Ihave this record, and Ilove it. Jimmy's
been away from the scene awhile, and it's
great to see him back. He sounds wonderful here; five stars. He's also appeared
with my rhythm section. We all love him
dearly. Ialways considered him one of

reeds): "I'm getting it to ploy louder without
amplification, and it's really shouting!' His
clarinet work on Nardis sounded large and
cool recentty at Jonathan Swift's in
Cambridge; Woods is justly proud of his al lacoustic bond's projection and warmth, as
can be heard on their latest LP At The
Vanguard (Antilles 1013).
Though Dan Morgenstern covered Phil in
adb cover story Jan. '82, this was his first
Blindfold Test since 1978. He was given no
information about the records played.

the great alto players cif the world. He's
been tested by fire, understands the articulation and the genre, and comes from
the same tradition as [Gene] Quill and
me.

ARTHUR BLYTHE.

UTTY (
from L
IGHT
6 IkuE, Columbia). Blythe,Nalto
saxophone.
Idon't know who this is, and 1don't care.
I think it's dreadful. We got another
tongue-tied motherf***er here. It
sounds like they're going out because
they can't play in. Nobody's listening to
each other- 1get no feeling of group
dialog, and Ithink they're having trouble
finding "one One star.
Tuba? That must be Arthur's group.
It's impassioned without any statement
of purpose. And the mix is cold!This was
athrowaway; they should have gone for
another take. I usually like Arthur's
work; this disappoints me.

HENRY "RED" ALLEN ORCHESFi TRA..
T
HE CRAWL (
from GIANTS Or J
AZZ,
Time-Life). Don Stovall, olio saxophone; Allen,
cornet. Recorded 1946.

Idon't know this at all, but Ilove it. A
beautiful band and superb alto playing. I
can't quite hone-in on this player: Tab
Smith? It's not Pete Brown, Scoops Carey,
Earl Warren. Who? Don Stovall? Never
heard of him. Gotta go out and find his
records! Five stars!
db
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of it. I've always hated, in my own playing, this transparently
obvious beat— I've always detested it. I'm happy to say it's
getting less obvious, but that's hard in rock, too, where
everyone wants this clear beat to dance to. Well, do you want to
dance to this simplistic beat, or to a thousand Ghanaians
stomping? And to get the looseness, too, in drumming is very
hard, very hard.
CD: You've lightened up in your playing, from the King
Crimson albums of the early '70s to today; more spacious, less
busy . . .
BB: I'm stripping it down. It's partially due to the give-andtake of a band, in that [ King Crimson guitarists] Adrian
[Belew] and Robert both want to play alot of the continuum.
Therefore there's no need for me to play it. If they're not going
to do that, I'll play time. But if they are going to do that, I'll play
around with the pulse, and put sounds in on top of that. Tony
[Levin, Crimson's bassist] is very encouraging in the sense that
we can't all play this rapid, 16th- and 32nd-note movement. It
gets covered by the guitars anyway; it gets insanely busy in that
area. Therefore Tony thinks it would be much more effective
if he and Istripped things down, and he's right, of course. So
right there, of course, my hate mail increases: "Why have you
sold out?" In fact, it has nothing to do with selling out; it has to
do with being an intelligent musician and making the music
work. And if stripping down your style makes it work, Iwill
adapt my style to the musical environment I'm in.
CD: At one point you were the leader and composer of your
own band, and then you chose to join King Crimson, which is a
collective where the four egos are sublimated. Why?
BB: Ithink you run bands for apurpose. The people Iknow
tend to join bands for what they can get out of the band. Idon't
just mean dollars, but what they can get out for their own

longevity and style and information as amusician. At the time
Istarted my own band, Ireally wanted to hear my attempts at
composition. It's entirely egocentric—you just want to try it
your way, not because it's any better or any worse than anybody
else's way, but because that will help you understand what it is
that you do. And when you've acquired that knowledge, Idon't
think there's any necessity to keep on doing that; I'd rather go
learn how to conduct myself with other musicians. And Ican't
think of three others I'd rather do that with than the current
Crimson thing.
CD: How has the new album been shaping up?
BB: Well, Crimson's been on avery long dither; we'd gotten
three-quarters of the way through the new album and reached
apoint where we had recorded alot of stuff and wanted to take
abreak. It was providing a lot of questions; it was very interesting music. It's one of those albums that could go in avery
extreme direction. It's not like Discipline or Beat—it's rather
[pause] fascinating, but quite [long pause] abrasive music.
Then in the interim Idid an acoustic piano and drums tour
with [ Moody Blues keyboardist] Patrick Moraz. Ijust borrowed asmall Tama set and some Paiste cymbals, and Patrick
played whatever acoustic piano was provided—usually quite
nice ones, mostly Steinways and Büsendorfers. We've made a
record of it [
Music For Piano and Drums, Editions EG]; it'll be
out soon. Ihesitate to say it's jazz because it's not really ajazz
record—we're hammering away furiously. It's improvised
dialog for piano and drums. And the sound of the acoustic
music—you know, the subtlety of cymbals and piano harmonics, the sound of the bass drum and the bass of the piano, that
kind of intimacy—is like beautiful water in comparison to this
fairly vitriolic and poisonous Crimson—some of the music
that I've been working on was like that, and Ilike to be
balanced. Somehow the further Igo with the weird stuff, the
nicer it is to come back to the simple instruments and say,
"Now, yes, of course, this is the drum kit. I'd forgotten this:' db
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continued from page 29

left the band and returned to Memphis,
where he pondered his future and did
occasional work for ajingle company in
Dallas. Declining offers to join the Count
Basie and Harry James bands, he set out
for New York, admittedly "scared to
death," with $3,000 in savings and no
plan of action. One afternoon at a musician's hangout called Jim & Andy's,
which Stamm remembers as "the real
epicenter of the whole industry in New
York," he befriended fellow trumpeter
Ernie Royal. Stamm has seldom lacked
for work since.
Trumpeters, by nature, are often considered acompetitive, egotistical lot, but
Stamm insists that "the musicians who
made me in New York were the trumpet
players. Ernie Royal, Bernie Glow, Clark
Terry, Markie Markowitz, Snooky
Young, Bill Berry, Mel Davis, Burt Collins, and many others went out of their
way to help me. Because of their recommendations, Istarted working in town:'
Camaraderie, not competition, was
the prevailing sentiment among trumpet
players in New York during the '60s,
according to Stamm. "You'd go into a
recording session and let's say one of the
guys was having trouble with apart. Just
before it became obvious to the leader,
arranger, or producer, he might turn to

you and say, 'Marvin, can you cover for
me for these eight bars and let me lay for
the ending?' We'd do it quietly so no one
heard, so no one knew but the three or
four trumpet players around the microphone in the section. You'd cover it so he
could rest and set for the hard part at the
end. Nobody ever knew about it. As far
as anyone knew, [the expected player]
did it, and it was great. Since the trumpet
is a very treacherous instrument, you
never know when one day you'll be having problems and it's your turn in the
barrel, when the guy sitting next to you
can save your reputation and your career:'
That esprit de corps, Stamm laments, is
largely missing among trumpet players
these days. "There's a lot more competitiveness," he believes. "One of the
reasons is that alot of the guys around
now were not involved in road bands.
There's alot more 'I'm going to get it for
myself and the heck with you:" For his
part, Stamm says he tries to heed the
advice of Glow: "The only way you can
repay us is that when a good trumpet
player comes to town; you go out of your
way to help him like we helped your Says
Stamm, " I've always kept that in mind:'
he great trumpet players, Stamm
Tasserts,
citing Clifford Brown and

Dizzy Gillespie among them, are master
melody-makers who convey their human

qualities through their horns. What
counts, Stamm maintains, is not how fast,
how high, or how technical one plays, but
rather how personal.
Jazz is Stamm's life, not his livelihood
these days. Doing commercial jingles
and promos for radio and tv—"They
don't need virtuosos; they don't need
stars"—affords him alifestyle in which
family involvement is his first priority.
"Being astudio musician is like being a
fine craftsman," notes Stamm, who also
conducts college clinics and champions
jazz education as "a means of infusing
young players with a belief in themselves:' Continues Stamm: "[Doing jingles] is abusiness. This is not music; this
is the music business."
But is there enough real music,
enough pleasure, for Stamm to offset or
counterbalance his commercial jingle
work? "Never enough," he admits. "But I
found that when Itook every rehearsal
band and every rehearsal, Ispent half
the time being frustrated with the circumstances—either the club had abad
piano, or the owner was adrag, or the
musicians wanted to waste an hour getting high first. Now Ifind that when Ido
get to play [among his current activities
are gigs and recordings with the Bob
Mintzer Big Band], Imake sure that the
circumstances are such that I'm going to
get the most out of it musically. And that
is what's important to me:'
db
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Bebop, Bugs Bunny, and
Boulez influence the
compositions of this sound
manipulator, who's also
adapted afew surprising
reeds to his improvisations.
BY BILL MILKOWSKI
John Zorn has this problem. It seems that
large segments of the world's population
refuse to take him seriously. In England,
Germany, Holland, and at home in
America he has suffered "unspeakable
abuse" from critics and audiences. Perhaps the fact that asignificant portion of
Zorn's repertoire involves playing various duck calls into buckets of water has
something to do with this antagonism.
"People look at me, and I'm playing
these duck calls all laid out before me on
atable, and they just don't know what to
make of it," says the 30-year-old, Manhattan-based improvising artist. "A lot of
people have said how great the European
audiences are, how appreciative and
openminded they are," he continues,
"but Ihave just as many, if not more,
problems in Europe with the press and
with audiences as Ido here in New York.
All Iget is a headache from them and
their closeminded views of what music is
supposed to be. Especially in England.
The first promoter who brought me over
there, Anthony Wood, wrote a review
after Isplit, apologizing for bringing me
to England and talking about what a
mistake it was. And he included all the
usual lines like 'aquatic antics' and other
nasty remarks. I'm so tired of reading
reviews where all they talk about is how I
sound like aherd of elephants or whatever."
The general public may never understand John Zorn or appreciate his music.
He may never have ahit record or even a
moderately successful one. And his playing may never inspire legions of aspiring
musicians to take up the duck call as their
main "horn!' He knows this.
But Zorn is no joke. He's no court
jester dabbling in water sports. And he's
no art school brat playing performancetheater games. What Zorn is, as asteadily
growing community of improvising artists and avant garde music supporters
have come to realize, is a serious composer and ingenious musical architect.
Through his experiments with systems
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and sound relationships, Zorn is paving
bold new directions in improvising. The
fact that he looks goofy and plays duck
calls is merely adistraction, aruse that
most people can't get past.
Zorn's major compositions, which all
carry sports names—Lacross (
1977),
Hockey (
1978), Fencing (
1978), Pool (
1979),
Archery (
1979), Jai Alai (
1980), Croquet
(1981), Track And Field (
1982)—have involved anumber of familiar faces on the
New York improvising music scene. Percussionist David Moss, cellist Tom Cora,
violinist Polly Bradfield, and guitarist
Arto Lindsay are frequent Zorn collaborators, as are guitarists Fred Frith and
Eugene Chadbourne, drummer Anton
Fier, keyboardist Wayne Horvitz, electronics wizard Bob Ostertag, and turntable manipulator Christian Marclay. All
share Zorn's sense of playfulness coupled
with John Cage-ian reverence for
sound—all the sounds of the universe.
These extended pieces are among the
most elaborate, large-scale productions
in the New York avant garde, often requiring the use of a prompter to flash
cues to adozen or more musicians. They
have been presented at such experimental music venues as the Public Theater,
the Kitchen, and Richard Foreman's Ontological/Hysterical Theater. Zorn has
released numerous recordings of his various works on Parachute Records (available through NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC
10012).
One characteristic of Zorn's pieces is
the abrupt changing of sounds. To hear
it on record, one would assume that the
effect is created in the studio through
editing and tape manipulation. But

through Zorn's meticulous systems for
organizing blocks of sound, he is able to
enact these startling changes and extremely clean segues live in concert.
"That's my whole trip in anutshell—
those really fast changes," says the composer. "It's something that never really
happens that much in improvisation.
There's alot of eye contact and talking
and direct communication among musicians in my pieces. It's akind of communication which has been so taboo in improvising. You're not supposed to talk;
you're supposed to get up and blow. But
I'm very, very interested in this idea of
working with systems and communicating by word or eye contact or cue. My
music is not aslow evolving of the music
from thing to thing, which is astyle that
really developed through players like
Derek Bailey and Evan Parker. It's more
like . . . boom-boom-boom, those really
fast changes from one world to the next,
never staying on any one for a long
period of time, always defining acertain
thing, then moving on to something else
very quickly."
Zorn's interest in this rapidly changing
music was initially sparked at an early
age by cartoon music. "That's definitely
one of the major influences on me," he
says. "Idid my college thesis at Webster
College in St. Louis on the cartoon music
of Carl W. Stallings, who wrote for
Warner Bros. during the 1940s. The guy
is really agenius. When you just listen to
his music, abstract it from the visuals of
the cartoons, it's really incredible. There
are alot of abrupt changes in his music.
And you can also see how Stallings' work
related to Stravinsky's and to Webern's
experiments in the early part of the
century. Stravinsky's whole thing was
working with blocks of sound and reordering them, which is also very important for me. His Rite Of Spring is atypical
example of this. Throughout the whole
piece, basically, all that's happening is
boom- boom- boom, these quick
changes."
Equally influenced by Harry Partch,
Edgar Varese, and Philip Glass, Zorn
began evolving his own concepts about
music and sound while at Webster College. He had studied composition as a
teenager with Leonardo Balada, the Argentine-born classical composer, while
attending the U.N. School in Manhattan.
But at Webster he was exposed to the
music of the Black Artists Group, which
was then fermenting in St. Louis.
"I remember asking somebody what
kind of new music was around, and Iwas
told to check out this saxophone player
named Anthony Braxton," Zorn recalls.
"I went to a record store and bought

Braxton's For Alto [
Delmark 420/1], and it
just totally freaked me out. There was
something about it that attracted me. It
had energy, but it also had that structural
clarity that Iwas interested in:'
Originally a piano student, Zorn decided to pick up the saxophone at that
point. " Idecided to learn the instrument
the right way, and jazz seemed like the
literature of the saxophone, so I got
deeply into bebop. Anyone who plays the
sax has got to come to grips with it in
some way. I've made my peace with
bebop, and Ilove playing it, and Icontinue to practice it at home and do an
occasional bebop gig for fun. But Ithink
the main reason Ipicked up the sax as a
possible instrument was that Ilooked at it
as a sound-maker more than anything
else. There was something about the
breathy quality that Iwas attracted to. So
right away Ibegan doing tonguing experiments on the sax—flutter-tonguing,
double-tonguing, triple-tonguing, trying to get as many squeaks and sounds
and chords as Icould out of it.
"I was drawn to that kind of vocal
quality inherent in the sax," Zorn continues. "And to me it fits right into the
literature of the saxophone, with the
sound- makers who existed in the '60s—
people like Albert Ayler, John Coltrane,
Roscoe Mitchell, Pharoah Sanders. They
were all going for a very vocal kind of
sound, that human crying sound.'
Zorn says today he plays his alto saxophone (aSelmer, on which he alternates
two metal mouthpieces—aBrilhart fourstar with a #5Rico reed and aDukoff sixstar with a # 2Vandoren reed) about 15
percent of the time during any given
improvisational performance. The rest is
devoted to his explorations with his
countless duck calls (he prefers Olt,
Weems, and Greenhead brands). "The
first one I ever used was on Eugene
Chadbourne's album, The English Channel [
Parachute 007], in 1979. And from
then on it just grew and grew," he explains. " It got to apoint where I'd go into
a hunting store in New York, and they
wouldn't even want me around. They
knew who Iwas after awhile. I'd come
into these stores and try out these duck
calls, attaching them with some extra
tape to my clarinet barrel or to my alto.
And it would drive these people crazy. So
now Ionly deal mail order. Icall this nice
woman on the phone at the Olt Game
Call Company in Pekin, Illinois, and she
knows who Iam. She thinks I'm a big
hunter, says she didn't know we had so
many birds up here in New York City. I
mean, I've got amillion of 'em by now:'
Zorn maintains that he is still "an alto
head," as evidenced by arecent perform-

ance of Omette Coleman's music he gave
at his club, the Saint, with fellow alto
player Tim Berne. "There was a time
when Ionly played soprano," he says,
"but it's taken aback seat to alto. That's
what I'm about. Flute is not my thing.
Bass clarinet doesn't have the precision
and control Ineed. Alto and clarinet [a
Buffet Crampon with stock, Selmer HS
double-star, or extremely bright-sounding Bechler plastic mouthpieces, all with
#5 Vandoren reeds] work just fine for
me. And the duck calls."
He adds that eventually he would like
to begin experimenting with electronics.
"Just imagine what it would be like to get
some pickup on my sax, maybe some for
my mouthpieces and duck calls too, and
get an underwater microphone, then
plug those into digital delay, fuzz boxes,
and wah-wahs . . . it boggles my mind
what could come out of it. It's almost too
complicated for me to step into right
now, but within ayear or two I'm going to
have enough money to invest in electronics. Then, watch out."
As for Zorn's compositional outlook,
he says, " I'm no longer interested in
specific sound. I'm interested only in the
relationships involved, in defining aterritory and then letting improvisers play
around in that territory. It's the kind of
thing that composers like Henri Pousseur and Pierre Boulez dabbled with in
the late '50s—working in an open form,
having things able to shift around. It's
also similar to Earle Brown's open-form
works where he'd have maybe six elements—each totally composed—but
they could be shifted around at random.
And that kind of thing grew into Stockhausen's mid- period work, like PlusMinus and Kurzwellen, which depicted
relationships of sound. Not players, but
sound itself.
"But what I've done is taken it beyond
that point to something that exists even
outside of time. There's no time line in
any one of my pieces, where you'd begin
at point A then move on to point B, C,
and end at Z. Instead, it's aset of rules,
kind of like game theory, that is meant to
spark relationships among improvising
musicians who then will fill in their own
music in the gaps. I'm interested in making a major departure, taking all the
parameters of music and changing them,
attacking rhythm, harmony, and melody
. . . something like what Omette does.
Omette was a big step in jazz because
he attacked all those parameters. And
that's something I'm interested in, consciously thinking through and getting to
anew place. And in spite of all the flak
I've gotten in the past, Ifeel like I've just
touched the tip of the iceberg:'
db
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Bill Frisell
A quest for new sounds and
ever-shifting musical settings
energizes Frisell's everexpanding guitar vocabulary.
BY RUSS SUMMERS
"I'm going to do asolo concert for the

first time in my life soon," enthuses
guitarist Bill Frisell. "This is terrifying,
but no matter what the outcome, I'm
sure Iwill have learned alot!"
While Frisell is establishing himself
musically with an increasingly busy
workload, he is not one to rest on his
laurels. Continuing to improve and expand upon his already unique, innovative style seems to be his main drive as a
musician, and he doesn't intend on letting that drive go.
Frisell's style is not easy to pin down at
first, but after several listenings, one may
get the impression that his playing is
largely derived from pedal steel guitarists. " Igrew up in [Denver] Colorado,"
Frisell says, "and though Ican't actually
name you asteel guitarist that influenced
me, that sound is around out there, so I
must have absorbed some of it."
While in Denver, Bill also felt quite an
impact from aguitar teacher who inaugurated Frisell into the world of jazz.
Though listening mainly to pop and
blues at the time, he explains, " If it wasn't
for Dale Bruning, Iprobably wouldn't be
playing anything resembling what Iplay
now. He asked me if I'd ever heard of
Charlie Parker-which Ihadn't-so he
then proceeded from there."
Bruning also introduced Frisell to
guitarist Jim Hall, who would become
one of Bill's guitar heroes along with Wes
Montgomery and Jimi Hendrix. Frisell
studied for ashort time with Hall, and
says of the experience, "We spent part of
the time just playing, which was agreat
thrill for me at the time [ 1971]. He had
me working on Bach's violin Sonatas and
Partitas, while analyzing them harmonically, melodically, and for phrasing. He
also showed me some less guitaristic ways
of voicing, with fewer notes, dissonant
intervals, and so on." Since the lessons
only lasted two months, Frisell adds,
"I've listened to him play alot, so that's
where Ilearned the most:'
To further develop his technique,
Frisell made the trek east to Berklee
College of Music in the latter part of the
'70s, and immediately took to it with
much enthusiasm. "Coming from Colo-

rado," Bill explains, " Ifound the atmosphere in Boston very stimulating, as
there was lots of playing going on all of
the timer Favorite classes which helped
shape Frisell's playing and writing skills
included learning composition from
Herb Pomeroy and Michael Gibbs, and
with guitar teacher John Damian, who
helped develop Bill's conceptual sense of
playing in terms of shapes and colors.
Shortly after his stay at Berklee, Gibbs
again proved to be an asset to Frisell's
career, as he indirectly helped Bill get his
initial connection with the ECM label.
That connection was established when
Frisell did a British tour with Gibbs,
which featured Eberhard Weber on bass.
Weber and Frisell were given aduet spot
each night, which led Weber into asking
Bill to play on his Fluid Rustle (
ECM
1-1137) album. Frisell's appearance on
that LP eventually led to more connections for the guitarist, as he found himself recording and touring with groups
led by saxophonist Jan Garbarek and
drummer Paul Motian.
Frisell finds his work with Motian
(which can be heard on Psalm, ECM
1-1222) to be the most rewarding. " Playing with Paul has been agreat learning
experience," explains Frisell. " Ihave a
lot of room in this band, as well as the
freedom to try about anything Iwant,
which makes it a situation that encourages growth. Musically, Paul supports
everything Ido, and it always feels like he
knows every note I'm going to play:'
Eventually, ECM's Manfred Eicher approached Bill to do an album, based on
the strength of asolo tape with overdubs
that he had sent Eicher. That album, In
Line (
ECM 1241), gives an excellent representation of Frisell's playing. The
swooping, swelling collage of sounds on

Start, the glissando guitar (an effect
achieved by rubbing a wooden stick
across the strings, which Frisell claims he
"stole" from Michael Gregory Jackson)
which dominates The Beach, and the
Ralph Towner-like acoustic excursion of
the title track are all evidence of his wellexecuted versatility. In fact, the only instrumental assistance Frisell had was
from bassist Arild Andersen, who played
on five of the album's nine cuts.
Frisell's unique sounds are sketched
out on asmall variety of instruments. His
equipment consists of a1968 Gibson SG
Standard, which is his "signature" instrument, an Ovation acoustic, a Fender
Stratocaster which he recently purchased with the help of Lou Reed's
guitarist Robert Quine, and abackup Les
Paul Junior. The effects, which play an
integral part in Bill's sound, consist of a
Yamaha analog delay, Boss compression,
an MXR Distortion Plus, and an occasionally used Boss Chorus. When
needed, he will also use aFurman reverb
unit for his acoustic. Bill's amps consist of
aLab Series L-7, aMusic Man 1-12 RD50,
and aPeavey Special 130.
One device which probably gets the
biggest workout is his volume pedal.
According to Bill, " Istarted playing the
clarinet when Iwas very young, and it
was my main instrument for along time.
So, playing awind instrument must have
influenced my search for asound. The
volume pedal gives you asimilar control
over the attack of each note or the dynamics of aphrase the way your breath
would on awind instrument:'
Frisell's style and versatility is getting
him more and more work these days.
One of his pet projects at the moment is
being amember of drummer D. Sharpe's
band. According to Frisell, " For more
than a year I've been going to Boston
almost every week to play with
D. Sharpe's group with trombonist Gary
Valente and bassist John Lockwood. This
music is getting real strong, and I'm
hoping we can get some work outside of
Boston. People can dance to this stuff!"
Another Frisell project that has been
garnering alot of attention on the Eastern seaboard is Stone Tiger. That group
started soon after Frisell played in aband
supporting flutist Nicholas Pike. Mike
Clark, who was the drummer on that
date, informed influential electric bassist
Percy Jones of Frisell's talents, which
prompted the three to get together and
jam. Jones was so impressed that he
immediately asked Bill to join him on a
Brand X session. The session fell
through, which then gave Clark, Jones,
and Frisell the opportunity to play as a
trio. This band, with Lounge Lizard

drummer Doug Bowne replacing Mike
Clark, has been bending more towards
the rock end of the music spectrum.
Bill was also a "spirit voice" on Bob
Moses' When Elephants Dream Of Music
(Gramavision 8203), where he was told to
"go mad" in aroomful of over 20 musicians. Pat Metheny keyboardist Lyle
Mays was also a recent employer, as
Frisell was part of a band on a video
session that also included such notables

as percussionist Nana Vasconcelos and
drummer Adam Nussbaum.
Add to that gigs with saxophonist
Julius Hemphill's electrified Jah Band,
more tours with Paul Motian, along with
appearances on new releases from Motian, Jan Garbarek, and Tim Berne, and
you've got one busy musician. But knowing how Bill Frisell thinks, these aren't
just gigs and sessions as much as they are
"learning experiences:'
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C
AUGHT
TRIBUTE TO
MILES DAVIS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK— Miles Ahead: A Tribute To
An American Music Legend was afourhour-plus program, sponsored by the
professional and fraternal Black Music
Association, with dozens of jazz artists
and a handful of pop stars, pre-taped
testimonials, an honorary doctorate in
music from Fisk University, speeches and
plaques, and good-natured, heartfelt ribbing by Bill Cosby, among others, all
celebrating Miles Dewey Davis Jr.—most
simply and accurately described by
someone as "trumpeter nonpareil:'
While the public outpouring of nearpeer adulation may have momentarily
flustered the founder of the cool blues,
and the attempts to link him with some
soul- gilded singers seemed somewhat
beside the point, the evening's high percentage of inspired improvisation and
conceptualization proved that Davis has,
indeed, created and effected sounds the
whole world's dug during the past four
decades. And his stunning septet's short,
climactic set this evening announced he's
nowhere near done yet.
Pianist Don Shirley began the sold-out
show with asophisticated solo rendition
of the Adagio from Miles' collaboration
with Gil Evans—one figure conspicuously absent from the formal well-wishing, especially as the all-star orchestra
conducted by Quincy Jones fleshed out
the overture with re-arrangements by
Slide Hampton of Evans-arranged Miles
hits from Sketches Of Spain, Porgy And Bess,
and Miles Ahead. Then came ajuicy bop
shot from Art Farmer, sultry love notes
from singers Shirley Horn and Chris
Connor, rousing vocalese from Jon
Hendricks & Company and the Whispers' Scott brothers (a credible Milestones). Howard Hewett of Shalamar
(funkifying Monk's '
Round Midnight),
Peabo Bryson, Angela Bofill, and George
Benson lifted voice, too, but for many
Davis devotees, the highlights were
mostly to be instrumental.
Here was tap dancer Honi Coles trading accents with traps master Roy
Haynes, Herbie Hancock striding firmly
through Footsteps with Ron Carter and
Tony Williams keeping pace, J.J. Johnson
interpolating an '80s Davis riff into his
unaccompanied trombone version of the
'60s Solar, and flugeler Farmer with
trumpeters Jimmy Owens, Lew Soloff,
Jon Faddis, Randy Brecker, Wallace
Roney, and Maynard Ferguson trading

JACK
DEJOHNETTE'S
SPECIAL EDITION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MA—Jack DeJohnette's Special
Edition is ajazz phenomenon: agroup
that has maintained aconsistent identity
for four years despite having only one
consistent member—DeJohnette himself. The first version of Special Edition,
which recorded an eponymous album in
1979, featured a lineup of DeJohnette
(drums, piano), Peter Warren ( bass,
cello), and reedmen Arthur Blythe and
David Murray. When the second album,
Tin Can Alley, came out in 1981, Blythe
and Murray had been replaced by Chico
Freeman and John Purcell. Now, athird
album, Inflation Blues, has been released—Freeman and Purcell are still on
board, but Warren has been replaced by
Rufus Reid and trumpeter Baikida Carroll has been added as a "guest artist:'
According to the pre-concert publicity,
this edition of Special Edition was supposed to include DeJohnette, Reid, Purchoruses and foursbefore brilliantly harcell, Murray, and Howard Johnson. Murmonizing ( Hampton's chart) ablues.
ray, however, couldn't make the gig, and
Here were Davis alumni—Jimmy
was replaced by Marty Ehrlich. On the
Heath, George Coleman, Jackie Mcopening number, Tin Can Alley, Ehrlich
Lean, Pepper Adams, Walter Bishop Jr.,
immediately showed his mettle with a
Buster Williams. Philly Joe Jones,
torrid alto sax solo that built to atense,
Farmer, Owens, Johnson, and Hampsquealing climax before giving way to
ton—rolling through All Blues and Freddie The Freeloader, with Benson adding a Purcell's cool, deliberate outing on tenor
sax. After an ensemble section, the confew bars of exceptional guitar. Grover
trasts continued, as Johnson heated
Washington Jr. overcame sound probthings up again with an upper-register
lems with his soprano's pickup in aColtrane-esque So What?, urged on by pianbaritone sax solo before Reid's calm, deist Kirk Lightsey and drummer Grady
liberately constructed bass solo.
An overlong "free improvisation" (led
Tate; Cicely ( Mrs. M.D.) Tyson, generally
by DeJohnette, playing a synthesizer
credited with revitalizing her husband's
slung around his neck) eventually melted
spirit, recited apoem; vps from Columinto the rich, woody textures of Ebony, a
bia Records and Miller beer (?!) gave
lyrical piece from the latest album that
gifts, and Cosby, waving his Groucho
openly expresses DeJohnette's admiracigar, coaxed a croaked "Thank you"
from the abashed honoree, resplendent
tion for the tone poems of Duke
Ellington. Purcell's warm, elegant flute
in grey velvet suit and cap, very ready to
solo, bracketed by the deep sonorities of
play.
Ehrlich's bass clarinet solo and Reid's bass
So Miles finally blew his own horn—
solo, was the centerpiece of the arrangewith John Scofield, Bill Evans, Mino Cinment. DeJohnette then moved out from
elu, Al Foster, Steinberger-ed bassist Darbehind the drums to play an agile and
ryl Jones, and multi-keyboardist Robert
articulate blues on piano that soon beIrving helping the legend live. New directions in music is what Miles makes— came aroaring ensemble number (with
DeJohnette back on the traps again, playeither his uncompromising, energized
joy or the late hour drove asmattering of ing with scintillating power) highlighted
by Johnson's gutty, exuberant tuba solo.
listeners more comfortable with his past
than his present from the hall—and for
After a brief break DeJohnette sat
once an official acknowledgment of a down at the piano once more to lead a
great musician's career included his work three-saxophone front line through anin progress.
— howard mandel other of his Ellingtonian sketches, the
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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ADVERTISEMENT

A Special Announcement
to Purchasers of
Yamaha DX Digital Synthesizers

The parent company of
Yamaha International Corporation ( a U.S. corporation)
produces a number of products for worldwide distribution. However, products are
carefully designed and engineered for the country in
which they will be sold.
It has come to our attention that some DX7's and DX
9's built for other countries are
being imported to the U.S. and
sold through non-authorized
Yamaha retailers. The purchase and use of these units
will present some serious
problems to owners:
1. Yamaha DX Keyboards distributed by
Yamaha International
Corporation are man<ufactured to operate
on the correct U.S.
voltage. Others may
operate on a different
voltage, which could
make the keyboard
noisy or non-functional. Voltage converters may not provide a consistent
enough voltage to
allow the DX to be
fully functional.
2. Yamaha DX Keyboards distributed by
Yamaha International
Corporation have
obtained FCC and
U.S. safety testing
approvals ( e.g., UL
approved). Other
units may not have
these approvals. The

result could be severe
RF
interference
to wireless microphones, televisions
and other receiving
electronics.
3. Yamaha DX Keyboards distributed by
Yamaha International
Corporation and sold
through authorized
Yamaha DX retailers
are fully warranted.
Others are warranted
only in the country for
which they were
manufactured.
4. Yamaha DX Keyboards distributed by
Yamaha International
Corporation include a
valuable accessory
package at no additional cost: volume
pedal, sustain pedal,
owner's manual,
music stand, demo
cassette tape, instructional cassette tape.
The DX 9 is also
shipped with a cassette tape with 420
voices and a cassette
interface. The DX 7is
shipped with two
ROM cartridges (with
128 voices) and one
RAM cartridge for
storage of the buyer's
own programmed
voices. This complete
accessory package is
offered only through
Yamaha International
Corporation and its

ADVERTISEMENT

authorized retailers.
5. Only owners of
Yamaha DX Keyboards distributed by
Yamaha International
Corporation and sold
through authorized
Yamaha DX retailers
will receive instruction and follow-up
materials including an
extensive American
manual, subsequent
manuals, information
on software, etc.
You may quickly identify
an authorized U.S. model of a
DX 7 or DX 9 by looking at
the back panel near the plug.
Only authorized U.S. models
will list voltage as " 120
Volts." FCC and safety testing approval stickers will also
be on the back panel.
The U.S. Federal Communications Commission
requires all such equipment to
be certified. Any retailer of
uncertified equipment is subject to severe penalties. And
any purchaser may be subject
to forfeiture of the equipment.
If you have any questions
about the authenticity of a
Yamaha DX retailer or aDX
keyboard, telephone:
Combo Division
Yamaha International
Corporation
(714) 522-9220
In the interest of continuing customer satisfaction,
Yamaha International Corporation felt it necessary to bring
this to your attention.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48
sophisticated Pastel Rhapsody. Then it was
novelty time, with DeJohnette singing
Inflation Blues (
with gusto if not flawless
pitch) while a bemused-looking Reid
pumped out areggae bass line on Fender
bass. The program closed with Zoot Suite
(which DeJohnette dedicated to Ellington), an ode to '40s swing bands that is
also a tribute to Bird, Coltrane, and
Omette.
That kind of era-spanning innovation
is what makes Special Edition's music so
satisfying. DeJohnette's compositions
combine the "memory of things gone"
(as Duke once put it) with contemporary
energy and freshness, and his band is a
repertory company of players with the
right instincts to make those tunes work.
If the energy flagged here and there in
this concert, things were always jerked
back in line by the sharp, challenging
music that DeJohnette has written for
this band. Special Edition really is special.
—jim roberts

JEFF THIEBAUTH

C
AUGHT

Breukee (left) and the Kollektief horns

intros. My first live introduction to them
was ai one of their own amiable outings at
First Congregational Church in a set
which laid out some fresh originals.
Memorable were a brooding, vibrating
group improvisation; Adams' slap tongue, hard-striding Like I Said and
intensely scalar Old Fandango; Chase's
limpid Rite Of Spring-ish Ser Through
(Millers taut soprano sounding like an
oboe) and his barking, marching solo
alto piece with its Zen footnotes; an
unruly Motown groove; and Miller's
pretty latin composition to her baby
nephew's eyes. Lots of healthy, extroFIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH/GODDARD CHAPEL
verted tenor from Hall, too. Hmm, that's
just about the whole set. This band owes
BOSTON — On the same chilly night, brilno more stylistically to the models of the
liantly lit by the full moon, in beautiful
World Saxophone Quartet and Rova unit
than to Schonberg and Ellington as comchurches four miles apart in Cambridge
and Medford, two unusual bands played
posers: it's all there, but muted.
their unique fusions of jazz, classical,
Crosstown at Tufts University's gemlike Goddard Chapel you could practipop, and other musics to small audiences
whose vociferousness, like the bande,
cally see the smoke curl out of the slender
Norman campanile, the red ivy curl
belied their size. The one band is small,
chamberlike, young, and homegrown;
from the heat, and the oak-slatted halfthe other large, rumbustious, older (but
moon windows expand and crack as
Willem Breuker's zany troop of crackernot sadder and wiser), and Netherlandish; both emphasize writing over blow- jack curmudgeons cut some raw new
shapes for the big band sound. Need a
ing, humor over sobriety, eclectic origivisual comparison? How about Monnals, and informality.
Your Neighborhood Saxophone
drian blocks? Schwitters collages? Like
Quartet has been a fixture on the local
Whitman and Mahler, their music is bigfront here for three years. They manage
ger than life and contains multitudes.
to weave their diverse personalities into a During their long add-on charts (eight
bars of this, eight of that) the world of
strong collective image whether playing
music flies by: Machito, vaudeville songs,
tautly structured originals or paying obProkofiev, highland reds, you name it,
lique homage to Monk, Bartok, Bechet,
and your spirit soars with it. They are
or James Brown. YNSQ is Steve Adams
really aball.
(mainly ban), Tom Hall (tenor), Allan
The Kollektief plays everything with
Chase (alto), and Cercie Miller (alto, soCarla Bley mischief, Charles Mingus
prano); all double on other reeds, all
write, all comment conversationally on
chiaroscuro, Basie precision, and Spike

YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD
SAXOPHONE
QUARTET/
WILLEM BREUKER
KOLLEKTIEF

Jones madcap. Merry snippets of Sousa,
Theodorakis, Sauter/Finegan, and
honky-tonk spin by in bewildering, often
hilarious array. One tango paraded onenote piano ostinati, cowbells, wolf-whistles, trumpet wheezes, and trombone
farts, that led to a hoary, free solo by
Breuker (trying to shake the tonic out of
his tenor in fake frustration while his
mates cheered him on) which he turned
into aseething blues with James Brown
tutti and bludgeoning backbeat. His
multiple cadenza led directly to exquisitely scored selections from Prokofiev's Romeo And Juliet. Not only without abreak—without apause!
The nine-man Kollektief is neither
joke nor fluke. Breuker collared these
guys in 1974, and they have been playing with camaraderie and conviction
through thick and thin ever since. Fine
soloists abound: pianist Henk de Jonge,
for one, packed Bach, Chopin, ragtime,
Bent Fabric, and Conlon Nancarrow
(without rolls) into one extraordinary
number—then moved to accordion! (Everybody doubles; the horns play tuned
bottles.) Theater, like swing, is just one
more item in their mixed duffle-bag.
The encore "Rumanian" peasant dance
in 10/8 and 7/8 held crack unisons, chorus line, fire drill, musical mics, aparade
and skirmish, and mock-brawl out of
Breughel! Wow! The Dutch Ministry of
Culture helped foot this tour (which
included Curaçao and Cleveland as well
as New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and two hot nights in Austin), the
band's first to the U.S. since 1977. It'd be
great to get them back soon, and get
some distributor to pick up their oodles
of unvarnished, unobtainable European
albums.
—fred bouchard
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P
RO S
ESSION
Philip Glass In The Studio
BY DAVID GARLAND

About 12 years ago Kurt Munkacsi was
rt the junior engineer on astaff of four
working at the private NYC studio of exBeade John Lennon. Munkacsi was very
impressed by Lennon's craft of making a
song which emphasized a catchy repeated melody or "hook." When Lennon
decided to make his mobile recording
studio available for free to acomposer he

ANDY FREEBERG

Philip Glass is acomposer (
see db, Dec, '
83) who has recently enjoyed
quite abit of popular success. His opera Einstein On The Beach is a
landmark in contemporary music and theater; he has toured with his
ensemble around the world, and the influence of his compositional style is
evident in music from pop to classical.

had met, he sent along his junior engineer so that Munkacsi could have some
hands-on experience. That was when
Munkacsi first met Philip Glass. Glass'
music surprised him. " It was nothing but
hooks, for 20 minutes," he recalls.
Munkacsi applied what he knew from
engineering pop music to recording
Glass' music. Although Glass was already

working with amplification, Munkacsi
refined it and improved the technology.
Soon after that Munkacsi became a
member of the Philip Glass Ensemble as
the sound engineer for live performances and studio recordings, sharing
equal status with the musicians.
Another Ensemble member is Michael
Riesman, who plays almost all the keyboard parts on Glass' recent records, and
is also the Ensemble's music director and
conductor. Together, Glass, Munkacsi,
and Riesman have formed acollaborative team which realizes and produces
Glass' music on records. Glass and
Munkacsi have also worked together to
produce other records, by the group
Polyrock and also ex-Doors keyboardist
Ray Manzarek's version of Carl Orffs
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Carmina Burana.
Recently, Glass, Munkacsi, and Riesman met in New York to talk with down
beat about their unusual approach to the
recording studio.
Philip Glass: Many people recording
classical music still try to create the illusion that the listener is in aconcert hall.
We would never do that. We're trying to
create the impression that you're listening to arecord.
Kurt Munkacsl: Our approach is to use
the recording studio as one of the instruments for making Philip's music.
PG: Brian Eno has called the recording
studio a "compositional tool:' For me it's
not quite that, but it is aplace where the
music gets resolved. In acertain way it's
the final stage of the composition. Another resolution is a performance, another might be avideo tape, but arecord
is aparticular resolution of apiece.
We used to record my music by recording the Ensemble performing live in the
studio, with each instrument on aseparate track, and then go back and touch
up problems with punch-ins and overdubs. We thought that the live performance had a quality that could only be
preserved in this way, but we have abandoned that approach.
KM: We now find that we can get abetter
performance by constructing it track by
track, part by part, with overdubs, rather
than trying to capture one in a sort of
sonic photograph.
David Garland: How do you start?
KM: First we make work tapes using
ot gan and synthesizer, to get an idea of
what apiece sounds like. These tapes are
very rough, but they have all the major
elements of the music, more or less in
their correct musical ranges.
Michael Rlesman: Ideal with all aspects of performance: tempos, dynamics, and so on—with Philip's input, of
course. The first thing we put onto 24track tape is the click track, which incor porates all the tempo changes for the
entire piece. For this we use a Drumulator which can be programmed to
change tempo. Then Ido aguide track
on keyboard which includes most of the
parts to be played, but generally this
guide track is not kept in the final mix.
The final preparatory stage is when Irecord the rehearsal numbers, such as "figure four, second repeat," and those spots
are logged into the auto-locate on the
tape machine.
PG: These are very important preparations, and they're done aday or so before
any musicians show up.
MR: When we start filling in the instru-

ments, we usually do the busiest part
first, the part with the most rhythm on it.
PG: It's also amatter of intonation—we
need to first put down the instruments
that are easy to tune to.
KM: Between the time we make our work
tape, and the guide tracks for the master
tape, we make some musical decisions,
like maybe we'll need more strings here,
those instruments won't work there, or
synthesizer would be better here.
DG: Your last three records, Glasswork',

The Photographer, and Koyaantiqatsi, use
an orchestra as well as the Ensemble.
How is the orchestra recorded?
KM: In small sections—violins alone,
double basses alone—recorded in alive
room with astereo mic at adistance, so
the instruments are captured accoustically intact. But what you don't realize is
that at least 50 percent of what seem to be
orchestral instruments in the finished
mix are actually synthesizers.
PG: Ithink that this is abreakthrough

MIES DRUMSTICKS
Demanding drummers demand durability and a solid
response. FIBES drumsticks meet those needs with their
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area. It's something we're very keen on
now. It's a way of going back to synthesizers. Instead of using them as instruments to create completely independent
sounds, or to imitate sounds, we use
them to extend sounds that we have real
emotional recognition of. A trombone is
atrombone, but it isn't really, because by
the time we get done with it, it's akind of
super-trombone—atrombone that has a
bottom to it which you never heard before!
KM: We've discovered that to get, for
example, a big string sound, you need
only a few strings to trick the ear into
thinking there are real strings there. You
need those overtones, but you can get a
really fat string sound by adding the

right synthesizer sound to it.
Very often, areal instrument can't play
aline of Philip's music the way it's written,
but we can record the gist of it, perhaps
the highest and lowest notes in aquickly
moving line, and we mesh the two of
them together, so ultimately it sounds as
though the instrument was playing the
whole line.
MR: In Koyaanisqatsi we did that sort of
thing on some fast arpeggiated figures
for double bass which didn't sound that
good. We doubled them on synthesizer,
and when we mixed it, the real basses
were mixed low, used mostly for their
tone color.
PG: Iwas reading an interesting book
about Horowitz recently, in which some-
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one analyzed his recordings and discovered that when he does descending chromatic passages very fast in octaves, he's
actually not doing it chromatically: he's
skipping notes. The ear hears it as chromatic, but it isn't. He was actually avery
advanced technician. He is doing very
much what we're doing. We render
things on the tape so the ear will hear
instruments that aren't there.
These recordings allow me, as acomposer, to write music more complex than
you can record successfully with a normal approach. Pruit Igoe from Koyaanisqalsi was virtually an unmixable piece of
music, because of the amount of information—the music was just too complex.
DG: How did you get around that?
KM: We clarified some parts with synthesizers, and we really chopped away at the
sounds with EQ, so that all the frequencies that aren't important to the characteristic of an instrument are just gone, to
make way for everything else.
PG: It's really a trick to make it sound
like you're hearing everything. You are
given an illusion of some very complex
rhythmic and harmonic information. I
doubt that anyone without our experience could mix these pieces— I know
they couldn't. It's a matter of knowing
what the ear will hear, and being almost a
psychologist about it.
As the technique in the studio has
expanded, it has become possible for me
to compose music that Iwouldn't have
thought of before. Ican write a piece
now that Iknow could not exist in the
real world, but I know that Kurt and
Michael, in the studio, with the musicians
and myself, can make it happen. One
problem is that when Igo back and write
an orchestral piece, Ihave to remember
what the orchestra can really do!
DG: Do you all work on the mix together?
PG: Yes, but there has to be someone
who comes in with fresh ears to asituation where mixing has been going on for
hours, and that's the role Itake.
DG: On the recent records there is some
unusual panning going on. There's a
keyboard part that zips back and forth
between left and right, and does so in
tempo and in coordination with the musical changes in its phrasing.
KM: That's avoltage-controlled panning
device triggered by the click track. It's
programmed to count acertain number
of clicks and then pan at acertain speed.
DG: What equipment do you use in the
udio?
KM: The key things Iwould never make
a record without are: a Neuman stereo
microphone, an automated 24-track console, adigital two-track machine to mix
down onto, digital echo chambers, and
the usual collection of noise gates and
digital delay lines. As long as the equipment is of acertain standard, Ibelieve
you can make areally good record anywhere.
db

FTER MONTHS OF SUFFERING WITH ANDY'S
LOUSY GUITAR PLAYING, MR. ANDERSON
FINALLY HAS A CONFIDENTIAL TALK WITH
HIS SON . „

Dr Rhythm turns any 98-pound musician into a
mighty one-man band. Overnight! The new Dr
Rhythm fields the percussion power of 32
different rhythms and seven distinct drum sounds
—Bass Drum, Snare, Open Hi- Hat, Closed
Hi- Hat, Cymbal, Accent AND Hand Clap.
No other rhythm machine offers as many
studio quality drum effects in a portable
(and affordable) unit. Dr Rhythm provides
step or tap programming, visual LCD
graphic display of patterns, and can also
memorize two complete songs.
The good doctor can also
wort< as a realtime fingertipcontrolled drum-synthesizer
No need to wonder anymore
what that guitar, keyboard or
new song might sound like with
proper backing. Dr Rhythm is sitting
in. Whether it's a bedroom jam, or a
drum sketch for the studio— You got the
beat! For a full color 18" x24" Dr
Rhythm poster send $5.00 to
BOSS Dr Rhythm c/o
RolandCorp US 7200
Dominion Circle,
Los Angeles,
CA 90040.
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ELECTRIC BASS
How To Play The Elec. Bass - Carol Kaye
Electric Bass Lines No. 1 (Kaye)
Electric Bass Lines No. 2 (Kaye)
Personally Yours ( Kaye)
Carol Kaye Elec. Bass Cassette Course
Electric Bass Lines No. 3 Kaye
Electric Bass Lines No. 4 Kaye
Electric Bass Lines No. 5 Kaye
Electric Bass Lines No. 6 Kaye
Easy Electric Bass (Carroll/Kaye)
How To Play Elec. Bass Chords ( Kaye)
Jazz Improvisation - Bass Clef (Most)
NEW: Rock-Funk Bass. Cass. & book
NEW: Jazz Bass Cass. & book

$ 4.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
35.00
3.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
4.95
5.95
9.95
9.95

GUITAR
Joe Pass Guitar Style (Pass)
Joe Pass Guitar Style Cassette
Jazz Guitar Solos ( Pass)
Joe Pass Guitar Chords (Pass)
Joe Pass Chord Solos ( Pass)
Jazz Duets (Pass/Ellis)
Jazz Duets Cassette
Laurindo Almeida Guitar (Almeida)
NEW: Jazz Guitar Cass. & book

6.95
9.00
4.95
3.95
4.95
5.50
7.95
6.00
9.95

SAX & LEAD
Contemporary Exercises (Abe Most)
Jazz Improvisation - Treble (Most)
Jazz Flute Conceptions (Sam ',
Jost)
KEYBOARD & DRUMS
Harmonic Exercises - Piano ( Fischer)
Funky Primer - Rock Drummer (Dowd)
Thesaurus - Jazz/Rock Drummer ( Dowd)
World of Percussion (Richards)
POSTAGE: Foreign Air: $1.00 per book.
Sorry, no CODS. Calif. add 6% tax.
GWYN PUBLISHING CO.
5555 DTC Parkway, Sulte 1017
Englewood, CO 80111

4.75
5.95
5.75
5.95
5.95
5.95
8.95

We talk to
PRO's

LEE EVANS
Modes and their Use in Jazz ($ 7.95)
Jazz Keyboard Harmony (918.001
The Jazz Tetrachord Approach to
Keyboard Jazz Improvisation ($4.50)
The Rhythms of Keyboard Jazz ($ 5.00)
The Elements of Jazz ( 53.50)
Further Experiences with The
Elements of Jam $3.50)
Beginning Jazz Improvisation ($ 3.00)
Learning to Improvise Jazz
Accompaniments ($ 3.00)

cr)
àe

o
o
O

o

Scale Patterns ($3.00)
Broken Triads ($3.00)
Broken Dom. 7ths ($3.00)
Sequential Patterns (93.00)

Famous Irish Airs: Mdm. Pno. impresns. ($3.50)
Christmas: Mdm. Pno. Impressions ($ 3.50)
Jazz Up Your Christmas ($3.50)
Jack and Jill Jazz ($ 3.00)
More Jack and Jill Jazz ($3.50)
Jazz Interp. of Pop. Amer. Folk Songs ($3.50)
Jazz Suite for Piano ($ 2.50)
Travel the Keyboard Jazz Highway ($3.50)
Aunt Tissy (stage band) ($20.00)
IMPORTANT NEW PIANO BOOKS
Easy-Pno. Jazz Rhy. Primer ($3.00)
An Intro. to 16th Notes, Bk. I ($ 3.50)
An Intro. to 16th Notes, Bk. II ($3.50)
Easy Jazz Christmas Duets (93.50)
A Musical Christmas/Easy-Pno. ($ 3.50)
Mad thls form mth check or M 0 payable to

PIANO PLUS, INC.
300 W. 55th Si., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
Include $. 95 for postage and handling, plus sales lax for NYS
residents. Canada & Foreign postage add 50: to price of
books. ( No C.O.D.) U.S.A. funds only.
Send order to:
_

Address
City

56

William Fowler, composer/clinician/professor (University of Colorado,
Denver) holds aPhD in Music Composition and is db's Education Editor.

When chords change, the smoothest motion is the least motion, with individual
VII notes either staying where they are or moving by step to the next note. This
article shows how to achieve maximum smoothness along seventh chord progressions, using as models the diatonic seventh chords in the key of C-C Maj. seventh,
D min. seventh, E min. seventh, FMaj. seventh, G seventh, A min. seventh, and B
half-diminished seventh:
CM7

Zip
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Dm7

Em7

FM7 G7

Am 7

B

°7

When chord roots progress down by third-CAFDBGEC-only one note in
each chord, the seventh, needs to move. This moving note goes down one step to
become the root of the next chord:
CM 7 Anti FM7 Dm 7 B07 G7
Em7 CM 7
RZ

7..

-n

7-

CM 7 Em7G7

Rock Styles for Plano ($3.50)
Advanced Rock Styles for Plano ($ 3.50)

State

BY DR. WILLIAM L. FOWLER

When chord roots progress up by third-CEGBDFAC-the process
reverses. Now the root of each chord moves up one step to become the seventh of
the next chord:

From

Name _ _

HOW TO smooth out
chord motion- Part III

Free Catalog

Good Dealer ( C.O.D.) Discounts

Jazz- Flavored
Jazz- Flavored
Jazz- Flavored
Jazr-Flavored
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B07 Dm7 FM7 Am7 CM 7
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When chord roots move up by fourth-CFBEADGC-two notes, the fifth
and seventh of each chord, go down one step to become the root and third of the
next chord. Each descending fifth becomes the next root, and each descending
seventh becomes the next third:
CM7 FM 7 B07 Em 7 Am 7 Dm 7 G7

CM 7

to- 1-âD
When chord roots move down by fourth-CGDAEBFC-the process again
reverses. Now the root and third of each chord go up one step, and the fifth of each
chord stays where it is to become the root of the next chord:
C M7 G7

Dm7 Am 7 Em7 B07 FM 7 CM7

When chord roots move up by second-CDEFGABC-each chord root stays
where it is to become the seventh of the next chord, while the other three notes
each move down one step. As the example shows, the position of the root within
successive chords rises until reaching the top note, then drops to the bottom note
and continues to rise:
CM 7 Dm 7 Em7 FM

G7

Am 7 B0 7 CM 7

r

8

R

1

When chord roots move down by second-CBAGFEDC-the process again
reverses. Now the seventh of each chord stays where it is to become the root of the
next chord, while the other three notes each move up one step. The position of the

50 Years of

Celebrating
Music

root within successive chords now moves downward:
CM 7 B07 Am 7 G7

FM 7 Em 7 Dm
F

R

0

?

CM 7

When all four notes of the seventh chord move by step in the same direction, the
chord roots move by second. In this parallel motion progression, the roots keep
the same position within successive chords. In asuccession of second inversion
seventh chords, for example, all the roots are the next-to-highest notes:
FM 7 G7

Ami B07 CM 7 Dm 7 EM 7

g
Pn

Such chains of second inversion sevenths make effective passing chords in block
harmony below melody passages which move mostly by step along ascale. Here,
for example, is a passing-chord harmonization of Beethoven's Ode To joy, the
stepwise melody from his Symphony No. 9. In the example, the letters under the
written notes show bass notes:
Ode To Joy
I

Here's your opportunity to celebrate with a 50% savings off our
regular subscription price.
Subscribe now for one year at
$7.88 (
regular price: $ 15.75).
Every issue of down beat brings
you interviews and features on 4
or more of today's top contemporary musicians who define what,
why and how about their music,
their instruments, and their
sound equipment . .
V••••
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Most chord progressions mix the various root motions—up or down by second,
up or down by third, up or down by fourth. The smoothest harmonic path along
such mixed root motions occurs when each chord change follows the voice
leadings shown in the above examples. Here are some mixed root motions among
seventh chords and the smoothest voice leadings from each chord to the next:
Am7 FM7 B07 Em7 Dm7 G7

FM7 CM7 FM7 G7

Am7 Dm7 B07 FM7 CM7

The concluding part of this article will show how to retain harmonic smoothness
while chromatically altering seventh chords.
db

BOOKS FOR THE VISUAL AGE
by Dr. William L. Fowler

FAST— EASY— ACCURATE...
The new visual motion system!
VISUAL KEYBOARD CHORD PROGRESSIONS BOOK I
"Play immediately— remember permanently"
Introductory offer: $8.95

TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE KEYBOARD
Master every chord and scale $ 11 95
FINGERBOARD FORMS FOR BASS
Construct bass chords and arpeggios in every inversion $ 595
TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT LINEAR BASS PATTERNS
(includes fingering guide by Tom Fowler)
Build long lines from short units $ 995
Add postage and handling: 1or 2books 61.00: 3or 4books 51.50: overseas, el.66 per book: overseas airmail add 511 ,,, of book price.
Colorado residents add 6.5.1) sales tax.
Send check or money order ( U.S. dollars) to:

FOWLER MUSIC ENTERPRISES
808 South Alkire Street
Lakewood. Colorado 80228
(303) 986-7309

Dealer inquiries invited

Plus down beat's regular all -time
favorite departments: Record Reviews, News, Profiles, Blindfold Test,
Caughts, Pro Sessions, Pro Shop,
and How To's.
Don't miss the exciting issues corning up. Subscribe or renew today.
down beat/subs
222 W. Adams St., Chicago, II 60606
Yes! Iwant to celebrate down beat's

50 years with a 50% savings.
LI $ 7.88 1-year—U.S.A.
D $12.38 1year — Foreign & Canada
III Payment Enclosed El New E Renew
Charge my

Visa

Master Charge

Card Na
Exp. Date
Cardholder
Signature
PLEASE PRINT

Name
Address
City

State
Zip
(Offer expires 1/1/84)
(checks drawn on U.S.A. banks only)

8402
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MUSIC and SOUND PRODUCTS
dozens of voices, including bass and
snare drums (in three dynamic levels),
open, closed, and accented hi-hat, six
tom-toms, and several cymbal sounds.
There are separate outputs for each
voice plus aseven-channel stereo/mono
mixer. The DMX can be interfaced and
synchronized with the rest of the
Oberheim Music System.

BRASS FAMILY

AIIsop's Clean 'N' Oil
Syntauri's Simply Music
Recently unveiled by the SYNTAURI
CORP. (
Los Altos, CA) is Simply Music,
the company's complete keyboard learning and performance system for the Apple II computer. A full Simply Music
system includes afour- or five-octave, 16voice musical keyboard with Apple interface, software, and instruction manual.
When hooked up to an Apple, the Simply Music offers two ways to visualize
both live and recorded music playback—
notes can be seen either on the grand
staff or on a picture of the keyboard
itself. The easy-to-use interactive system
should remove the mystery of the computer from the mind of the musician and
student, and prove to be an educational
aid.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Oberheim's DMX Drum Machine
OBERHEIM ELECTRONICS I
NC. (
Los Angeles) has recently introduced new optional drum sounds and retrofitable features with expanded memory for their
DMX Programmable Digital Drum Machine. The new software more than doubles the memory capacity, allowing for
over 45 new features. The retail price
remains the same, and current DMX
owners can purchase the memory expansion update. The DMX uses digital recordings of real drum sounds, features
complete programmability of rhythms,
time signatures, tempo, etc., and offers
58 DOWN BEAT FEBRUARY 1984

Ibanez' Graphic Equalizers
New from IBANEZ ( HOSHINO U.S.A.
I
NC., Bensalem, PA) are two single-rackspace graphic equalizers—the GE1502
Dual 2/3 Octave and the GE3101 1/3
Octave. Both pro quality units feature
EQ In/Out, with ahigh-pass, three-pole
rumble filter for p.a. application, and
LED's that indicate all switched functions
and channel overload. The range of
boost and cut is selectable between
±6dB for subtle EQ curves, and ± 12dB
for more extreme control.

PERCUSSION SHOP

New from ALLSOP INC. (
Bellingham,
WA) is a unique method to care for
piston valves of brass instruments and
slides of trombones—the Clean 'N' Oil
system. The unit incorporates separate
cleaning and lubricating sections. One
pass through the cleaning section
cleanses the valve or slide, and a pass
through the lubricating section applies
an even amount of oil. The secret lies in
the newly formulated applicator. The
lubricant is fast and long-lasting. The
durable, non-shedding foam applies the
Clean 'N' Oil solution evenly every time.
No fuss, no mess.

NEW PRODUCT UPDATE
Yamaha DX7/DX9 Digital Synthesizers

• Caveat emptor—buyer beware, is the
advice from the YAMAHA COMBO PRODUCTS DIVISION (
Buena Park, CA) to consumers interested in purchasing a new
DX7 or DX9 digital synthesizer. Consumer demand for these products has
exceeded the company's predictions;
consequently, production of the U.S.
model has been stepped up at the Japanese factory to meet the need. In the
SOTA's Snare Drum Shell
meantime, Yamaha has discovered that
non-authorized dealers have been importing DX models built for other marA breakthrough in snare drum shell
technology now comes from STATE OF kets. Yamaha cautions consumers to purchase only models built for the American
THE ART (SOTA)PERCUSSION (
Chicago).
market for a number of reasons, most
A unique construction method of gluing
importantly: foreign models operate on
and pressing hundreds of blocks of wood
different voltages which can make the
under intense, continuous pressure, plus
keyboard noisy or nonfunctional when
reinforcement with 32 vertical hardwood
rods, results in a5/s-inch thick shell with
using U.S. voltages (U.S. models are listed
the resonance of a marimba bar, an
as 120 volts); DX's built for other markets
have not obtained U.S. (e.g. U.L.) or FCC
unprecedented bearing edge, and consesafety testing approvals and could interquently a snare drum with incredible
dynamic range. (A couple of big-name
fere with other electronics; and warrandrummers walked off with one from the
ties are good only in the country for which
the DX was built. If you have aquestion
recent PASIC.) American-made SOTA
about the authenticity of a Yamaha reshells are available in three woods—natailer or anon-U.S. DX, write the Combo
tive walnut, African padauk, or East Indian or Amazon rosewood—and three
Products Div., Music Marketing Group,
sizes-5-, 61
2 -, or 8-inches deep. The
/
Yamaha International Corp., POB 6600,
shells are available with the dealer's/
Buena Park, CA 90622, and include your
phone number.
db
player's choice of hardware and heads.

NEW RELEASES cont. from page 40

WINDHAM HILL
William Ackerman, acoustic guitarist adds
guest instrumentalists in mellow collaboration, PAST LIGHT. Mark lsham, ex-Art Lande
and Group 87 multi- instrumentalist waxes an
adventurous duo album, VAPOR DRAWINGS.
Andy Narell, steel drummer and his quartet
plus guests reflect LIGHT IN YOUR EYES.

LEARN MUSIC THE WAY
QUINCYJONES DID.
AT BERKLEE.

INDEPENDENTS
(Usually available from NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC 10012, or contact db.)
David Grisman/Andy Statman, spontaneously composed duets for twin- pickers,
from Rounder Records, MANDOLIN ABSTRACTIONS. Mark O'Connor, solo LP for guitars,
violins, mandolins, other strings, and percussion, from Rounder Records, FALSE DAWN.
Marty Cutler, banjoist writes and arranges
bluegrass- blues-jazz-rock, from Green Linnet Records, CHARGED PARTICLES. Billy
Novick, pennywhistler ( sort of an Irish piccolo) plays folk songs, jigs, and Bird's Yardbird Suite, from Green Linnet Records, PENNYWHISTLES FROM HEAVEN. Gerald Trimble,
Irish songs and reels played on cittern ( a
cross between mandolin and bouzouki), from
Green Linnet Records, FIRST FLIGHT. John
Eisenberg/Jeffrey Young, 17 duets for
acoustic guitars, from Binney Records,
HAPPY MEDIUM. Various Artists, Willie Nelson, Jerry Jeff Walker, and others caught live
at the Kerrville Festivals 1972-76, from Adelphi Records, TEXAS FOLK & OUTLAW MUSIC.
John Cage, violinist Paul Zukofsky plays
music composed via chance operations,
from C132 Records, FREEMAN ETUDES I-VIII.
Dane Rudhyar, '
79 solo piano work plus ' 24
string ensemble piece from the idiosyncratic
composer/philosopher, from CP 2 Records,
EPIC POEM/FIVE STANZAS. Allaudin Matthleu,
multi- tracked contrapuntal piano compositions w/ roots in improvisations, from Cold
Mountain Music, IN THE WIND. Joe McPhee,
drummerless quartet attacks two standards
and improvised originals, from hat Hut Records, OLEO. Musics Libera, reed/brass duo
plus occ. guests explore timbres and form,
from hat Hut Records, DIALOG & BEGEGNUNG.
Roberto Ottaviano, Italian multi-saxist offers
overdubbed solos and sextet originals, from
Ictus Records, ASPECTS. Elliott Sharp, downtown NYC guitarist/reedman improvises
w/ friends in NYC and Czechoslovakia, from
Zoar Records, ( T)HERE. Arco iris, debut LP
from South American folk-jazz ensemble,
from Arco Iris Records, BLUE PHEASANT.
Louie Bellson/George Duvivier/Jack
Scott/Warren Parrish, quartet waxes mainstreamish in the Blue Note style, from Chonto
Records, LOOSE WALK. Paul Stephens, saxist
and avariety of cohorts in avariety of styles,
from RPM Records, NUBIAN KNIGHTS. Omega
Sunrise, jazz-rock nonet with a Christian
attack, from New Jerusalem Records, FEEL
THE CHANGE. Richard Carr, violinist with
gypsy/classical roots goes jazzy w/ the ProBow Trio, from Shiah Records, FIRST TIME OUT.
David Benoit, two LPs from the pianist— one
of seasonal favorites, from AVI Records,
CHRISTMASTIME, and the other apop-oriented
session, also AVI, DIGITS.
db

"Berklee is the training
ground of industry professionalism.
Berklee students walk right out of
school into Quincy Jones sessions with no stops in between
... Ernie Watts, Harvey Mason, Neil Stubenhaus, Abe
Laboriel, John Robinson are Berklee students who are
instrumental in the music Imake. Berklee College of
Music trains you for the big leagues. Take it from me."
—Quincy Jones
Berklee has produced thousands ot professionals
who now enjoy successful careers in all aspects of today's
music business. For acurrent catalog, contact the Berklee
Admissions Office. Call toll-free: 1-800-633-3311 (9a.m.
to 5p.m. EST). In Massachusetts call: 617-266-1400. Or,
write: BERKLEE, Admissions Office, Dept. W4,1140
Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215.

Berklee

College of Music
Where careers in music begin.
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Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $2.00 per
word; 3consecutive issues, $1.90 per word; 6consecutive
issues, $1.60 per word; 12 consecutive issues, $1.45 per
word. All ads prepaid, no agency com mission. Copy and full
payment for each issue must arrive by the first day of the 2nd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 6
consecutive issues earns 5% discount; single prepayment for 12 consecutive issues earns 10% discount.
Word count: count as one word, each symbol and number group. Street address, city, state, zip code count as three words.
First three words set in bold caps at no extra charge. No illustration or db box number. All copy subject to publisher's approval.
Advertisers must supply permanent address and telephone with first order.
For rates and information on Special Classified Display ads and MUSEd Directory listings, write to down beat/Classified,
222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.

BASSBOOKS

n Thumb ' nSnap Bass Vol. 1
500
[ ] Thumb ' nSnap Bass Vol. 2
500
I ' Progressive Technique for Electric Bass
350
I Bass Harmonics
500
LI Rhythms for Bass
400
400
O Technical Bass Studies
III Bass Chords
450
O Melodies for Electric Bass
400
400
D Bass Duets
El Cassettes available for any book
450
in stereo with seperated Bass d Rhythm track
O Bass and Guitar Duets
400
O " Bass Expressions" Solo Cassette Album of
creative Bass music
500
add 50C post for total order $ 1.00 foreign
Foreign Airmail add $ 1.00 per Item. MA res, add tax

JAYNE PUBLICATIONS
P.O.BOX 175, Malden, MA 02148
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EnIsepreneures &ought
Have an idea for a business in the music field?
Flaying trouble getting it off the ground?
Perhaps we can help with funding, manufacturing, distribution or ?.
CONTACT MS ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 1222,
Dept. C. El Toro, California 92630

Thompson

Vocal

Eliminator

can

our complete line of studio effects products.
Write to LT Sound, Dept. D13,
P.O. Box 338, Stone Mountain, GA 30086
Phone (404) 493-1258

YOU CAN IMPROVISE like the MASTERS! Play anything by
ear. Quickly! Easily! New Method. Free Information. Write
Today. BATES MUSIC, 2717 Aldrich South, Minneapolis, MN
55408.
By
BARRY SAHAGIAN

The

actually remove most or virtually all of a solo vocalist
from a standard stereo record and yet leave most of
the background music untouched! Not an equalizer!
We can prove it works over the phone Write or call for
a24 page brochure and demo record on the 'TVE and

êaximlionr ellop, Ltd.

BOOKS
MUSIC BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS, professional books:
recording, songwriting, publishing, management, concert promotion, etc. Pre-publication special: Chuck Suber's 1984 Guide
to Business-of-Music Schools 8 Careers . . . $5.95 prepaid.
Catalog $2.00 deductible from first order. MBPub, P.O. Box
1191, Elmhurst, IL 60126.

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

8hoyes, Evan., Illénon 60201 • 1112, 491.0075
Send lor our FREE CATALOG!
New noun for 1952
toea • Wed • o 11 30 arn.• 6pen.
Cloaed Monday
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TRUMPET * FLUEGELHORN * CORNET
T
RE
T

...ezmidgJEROME
CALLET
,
CUSTOM TRUMPETS OF NEW YORK
Now Offering for Sale:
A Jerome Callet Model Bb and C Trumpet
Superior Playing Qualities to any Trp. ever built.
The greatest players are already acclaiming: Great
Intonation. Perfect Center ( No Spread Sound).
Beauty and Richness of Tone, Super Power and
Projection. Easy of Blowing in the Upper Register.
My background includes 26 years of sales and
consulting experience (with 2great custom mfg. of
Trps.) Mechanical ability as abuilder designer of
brass, mouthpieces. Most important: The Supreme
Embouchure Strength to Fully Test aTrumpet.
All trumpets are tested from Low F#
to Double High C: For Pitch, Volume, Control,
Center Quality of Sound, Freedom of Blowing.
No other manufacturer can match my trumpets
in the final testing and adjusting for building
the Perfect Responding Horn.
Price of Bb Trp. in M.L. or Lg. Bore: $325.00

JEROME CALLET

160 W. 46 St., Room 405. New York, N.Y. 10036
Phone (212) 398-1887

MOUTHPIECES
since 1929
25 models • Interchangeable backbon9s •
precision custom and copy work •
trombone alteration work •
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Send for free brochure:
TOTTLE BRASS MOUTHPIECES
2 HEMENWAY ST., BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 247-9872
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
GUITAR ODYSSEY equips you to play any scale in any key in
any fretboard position. You can achieve total melodic freedom.
Send $24.95 to Mike Cannon, Suite 212, 302 E. Charleston,
Las Vegas, NV 89104.
MUSIC MAP - harmony wall chart with instruction book, for the
teaching studio, classroom, or for self-study, any instrument.
Criart compares all chords—triads, 7-chords, to 9, 11, 13— in
all keys Major, Minor (Harmonic, Melodic). Chart is 23 X 35 in.,
colorfully printed, assembled for hanging. Book-88pps, illustrated— shows chart usage, discusses interval, scale, mode,
chord, key, then advanced scales (pentatonic, symmetric, etc.),
chromaticism, improvisation and arrangement, staff notation.
Send $16.45 ppd., Illinois residents add $.81 state sales tax,
Canadian and foreign orders $18.95, check or m.o., to: Keynote
Productions, Box 873, Lombard, IL 60148-0873.

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
WE BUY USED WOODWIND AND BRASS INSTRUMENTS.
Please contact Emilio or David at Rayburn Music Co., 263
Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115. TEL: 617/2664727.

RECORDS & TAPES

GUITARS / FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG: banjos, Martins,
mandolins, multitrackers, cases, appraisals, books, Casios,
pickups. Mandolin Bros., 629-DB Forest, S.I., NY 10310. (212)
981-3226.

FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—foreign orders welcome—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504,
Crave Coeur, MO 63141.

SOPRANO SAXES $289

RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland
Ips. Monthly lists, auctions! LPs wanted. First Edition Records,
Box 1138-D, Whittier, CA 90609.

Tiny Jazz Trumpet-9189

FREE JAZZ AUCTION LIST: 10", 12", LP's, 45's, and 78's.
Elmwood Record Sales, Box 10232A, Elmwood, CT 06110.

Bb Straight Imperial Special Top players like it'

Bb 9 inches long' Use Your moulhpiece Big Sound'

FLUGELHORNS--$219

Also 18 inch Slide Trumpets $ 195 & Valve Trombones $ 259
Free Cases & mp All new Money back guarantee
IMPERIAL, Box 66-0B. NY,NY 10022

NEW HORIZONS MUSIC COMPANY
—Saxophonists Heaven—
The only truly Handmade Saxophone Mouthpiece ever
manufactured! Each mouthpiece custom made for the
individual player. Many alloys & materials to choose
from.
Available in: Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Baritone.
Also for Sopranino and Bass.
USED AND ENDORSED BY TOP PROS:
Michael Brecker
Dave Liebman
Bill Evans
Lawrence Feldman
Don't you deserve the best? Get the results you've been
searching for! Expert consultation available.
A COMPLETE SERVICE UNDER ONE ROOF:
Mouthpiece refacing / Custom repair & modifications, Vintage Selmer ( Paris) Saxophones / 1000S
of used mouthpieces available:
GO WHERE THE PROS GO!
CONTACT: DAVE GUARDALA
3 Mineola Ave.
Hicksville, NY 11801
Phone: 516/433-3795 or 516/938-2107
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1984 Pro-Line Guide
* Before you buy aGuitar, Amp, Mixer, Speaker
or RA. System, get the 80 page CARVIN Color
Catalog! See top groups like Pat Benefit',
Roy Clark, Heart, Jefferson Starshlp, Marshall Tucker, and Frank Zappa play CARVIN
because it's the best!
* Compare Carvin's exceptional values. Buy
DIRECT at Pro- Net prices — saving you hundreds of dollars.
* Hundreds of models to choose from including double neck guitars, exotic wood
guitars, fretless basses, guitar amps,
equalizers, 800w power amps, crossovers,
concert speaker systems with JBL, MagnaLab, EV and Celestion speakers, pro mixers,
mics and guitar parts.

HUGE JAZZ record auction: Thousands of rare LP's. Free List,
Gary Alderman, RO. Box 9164, Madison, WI 53715.
YSL RECORDS (
Japanese pressings exclusively)— NEW
1983, 11,000-plus title catalog. GREAT JAZZ. $3.00 postpaid.
YS, Box 8330-W, Van Nuys, CA 91409.
JAZZ RECORDS— Rare originals and out-of-print reissues.
Free set sale list. Jazz Collections, 3803 Idle Court, Bowie, MD
20715.
JAZZ/SET SALE List. Free lists with choice rare items. Want
lists welcomed. Jazz Record Revival, 2015 S. Broadway,
Denver, CO 80210.
COLLECTORS RECORDS- 60,000 LPs Sold (ri Auction
Jazz / Swing Bands / Jazz Vocals. Free List. Ray Macknic,
P.O BOX 7511, Dept. B, ln Nuys, CA 91406.
JAZZ LP'S BY: Ellington, Parker, Coltrane, and many more.
Cutouts, reissues and imports at set prices. THCC, Dept. BD,
RC Box 107, Drexel Hill, PA 19026

Write: CARVIN, Dept DB83, 1155 Industrial Ave.
Escondido, CA 92025. PH 619-7474710
16
GARVIN CATALOG
0 Send $ 1for Bulk Mail
D $2for RUSH 1st Class

CADENCE JAZZ RECORDS 0 Wood To OreSen1 a
se.iiterist 0oly wor thy of your firne and attenflon.

The RORY STUART °.artei
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CHOROS
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DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Arranging, composition, instructions;
private-correspondence, send for catalog. 150 W. 87th St.,
NYC 10024, (212) SC4-4722.

ET CETERA
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Mingus, Dolphy, " Bebop
Lives', Ellington, Holiday (ladies shirts also), Powell, Dexter,
Monk, Dizzy, Coltrane. Original Designs. Satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL, $8.00. Heavy weight shirts. BIRD LIVES, P.O.
Box 87D; New Lisbon, WI 53950.
IWANT TO BUY Jazz and R&B arrangements written for one
male singer + 9players. (5horns + rhythm) Finn Haukebo,
Box 74, 6401 Molde, NORWAY. Phone: 011-47-72. 51284.
JAZZ ART BROCHURE $1.00. Refunded on 1st order. Gilbert
Studios, Box 1543, Colton, CA 92324

(HE MUSICIAN'S ANSWEI
TO 'WE ALLIGATOR

A jazzy short-sleeved " Solo" shirt embroidered with the musical instrument of your
choice:
Clarinet
Bass Clarinet
Drum Set
Flute
Tuba
Grand Piano
Oboe
Trumpet
Guitar
Bassoon
Trombone
Saxophone
French Horn
Cello/Bass
Elec. Guitar
Treble Staff
Vocal
Please send check or money order in the
amount of $19.95, plus $2.50 postage and
handling for each shirt to:

Musk In &lotion.
122 Spanish Village, Suite 645
Dallas, TX 75248
Toll free: 1/800451-4453, Ext. 350 (MC/Visa)
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.
(Dealer inquiries invited—Group discounts)
de
Name
Address
Instrument
Please circle. elze and color. Sizes equivalent
to men's sizes.
Navy

Tan

White

Red

subscriber.
We must know your new address
six weeks before you move.
You will then continue to receive every Issue
without interruption. Also enclose your current down beat address lobe). The numbers
on your label ore essential to Insure prompt
and accurate service. Send It to:
down beat
Subscribers Service
222 W. Adams St
Chicago, R. 60606

most astonishingly alive big band record
since the early '60s.
For me, the ideal formula for recording small group jazz was hit on in the prestereo era by Seymour Solomon and
John Hammond at Vanguard Records,
whose work with Jimmy Rushing, Vic
Dickenson, Buck Clayton, Mel Powell,
Ruby Braff, and others should be reissued if for no other reason than to
remind the world how jazz should be
recorded.
For many producers and engineers
who have grown rich inventing needless
technical chores to perform, however,
such honesty on record represents a
singular mortal threat to their status and
power: simplicity. Talk simplicity to some
young engineers and you produce areaction roughly equivalent to flashing a
crucifix at a vampire. It's like talking
reform in Congress. And the recording
industry is in many ways apolitical machine, with technical boondoggling one
of the principal vehicles of patronage.
Imagine an album being made on atwotrack stereo machine with one mic, no
remixing, no overdubbing, no endless
rebalancing, none of the costly studio
hours spent tinkering with the third
trumpet or fourth sax, and no games of
musical chairs with 30 microphones.
Imagine how much of the $50,-100,000
in production money might be saved by
such simplicity, savings that could be
passed on to the record buyer. Imagine
all that, and you can imagine the empire
of jobs and egos which the multi-miking
philosophy supports. Simplicity would
topple careers and undercut bloated
budget and salary justifications. To
dislodge it would take nothing short of a
technical counter-revolution.
But perhaps such acounter-revolution
is at hand, or so Iread in Hans Fantel's
Sound column in a recent Sunday New
York Times. The dense-miking notion, he
explains, had some validity as aballast to
surface and tape noise. But with the
noise- free digital system soon to be upon
us, even that marginal justification is
wiped out. That's good news indeed.
Nevertheless, the worry remains: has
the art of natural recording been lost
during nearly 20 years of rock-oriented
technology? Probably not, Iwould suspect, since all that is required is areturn
to common sense and simplicity. But that
is much easier said than done, because
the barrier that stands between the
acoustic artist and adecently engineered
record isn't a lack of technology but a
glut of it. Cutting it back will involve
cutting loose years of accumulated and
now powerfully entrenched constituencies. And that means that barrier is really
one of corporate and cultural politics. It
will be interesting to watch,
db

Bouchard in the Dec. '83 db, and Iwas
very disappointed to find out that both
Wynton and Fred, in selection No. 2 (
I
Waited For You, from The Touch Of Your
Lips, SteepleChase), mistake the dark
trumpet sound of Chet Baker for that of
a flugelhorn, even though the record
jacket says he played trumpet.
I know the new Chet Baker sound
after his "comeback" is closer and more
like aflugelhorn than atrumpet, even in
his way of improvising and thinking, but
this is what makes him unique. When
virtually every flugelhorn player sounds
like he/she is playing abrilliant trumpet,
Baker retains the lyricism of such an
instrument in his trumpet playing.
Raimundo Perdomo
Los Angeles

Rollin' with D'Rivera
Lee Jeske's interview with Paquito
D'Rivera (
db, Nov. '83) talked about the
fact that Paquito desires to be aleader.
Despite this, and the fact that he fills the
seats of many jazz clubs as leader of his
own group, he has become afamiliar face
in the "guest soloist" chair of many New
York-based salsa orchestras.
Go to the Village Gate any Monday
night and catch a "Salsa Meets Jazz"
performance. You just might be blown
away by D'Rivera and the Ray Barretto
Orchestra, or Paquito with Hector
LaVoe and his orchestra.
Harriet Wasser
New York City

City jazzlines
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS: Jazzline (020) 267764
ATLANTA: Jazz Forum (404) 875-9131
BALTIMORE: Left Bonk Jazz Society Jazzline (301) 945-2266
BOSTON: Jazzline (617) 262-1301)
BUFFALO: Jazz Society Jazzline ( 716) 875-3397
CALGARY, CANADA: Jazz Society (403) 270-3609
CHICAGO: Jazz Institute of Chicago Hotline (312) 666-1881
CINCINNATI: Jazzline (606) 581-7100
CLEVELAND: NE OH Jazz Society Jazzline (216) 421-2266
COLUMBUS, OH: Jazzline (614)965-9229
DALLAS: Jazz Society (214) 744-2267
DETROIT: Jazz Center (313) 962-4124: Jazzline (313)871-5267
HARTFORD, CT: Jazz Society (203) 242-6688
KANSAS CITY: Jazz Hotline (816) 333-2227
LAS VEGAS: Jazz Society (702) 734-8556
LOS ANGELES: Hotline (213) 879-5540
MIAMI: Jazz Hotline (305) 382-3938
MILWAUKEE: Jazzline (414)964-3690
MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL: Music Dateline (612)546-2022; Twin
Cities Jazz Society (612) 292-3222
NASHVILLE: Jazz Hotline (615) 242-4310
NEW ORLEANS: Jazz Hotline (504) 242-2323
NEW YORK: Jazzline (212) 463-0200
ORLANDO, FL: Jazz Alliance Hotline (305) 788-2327
OTTAWA. CANADA: Jazzline (613) 232-7755
PHILADELPHIA: Jazz Society (215) 876-0761
PHOENIX: Hotline (602) 254-4545
PITTSBURGH: Jazz Club MusLine (412) 687-5463
RICHMOND, VA: Jazz Society (804) 321-1972
SAN FRANCISCO: Jazzline (415) 521-9336; Bay Area Jazz
Society (415) 540-6345 ex. 172
SEATTLE: Jazz Hotline (206) 624-5277
SPRINGFIELD, MA: Jazzline (413) 737-9209
TUCSON: Jazz Society Hotline (602) 623-2463
VANCOUVER: CJAZ-Ankorline (604) 685-5483
WASHINGTON, DC: Trod Line (202)532-8723
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The Prima
Donnas
Behind The
Glass
BY JOHN McDONOUGH
Sometimes the momentum of technology begins racing ahead at such avelocity
that it starts producing solutions to problems that haven't been invented yet. And
nowhere has this ridiculous chain of
events reached more absurd levels than
in the recording of acoustic jazz groups,
which have had solutions imposed on
them—to problems that never existed—
by the industry's newest class of prima
donna: the sound engineer.
Thirty years ago this would have
seemed impossible. We looked to musicians to provide the artistic content,
and to the engineer to capture it
faithfully and naturally. Then came stereo—necessarily atwo-track process. In
its early years stereo gave a wonderful
concert hall dimension to a performance. But within this great advance there
was a tragic flaw—the fascination with
separation. The urge to play games
sparked four-track, eight-track, I6-track,
24-track, even 64-track. And for every
track there was amicrophone, in many
cases more mics than there were instruments. They moved closer and closer, so
that each instrument made its own isolated recording. The recording session,
once so crucial, became almost incidental. The real music was made in the
Much of this recording philosophy
began in the '50s with Les Paul and came
of age hand-in-hand with the rise of '60s
rock. And in this realm it was completely
appropriate and at home. Many instruments were directly board- fed. And as
both the artists and their record companies were terribly insecure in their tastes
and musical visions, they needed room to
experiment. Furthermore, the language
of their music embraced studio technology as an instrument unto itself, to be
used and worked with along with other
instruments.
But as rock moved to dominate the
marketplace, so did its methods. Multimic recording became the standard for
the industry. Companies made huge investments in state-of-the-art hardware,
investments that had to be amortized
over as many albums as possible. So no
one bothered to question whether 2462 DOWN BEAT FEBRUARY 1984

The studio mixing board: friend or foe?

track was appropriate for a particular
session. It was there, it had been paid for,
it had to be used, period! What began as
a method soon became a philosophy,
then an ideology, and finally areligion. It
imposed itself everywhere.
The corollary was that awhole generation of youthful producers and engineers were growing up totally ignorant
of the values of minimal rniking. On the
other hand, the complexities of the new
technology seemed to give them a new
elite status they never had before. It
projected them into the center of artistic
judgments on balance, dynamics, voicings, even harmonic issues, all of which
could now be endlessly and often needlessly fidgeted over after the session. The
engineer held the key to the mysteries of
the mixing board. As an artist, you trifled
with him at your own peril.
Anyone who suggested areturn to one
mic for, say, abig band date was laughed
at as old fashioned, out of step with what's
now. The fact that dense-miking destroyed the natural presence of an acoustic big band or small group, overloaded
the recording with overtones which had
to be balanced out, and generally produced an unnatural padded-cell kind of
sound made little impression. If "presence" was needed, it would be added
artificially. In that way it could be controlled. The capacity to "control" became
an index of professional standing.
There was another issue, as well. The
freedom to tamper and manipulate
meant that not only engineers and producers could control a performance—
now the marketing department could
get into the act as well. Anyone in a
position of authority could influence a
detail or countermand someone else's
authority. Multi-track recording opened
up the age of recording by committee,
performance by consensus. The crucial
figure became the man at the controls.
Non-musicians (or at least non-performers) had never enjoyed such power
and influence over the recording process. Why should such producers and

engineers even consider retreating to a
system in which the artist, through his
performance, remains the decisive factor
in what comes out on the record? For all
the damage such arrogance has done to
the recorded legacy of acoustic jazz in the
last two decades, it is especially unnerving to realize that underpinning it all is
nothing more than a philosophical
power struggle between acoustic purists
content to listen with two ears and a
hoard of rock-trained technocrats who
aren't happy unless they're listening with
24 ears. No one disputes the validity of
such methods when they're confined to
the musical idioms they were invented to
serve. But one has every right toquestion
their incursion into realms that were
doing just fine with minimal milting.
The saddest thing has been that many
artists who should have known better
have found the prospect of amanufactured " perfect" performance too seductive to resist. But they haven't fooled
anyone who knows what abig band really
sounds like. Stan Kenton, for example,
who was always one to be more impressed by the newness of an idea than its
value, spent the last two decades of his
career willingly turning out fabricated
musical fictions that gave us too much
detail and too hide ensemble perspective. One can only guess about the complicity of Buddy Rich, Count Basie,
Louie Benson, Woody Herman, and
many others in the often over-engineered LPs they've put out since the '60s.
Are they victims or collaborators?
One who was neither a victim nor a
collaborator was the late Harry James,
who in the late '70s made three albums
that remain the benchmark of how to
record any group of talented jazz musicians who have the good fortune to
know what they're doing. Recorded for
the Sheffield Lab label in a Southern
California church, the entire band was
captured with a single stereo mic
mounted overhead (with an extra mic
boost for the acoustic bass). It was the
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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Triomphe de resprit
Today's EBESSON trumpet... in the spirit
of the original French Besson, with acoustical refinements
to meet the needs of today's musician.
Qualité musicale exceptionnelle.

F. BESSON
PARIS
Price: $975. Made in limited numbers in America
by Boosey & Hawkes Buffet Crampon Inc., 200 Smith Street, Farmingdale, New York 11735.

STEVE GADD.
HOT ON ZILDJIAN.
arack that Ibuilt. I'd use
The man is hot! And he
them for the free secshould be. No less than
tions in the music."
Chick Corea put it this
On K's. "
Art Blakey
way: " Every drummer
gave
me
my
first set of
wants to play like Steve
K. Zildjian's along time
Gadd because he plays
ago. Ilove the feel of
great. He plays everythem. There's something well. He could
thing about the way the
very well go on to
stick reacts to the surbecome one of the
face.. it almost becomes
greatest drummers the
part of the cymbal.
world has ever seen."
They're not cold or
As you can imagine,
edgy. They have avery
between his touring and
warm and deep feeling.
recording, Steve's not
They've got real characthe easiest guy in the
ter. Iuse a20" Ride and
world to pin down.
an 18" Crash Ride with
But he did stop for a
14" Hi Hats for recording
breather the other day
and live sessions."
and we got achance to
On A's. "Ilove to use
talk with him.
A. Zildjian's when Iplay
On Practice. "I've
rock ' n roll. When Iwant
been playing since I
to play louder, Iadd a
was akid. As long as I
16" Thin Crash and an
keep my muscles loose,
18" Crash Ride for afull
Idon't have to practice
crash sound. The bells
alot every day. When I
on the A's really project
do practice, Ijust sort of
the sound in aclear natlet things happen natuSteve Gadd, one of the world's most innovative musicians, has
ural tone."
rally and then later on
paved the way toward new playing techniques for today's drummers.
On Zildjian. "Zildjian
\•try to work it into my
to me is the foundation. Iplay Zildjians because that's
playing. Like on ' 50 Ways to Leave Your Lover...
what's in my heart. Ilove the sound, the feel, the hisIused my left hand on the high hat for the whole
tory...I love the quality and the status of aZildjian."
section it was alittle thing I'd been practicing
If you're aserious drummer, chances are that
and it just worked out."
you, like Steve, are already playing Zildjians. For
On Control. " Sometimes Iuse light, medium and
360 years, they have been the overwhelming favorheavy sticks to do the same drills because the
ite of drummers worldwide.
sticks affect my muscles in different ways. You
have to use your hand and arm muscles differently
For your copy of the Zildjian Cymbals and Accessories Catalog,
to control your playing. It's a
along with aSteve Gadd poster, send $ 3.00 to Dept. 16.
•
subtle thing but it helps
Avedis Zildjian Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623.
me tremendously."
Longwater Drive, Norwell, Mass. 02061, USA
On Effects. "
After IgraduName
ated from Eastman, Iplayed
•
in arock ' n roll band. It was
Street
keyboard, bass, drums and
alot of homemade stuff. I
City
State
Zip
DB 284
bought 6big artillery shells,
sawed them into different
'lengths and hung them on
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serious choice.

